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BROWN, CONSTANCE RIPPETOE, Ph.D. A Case Study of the Effects of 
Learner-centered Portfolio Assessment on Teachers' and Students' Views of 
Literacy Development. (1996) Directed by Dr. Samuel D. Miller. 2i9 pp. 

This case study explores the effects of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment on teachers' and students' views of literacy development as an 

indicator of whether teaching, learning, and assessing work together to 

enhance beliefs and understandings. In this study, learner-centered portfolio 

assessment refers to placing the student in the role of assessor and the teacher 

in the role of guide or facilitator of learning consistent with transactions of a 

constructivist classroom. 

Case study methodology based on the work of Stake (1978, 1985, 1994, 

1995) and the philosophy of qualitative research (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) 

was chosen to collect and interpret data. The case was an elementary school 

implementing portfolio assessment and investigating interpretation of 

student growth through artifacts collected over time and across all 

dimensions of learning. Participants included three teachers and nine 

students as key informants, numerous other teachers as secondary 

informants, and the researcher as a participant-observer. The strategies of 

interviewing, observing, and document analysis were used to gather data. 

With permission, audio tapes of interviews and other data collected were 

analyzed to note categories, patterns, themes, and outliers. Concept maps 

created by teachers and students were analyzed and interpreted by both the 



researcher and participants in order to identify possible changes in beliefs and 

understandings of literacy development. The written report provided a 

description intended to capture the complexities of the case and encourage 

readers to make connections with personal experiences, research, and theory. 

The findings represented conclusions that addressed the research 

questions and had meaning for the researcher. The study found that teachers' 

and students' views of literacy did become more complex and organized as 

they implemented learner-centered portfolio assessment. Their comments 

became more extensive, varied, and diagnostic. The shift to student self

assessment was key to establishing a climate of shared inquiry that supported 

change and fostered new insights into teaching and learning. Implications of 

the study suggested that collaborative dialogue and reflection offer powerful 

influences for desired change; learner-centered portfolio assessment could be 

closely connected with day-to-day instructional planning; and concept maps 

offer a useful tool for research as well as classroom practice. 
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OIAPfERI 

INTRODUCI10N 

Back~f0und 

Caught in a web of unclear societal goals and changing educational 

expectations, teachers are both constrained and stretched by the demands 

placed upon them. Educational reform efforts generally target instructional 

practices as the key to change and improvement. That supposition leads 

directly to investigation of how teaching practices can be changed and how 

testing and assessment influence those changes. 

1 

Reform, as promoted by A Nation at Risk (National Commission on 

Excellence in Education, 1983), included the assumption that problems rested 

with the quality of teachers which could be addressed by standardization of 

teaching practices. There were several characteristics of that wave of reform: 

it was mostly symbolic, it was almost totally initiated by top-down mandates, 

it viewed educators as incompetent, and it ignored literature on the teaching

learning process (Hitch, 1990). In contrast, the Carnegie Report, A Nation 

Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century (1985) called for school reforms 

designed to transform the teaching profession into an attractive and 

rewarding career. As such, teachers should be afforded the rights and 



responsibilities of professionals: collegial relations, autonomy in decision 

making, peer review, and self-governance (Hitch). 

2 

Those contrasting views of reform mirror the pivotal issues central to 

testing and assessment. Should top-down mandates dictate purpose, method, 

and interpretation for indicators of learning? Or, should assessment 

decisions rest within the heart of the learning environment, drawing from 

and informing the participants as teaching and learning evolve 

collaboratively? How does assessment alter instructional practices, 

professional growth, and teachers' and students' views of learning? 

The role of testing and assessment has changed through the years 

(Haney, 1984). During the late 1880s, the Forum magazine commissioned 

Joseph Mayor Rice, a New York physician, to prepare an appraisal of 

American public education. In conclusion, he declared schools to be 

inefficient and ineffective and, thus, paved the way for combining 

standardized testing with muck-raking journalism to promote educational 

reform. He pronounced that the system was filled with "political hacks 

hiring untrained teachers who blindly led their innocent charges in singsong 

drill, rote repetition and meaningless verbiage" (Haney, p. 600). Rice called 

for progressive education through which children would be taught in 

meaningful ways using a unified curriculum. 

Rice's work was soon followed by other initiatives. The often noted 

landmark work of Alfred Binet took place at the turn of the century. Effects of 
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his work spread quickly. By WW1, 81% of 103 cities surveyed were using 

psychological tests to identify the feebie-minded. Handwriting and arithmetic 

tests surfaced as the first popular standardized achievement tests. 

The time segment from WW1 to the 1950s brought a period of 

refinement of statistical procedures (factor analysis), use of standardized tests 

in large-scale school surveys, and use of objective tests for college admission. 

Large-scale testing initiatives were facilitated by automated optical scoring 

equipment invented in 1955. By 1961, Tests in Print, listed over 2,000 tests. 

The testing explosion continued through the 1960s spurred on by the 

Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA) intended to help students from low

income settings. Program evaluation, dependent on testing, was mandated. 

To guide the process, the Standards for Educational Tests and Manuals were 

developed in 1966. In the 1980s, standardized testing became pervasively 

commonplace. The themes for discussion centered on the perceived lack of 

knowledge among school people regarding interpretation of scores and the 

uselessness of run-of-the-mill testing with no consequences attached. The 

resulting notion was that when test results become a key element in 

important decisions that affect individual life changes, they are taken 

seriously by administrators, teachers, and principals who will then modify 

behavior and ultimately improve education. 

Haney's (1984) historical review pointed out not only growth in 

technical sophistication of testing practice, but also dramatic changes in test 



usage and interpretation. Rice used test results to "blame" the teachers; later 

tests were used to blame the students by sifting and sorting those of low and 

high intellectual functioning; next blame for low scores shifted to economic 

conditions and/or race; and, more recently, everything and everyone has 

been thrown into the mix with the entire system "held accountable." 

4 

Teachers, faced with public scrutiny, tend to limit instructional 

activities to those that will be tested so that scores will improve (Hiebert & 

Calfee, 1992; Koretz, 1988; Miller, Adkins, & Hooper, 1993; Perrone, 1991; 

Resnick, 1989). Some experts proclaim that negative effects of testing are so 

profound that administration of achievement tests should be halted 

altogether (Bintz & Harste, 1991; Kamii & Kamii, 1990). On the other hand, 

test makers contend that the tests were designed to sample intended learning, 

not to encompass all that is valued. They say that, through skill sampling, 

statistical interpretations regarding generalized learning can be made (5. A. 

Cohen & Hyman, 1991; Resnick, 1989; Worthen & Spandel, 1991). 

Despite charges and counter-charges over whether tests limit 

instructional options or whether tests accurately sample intended learning 

and ultimately improve teaching practices, initiatives to improve testing 

practices are widespread (Bintz & Harste, 1991; Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Glaser, 

1994a; Hambleton, 1994; Herman, Aschbacher, & Winters, 1992; Perrone, 1991; 

Popham, 1993; Ravitch, 1993; Resnick, 1989; Worthen, 1993; Worthen & 

Spandel, 1991). The momentum has been fueled by a changing view of 
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learning offered by cognitive psychologists and changing predictions of 

economic and social parameters offered by futurists (Bintz & Harste; 

Hambleton; Ravitch; Wiggins, 1993). Workers of the future will need to 

communicate and collaborate effectively, identify and solve complex 

problems, and utilize increasingly sophisticated technology. These outcomes, 

tied to a new view of learning, cry out for change. 

Change evolves unevenly with great variations among individuals 

(DuFour, 1991; Fullan, 1994; Glickman, Gordon, & Ross-Gordon, 1995; Hall & 

Hord, 1987). The question of how to promote desired changes returns to 

concerns about instructional practices which are shaped by teachers' beliefs 

and understandings (Costa, 1990; Schon, 1983; Schulman, 1987). Teacher 

development, or the continuing acquisition of knowledge and 

understandings, is a broad field undergoing comprehensive study and 

revision (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). Conditions that foster teacher learning 

are affected by the principal's actions and attitudes (DuFour, 1991; Glickman et 

al., 1995; Goldring & Rallis, 1993; Hall & Hord, 1987). In a self-renewing 

school as described by Joyce, Wolf, and Calhoun (1993), all adults renew 

themselves in the service of improving the education of the young. 

When teachers embrace a constructivist view of learning, they perceive 

learning as constructing an understanding of one's world through an active, 

mind-engaging process. Teachers then seek to create classrooms that involve 

students in complex learning tasks that foster collaborative and creative 
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thinking (Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Herman et al., 1992; Wixson, Peters, Weber, 

& Roeber, 1987). Learning is not thought of as linear, but instead, as an 

ongoing process during which students are continually receiving 

information, interpreting it, connecting it to what they know and have 

experienced, and reorganizing and revising their internal conceptions of the 

world. 

What form of testing or assessment would promote this view of 

learning? Proponents of alternatives to conventional multiple-choice testing 

suggest that any new practices should (a) authentically capitalize on the actual 

work of the classroom, (b) enhance teacher and student involvement in 

evaluation, and (c) meet some of the accountability concerns (Chittendon, 

1991; Hiebert, Valencia, & Mflerbach, 1994). Use of portfolios has emerged as 

a type of performance assessment that holds the potential to shift ownership 

of learning to teachers and students thereby producing the desired teaching 

practices and learning outcomes. Learner-centered portfolio assessment, as 

might be found in a constructivist classroom, creates a new kind of 

partnership between teachers and students (Stowell & Tierney, 1995). Yet, the 

underlying questions remain: What does the teacher need to know and be 

able to do in order to facilitate and assess learning? How does professional 

expertise evolve? 
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Problem Statement 

:U1terest .it1 learner-centered portfolio assessment emanates from a 

convergence of theoretical/investigative strands found in the literature and 

public attention to measuring school effectiveness. Although still 

speculative, learner-centered portfolio assessment may be best suited to 

helping learning, teaching, and assessing work together to inform each other 

in a "dynamic and recursive role" (Murphy & Smith, 1992, p.58). When 

assessment is bottom-up and inside-out, teachers serve as collaborators, not 

examiners, and students serve as participants in the analysis of that learning 

(Murphy & Smith, 1992; Paulson, Paulson, & Meyer, 1991; Stowell & Tierney, 

1995; Wolf, LaMahieu, & Eresh, 1992). As teachers shift control to the 

learners, and through that process become learners of learning, their expertise 

increases. 

In this study, teachers will retain ownership of the assessment process 

and share that role with the students in a collaborative endeavor. The 

purpose is to examine changes in conceptions of literacy learning that may 

occur as a part of that process. The study will investigate teachers' and 

students' roles in the assessment of literacy growth and their beliefs and 

understanding of literacy development over the course of a school year at a 

site implementing portfolio assessment schoolwide. Perceptions will be 

analyzed in terms of the following dimensions: concept of literacy, 

instructional decisions, selection and interpretation of portfolio artifacts, and 
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degree of implementation. If portfolio assessment is effective, it will enhance 

student and teacher understanding of literacy and foster improved teaching 

and learning thus actualizing desired reform. Teachers' and students' views 

of literacy will increase in complexity and shift toward an emphasis on the 

readers' and writers' engagement with text (Paris et al., 1992). In addition, it is 

important to determine what other outcomes or understandings emerge as 

learner-centered portfolio assessment is implemented. 

Research Questions 

Most studies of school effectiveness have relied on outside experts to 

decide on the measures and standards to be used to inform teachers and other 

stakeholders about their effectiveness. Some studies have shifted the locus of 

control toward the classroom by designing measures similar to desired 

classroom practices and engaging teachers in the development of measures 

and standards. The stance, however, remained that of the outside expert 

monitoring teacher practices. A few studies, particularly those using portfolio 

assessment, have drawn more directly from the classroom experience by 

placing the teacher in the role of expert or evaluator of learning. 

Empirical research on portfolio assessment is minimal. Herman and 

Winters' (1994) review of research found 89 entries on portfolio assessment in 

the literature over the prior 10 years with only seven articles either reporting 

technical data or employing accepted research methods. Most of the articles 



reviewed explained the rationale, presented ideas and models for how 

portfolios should be constituted and used, or shared details of how portfolios 

had been implemented in a certain site or setting. 

9 

This study will explore the effects of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment on teachers' and students' views of literacy development. Do 

learning, teaching, and assessing really work together to inform each other in 

a dynamic and recursive role? Do teachers increase their understanding of 

literacy development? Do students reflect meaningfully on their own literacy 

growth? More specifically, this study of a setting in which assessment is 

internally generated will attempt to answer the following research questions 

that will guide the study: 

1. Do teachers' views of literacy change as they use learner-centered 

portfolios to assess learning? If so, how? 

2. Do students' views of literacy change as they use learner-centered 

portfolios to assess their own learning? If so, how? 

3. How do teachers relate learner-centered portfolio assessment to their 

instructional practices? 

4. What interactive outcomes or other understandings emerge as a result of 

learner-centered portfolio assessment? 
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Definition of Terms 

Assessment 

Assessment carries with it comprehensive connotations. The word 

"assess" can be thought of as /Ito sit beside" "to assist the judge" (Chittenden, 

1991). Thus, assessment refers to the process of collecting and organizing 

information or data in ways that make it possible for people - teachers, 

parents, and students- to 11judge" or evaluate. Advocates of assessment draw 

a distinction between the singular act of testing and the complex processes of 

assessment (Zessoules & Gardner, 1991). They look beyond simple 

modifications of traditional instrumentation. Instead, they seek measures 

that reveal more than what students know and understand. Assessments 

should also capture how those new understandings metamorphose. 

Evidence of students' evolving strengths and weaknesses should be gathered. 

Assessment should reveal how students' capacities to solve sophisticated 

problems, make sensitive judgments, and complete complex projects broaden 

and deepen over time. 

Alternative Assessment. A broad range of options are commonly 

referred to as alternatives to conventional, multiple-choice testing. 

Generally, one thinks in terms of tasks that require students to generate, 

rather than choose, a response. Exhibitions, investigations, demonstrations, 

written or oral responses, journals, and portfolios are examples of 

"alternatives" (Chittenden, 1991; Hiebert et al., 1994). 
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Authentic Assessment. Authenticity describes an aspect of assessment. 

Tne term draws from the belief that knowiedge and skills cannot be detached 

from their contexts of practice and use without diminishing their value as 

indicators of learning (Herman et al., 1992; Resnick, 1989; Wiggins, 1993; 

Zessoules & Gardner, 1991). Therefore, an authentic assessment would 

enable one to watch a learner pose, tackle, and solve slightly ambiguous 

problems that directly address goals thought to be most important in order to 

present a broader, more genuine picture of student learning (Arter & Spandel, 

1992; Hiebert et al., 1994; Wiggins, 1989, 1993). 

Performance Assessment. Performance assessment refers to tasks that 

require students to accomplish complex and significant tasks, while bringing 

to bear prior knowledge, recent learning, and relevant skills to solve realistic 

or authentic problems. They document students' efforts in particular 

situations much like Boy or Girl Scout merit badges (Hiebert & Calfee, 1992; 

Herman et al., 1992; Wiggins, 1993). 

Portfolio Assessment. Portfolios are a variant of performance 

assessments (Hiebert & Calfee, 1992; McLaughlin & Kennedy, 1993; Resnick, 

1989). They provide an ongoing record of student accomplishments in a 

variety of settings. Process-folios include information about strategies as well 

as the products. Student reflections, as well as teacher evaluations, are 

usually a part of the portfolio (Hiebert et al., 1994). A single definition of 

portfolio assessment embraced by all has not yet emerged. Paulson et al.'s 
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(1991) definition, which is very similar to Arter and Spandel's (1992), 

encompasses aspects generally addressed: 

A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the 
student's efforts, progress, and achievements in one or more areas. 
The collection must include student participation in selecting contents, 
the criteria for selection, the criteria for judging merit, and evidence of 
student self-reflection. (p.60) 

Four types of portfolios are generally identified: the showcase portfolio 

(the student has primary responsibility for selecting his or her best or favorite 

work); the evaluation portfolio (contents are specified and scored); the 

documentation portfolio (evidence of student progress is systematically place 

in the portfolio by the teacher and/ or student to build a rich description 

without specific attention to established scoring criteria); and the process 

portfolio (ongoing work for a larger project is chronicled and commented on 

by the teacher or student) (Valencia & Place, 1994). 

Learner-centered portfolio assessment places the student at the center 

of the assessment process drawing from a constructivist view of learning, 

teaching, and knowing. Stowell and Tierney (1995) describe an expanded 

view of portfolios that vary among students displaying "a repertoire of 

abilities, range of literacies, improvement, interests and attitudes" (p. 83). 

Teachers and students interact collaboratively as they explore the many 

dimensions of learning. 
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Literacy 

Definitions of literacy can range from very narrow to quite broad 

descriptions and from functional to powerful aspects or dimensions. 

Generally, literacy refers to reading and writing. Many definitions include 

attitudes, assumptions, and expectations about reading and writing along 

with the place and value of those activities in one's life (Guthrie & Greaney, 

1991; McLane & McNamee, 1990; Willensky, 1990). Uteracy is considered to be 

both an individual intellectual achievement and a form of cultural 

knowledge that enables people to participate in a range of groups and 

activities that in some way involve reading and writing (McLane & 

McNamee). The Oxford English Dictionary traces "literate" back to the 15th 

century when it was used to describe "one who can read and write." Being 

literate can be thought of as a state that moves the individual from a 

dependence on the immediate senses or direct contacts to the conveyance of 

meaning across time and distance (Heath, 1991). 

In this study, literacy will primarily refer to reading and writing. 

Critical dimensions and attributes of literacy identified by Paris et al. (1992) 

will serve as the framework. Aspects include engagement with the text 

through reading and writing, knowledge about literacy, orientation to literacy, 

ownership of literacy, collaboration, and connectedness of the curriculum 

including listening and speaking. 
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Dimensions of Change 

Substantive change takes time and varies from individual to 

individual. The Concerns-Based Adoption Model originally proposed in 1973 

by Hall, Wallace, and Dossett (as cited by Hall & Hord, 1987) offers a 

framework for looking at the change process. In CBAM, change facilitators 

are responsible for using informal and systematic ways to probe individuals 

and groups to understand them (Hall & Hord). The model identifies three 

dimensions to be used for diagnosis: (1) stages of concern (how teachers or 

others perceive an innovation and how they feel about it ranging from "self" 

to "task" to "impact" concerns), (2) levels of use (what the teacher is doing or 

not doing in relation to the innovation ranging from non-use to renewal), 

and (3) innovative configurations (the innovation itself identifying the 

operational form or components of the innovation). 

Level of use data is recommended for charting whether a change 

process has been totally accomplished or not. Hall and Hord (1987) suggest 

that summative evaluations of effectiveness are best conducted when uses 

are at the routine level of use because at that time, persons "know where they 

are going, and use the innovation in a stable pattern" (p. 101). At earlier and 

later levels, persons are adapting and changing their use of the innovation 

making it difficult to determine effectiveness. 

In this study, teachers' comments will be analyzed as indicators of level 

of use. Teachers who focus on the short-term, day-to-day requirements of 
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portfolios and primarily engage in attempts to master the tasks will be 

designated at the mechanical level of use. A shift io use of portfolios with 

minimal effort or stress and knowledge of both short- and long-term 

requirements will be identified as routine use. When the teacher varies the 

use of portfolios to increase impact on students and considers both short- and 

long-term consequences for students, the level of use will be specified as 

refinement. Coordination with colleagues to provide collective impact on 

students will signal a move to the integration level of use; exploration of new 

goals based on quality of outcomes moves to renewal. 

Hall and Hord (1987) emphasize the importance of defining the key 

features and actual practices optimal for a particular innovation. Stowell and 

Tierney's (1995) framework for teacher and student involvement in portfolio 

assessment will be used to define the characteristics of the innovation 

configuration. In this study, notations concerning purposes, content, process, 

and attitudes evidenced by teachers and students will be recorded and 

referenced. 

Significance and Limitations of the Study 

This study is an exploratory study on the relationship between the use 

of learner centered portfolio assessment and the teaching/learning process as 

related to literacy. Research on the effect on teachers' and students' views of 

literacy during implementation of portfolio assessment is limited. This study 
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will attempt to analyze whether learning, teaching, and assessing can work 

together to inform each other in a dynamic and recursive role when teachers 

and students actually create and interpret portfolios to assess student growth. 

The focus on the process of change in relation to perceptions of literacy 

growth will shed light on issues of professional development and 

accountability in general. 

Since this study focuses on use of portfolio assessment at the 

elementary school level, findings can be examined to see if the relationship is 

common to other levels. Likewise, since the study focuses on literacy, 

findings can be examined to see if similar effects might exist in other 

curriculum areas. Furthermore, the focus on learner-centered portfolio 

assessment as a tool for both teacher and student learning will contribute to 

the literature by suggesting whether such assessments promote reformed 

instructional practices that generate the desired student outcomes. 

Learner-centered portfolio assessment creates a new kind of 

partnership between teachers and students that draws from a constructivist 

view of learning. This study will utilize case study methodology consistent 

with that constructivist philosophy. That methodology offers strengths and 

limitations. Stake (1995) identified three major differences between a 

qualitative and a quantitative emphasis: 

(1) the distinction between explanation and understanding as the 
purpose of inquiry; (2) the distinction between a personal and 



impersonal role for the researcher; and (3) the distinction between 
knowledge discovered and knowledge constructed. (p. 37) 
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Case study methodology offers an opportunity to "take a particular case 

and know it well, not primarily as to how it is different from others but what 

it is, what it does" (Stake, 1995, p. 8). As the study progresses, initial research 

questions may be modified or even replaced. Issues might "emerge, grow, 

and die" (Stake, p. 21). Stake suggests that often the best research questions 

evolve during the study. The responsive nature of case study methodology is 

well-suited to the nature of the research questions of this study; it is not 

particularly well-suited to the traditional research report. "One of the worst 

problems is the need too much to fit the case study ... into a framework 

drawn with little regard to this particular case ... " (Stake, p. 135). 

Another strength/limitation consideration is that of the dual 

researcher I principal role. The "insider" stance will offer the researcher access 

to ongoing, natural interactions that might not otherwise be accessible. Since 

qualitative case study is highly personal research, the dual role can be a 

strength. "The way the case and researcher interact is presumed unique and 

not necessarily reproducible for other cases and researchers" (Stake, 1995, p. 

135). On the other hand, as principal, the interest exhibited in learner-

centered portfolio assessment, will to some degree influence the 

implementation process and the findings. As an instrumental type case 

study, the focus on the established research questions will serve to minimize 
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the limitations of the dual role of researcher and principal. Care will be taken 

to separate the roles as much as possible and to make note of evidence of that 

influence. 
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CHAPTERll 

REVIEW OF 1HE LITERATURE 

A review of related literature is helpful for determining possible lines 

of study regarding changing beliefs and understanding of literacy 

development during the implementation of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment (Herman & Winters, 1994; Stowell & Tierney, 1995). This 

literature review focuses on four converging topics: the relationship of 

assessment and educational reform; portfolio assessment and the teachers' 

and students' roles; theories and models of literacy and related pedagogical 

implications; and, dimensions of professional development and change 

particularly during implementation of new practices or procedures. 

Assessment and Reform 

How does learning take place? The answer to that question offers a 

framework for creating appropriate measures to assess and evaluate learning. 

For example, learning might be described as constructing an understanding of 

one's world through an active mind-engaging process (Brooks & Brooks, 

1993; Herman et al., 1992; Wixson et al., 1987). One would the use tasks or 

performances that match that view of learning to measure learning. The 



results could be used to inform the learner, the teacher, and/or an outside 
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The belief that accountability can be truly and accurately fixed on the 
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basis of test results is widespread (Pearson & Valencia, 1987). Many, however, 

report that testing practices actually have limited teaching and learning 

(Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Genishi, 1992; Glaser, 1994a; Hambleton, 1994; Haney, 

1991; Hiebert & Calfee, 1992; Johnston, 1983; Unn, 1994; Perrone, 1991; 

Popham, 1993, 1994; Ravitch, 1993; Resnick, 1989; Ruddell, 1985; Worthen, 

1993). Some charge that test items focus on basic skills that do not match the 

curriculum. Others, contend that teachers, faced with public scrutiny, limit 

instructional activities to those that will be tested so that scores will improve. 

Test makers contend that the tests were designed to sample intended 

learning, not to encompass all that is valued (Resnick, 1989; Worthen & 

Spandel, 1991). They say that through skill sampling, statistical 

interpretations regarding generalized learning can be made (5. A. Cohen & 

Hyman, 1991; Worthen & Spandel, 1991). They add that few teachers, 

administrators, or legislators actually understand how to interpret tests 

accurately (Ruddell; Worthen & Spandel). 

Despite the charges and counter-charges, experts in the field are seeking 

to improve testing practices (Bintz & Harste, 1991; Brooks & Brooks, 1993; 

Glaser, 1994a; Hambleton, 1994; Herman et al., 1992; Perrone, 1991; Popham, 

1993; Ravitch, 1993; Resnick, 1989; Worthen, 1993; Worthen & Spandel, 1991). 
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Tension exits between the locus of control remaining with teachers and 
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using absolute standards (Calfee & Hiebert, 1991; Wiggins, 1989). That tension 

has grown out of differences in views of learning. 

Brooks and Brooks (1993) draw from the contributions of Kant, Kuhn, 

Piaget, and Bruner to make a case for constructivist designed classrooms. In 

such a setting, teachers encourage students to find their own problems in 

order to foster students' abilities to organize and understand their individual 

worlds. The teachers seek to pose big questions, to give students time to 

think, and to lead students to resources that might answer their questions. 

The cycle for learning includes open-ended opportunities for students to 

interact with purposefully selected materials (discovery), teacher designed 

lessons aimed at focusing students' question (concept introduction), and 

finally extended experiences (concept application). Prescribed scope, sequence, 

and timelines as are currently commonplace, inhibit the creation of 

constructivist classrooms and interfere with teachers' resolve to help students 

understand complex concepts (Perrone, 1991). 

The constructivist view of learning, draws from a endogenic view of 

knowledge (Bintz & Harste, 1991; Brooks & Brooks, 1993). Fitzgerald (1993) 

identifies the characteristics of differing views of knowledge. Those who hold 

an endogenic view tend to believe that knowledge embraces facts, feelings, 

emotions, and even opinions, thereby allowing for various legitimate 



versions of the truth. Knowledge is constructed in a person's mind and so 

may be viewed as subjective. People create or make knowiedge rather than 

discover it; the knower and the known are inevitably involved with one 

another. One must use oneself or one's culture to understand others. The 

teacher serves as a facilitator of learning created within each student. 
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Those who hold an exogenic view of knowledge tend to believe that 

knowledge consists of "facts"; that knowledge is truth (Fitzgerald, 1993). 

Thus, there is true knowledge with objectively correct and incorrect answers. 

Knowledge is located in the world, mirrored in the mind, and discovered 

objectively. It exists in and of itself; it is not altered by the method used to get 

it. From this view, the teacher serves as a disseminator of knowledge with 

students serving as receptive agents. 

When describing testing or assessment practices, it is helpful to 

visualize a continuum with the exogenic view at one end and the endogenic 

view at the other. Traditional testing practices draw from the exogenic 

extreme, while proposed changes move across the continuum toward the 

endogenic stance to varying degrees (Tierney, 1992). Fitzgerald (1993) suggests 

that the debate should lead teachers to ask not, 'Which is best?", but (1) 

"Which methods are associated with which kinds of learning?" and (2) "If I 

use a particular instructional method, what knowledge will be created or 

gained?" (p. 288). 
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Instruments based on the standardized test paradigm constitute the 

primary source for the externally mandated assessments that serve iocal, state, 

and federal policy agencies (Calfee & Hiebert, 1991). Those sources generate 

the test scores that appear in local newspapers to inform the public as to how 

well schools are doing their job. External tests are administered periodically 

and generally have a delay between date of testing and receipt of results. 

Since internally generated assessments include use of evidence available to 

teachers through daily exchanges with students, they tend to be responsive to 

teaching/learning transactions. A closer look at purpose, method, 

interpretation and decision making, and effects on teachers' roles will more 

fully explain external and internal assessments. 

Externally Mandated Assessments 

When evaluation crosses settings (to compare programs and select 

students) a high degree of standardization is considered to be appropriate 

(Herman et al., 1992; Hiebert & Calfee, 1992; Worthen, 1993). Since the 

exogenic stance described by Fitzgerald (1993) prevails, teaching practices 

would emphasize memorization and application of identified information. 

The traditional model of teaching and learning are most closely associated 

with this type of testing. 

Hiebert and Calfee (1992) note that standardization does not necessarily 

prohibit inclusion of alternative, or authentic, measures. For instance, new 

versions of the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) include 
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reading performances in which students bring a book, discuss reasons for the 

choice, interpret personal responses to the text, and choose a portion of the 

text to read aloud. State level writing and reading tests are including longer 

passages, higher-level questions, and more open-ended responses. Some 

states, such as Vermont (Abruscato, 1993), are developing statewide 

accountability systems that do utilize day-to-day classroom activities. 

In contrast, Hill (1992) charges that mere modifications of old testing 

designs cannot work because research has shown that performance events are 

greatly variable. The large number of events required to obtain acceptably 

generalizable results requires time demands and costs that are unmanageable. 

In addition, the nature of on-demand prompts reduce the opportunity to use 

the very processes students should employ to be consistent with emerging 

recommendations for best practices. 

Purpose. Initially, use of standardized tests had two thrusts: (1) as an 

accountability device for administrators and (2) providing a check on teachers' 

abilities to judge student performance and existence of subjective bias (Calfee 

& Hiebert, 1991). More recently a goal of bringing about changes in 

instructional practice has surfaced, and concerns about bias have shifted to 

examination of the test items (Kane & Khattri, 1995). Externally mandated 

tests are also used for selection and classification decisions which compare 

students on the same basis or criteria (Wiggins, 1993). Many experts caution 
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against using one type of assessment for all purposes (Glaser, 1994b; Haney, 
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Methods. Reliability is a primary concern of extemally mandated tests. 

It is surmised that if the tests meet appropriate technical criteria and are 

scientifically defensible, the data can be used to alter instruction. (Hill, 1992, 

Calfee & Hiebert, 1991). Administrators and policy makers are also concerned 

with efficiency (costs) and aggregability (reduction of data to a few numbers) 

(Calfee & Hiebert). 

External tests generally fall into two general categories: norm-

referenced and criterion-referenced (Calfee & Hiebert, 1991). Norm-

referenced tests are comparative measures portraying the relative standing of 

individuals and groups. Criterion-referenced tests measure mastery of 

specific objectives compared to an prescribed performance level. 

Traditionally, the format and content of criterion-referenced tests has 

been similar to norm-referenced tests; the purpose and use has differed. 

Glaser (1994a) contends that the original intent of criterion-referenced testing 

matches current movements toward authentic measurement and 

performance assessment. Both focus on how adequately an individual attains 

a desired level of competence, not on comparison with others. With these 

types of measures, reliability, depends on the consistency of mastery or non-

mastery decisions over parallel forms (Hambleton, 1994). 
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Interpretation and Decision Making. Interpretation of standardized 

scores is •• ... largely a mechanistic activity. Once a test is scored, the data are 

transformed into other indices that serve for interpretation" (Calfee & 

Hiebert, 1991, p. 286). The main uses are for retention or placement in ability 

groups offering teachers little responsibility for decision making. Ratings are 

considered to be accurate, unbiased, and consistent across time and raters 

(Hiebert & Calfee, 1992). Supporters of external testing maintain that 

established criteria do help teachers define excellence, communicate to 

students what constitutes excellence, and communicate goals and results to 

parents and others. 

Effects on Teachers' Roles. Data from external tests are used by teachers 

to guide decision points such as grouping and placement, diagnosing student 

problems and potential, and determining grades even though teachers 

express caution about overuse of the information (Calfee & Hiebert, 1991). 

Despite the variations in use described by teachers and researchers, many 

continue to see testing as the driving force behind teaching practices: 

In essence, standardized tests continue to determine the ends of 
instruction and the basal tests determine the means of instruction. 
Additional evidence of this control can be found in the fact that in 1987 
the basal companies correlate their tests with the popular standardized 
measures, making for a tighter and more constraining relationship 
between ends and means. (Pearson & Valencia, 1987, p. 5) 
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Even though the public disclosure of test scores is thought to drive 

teaching practices, some studies actually show that teachers piace iess 

emphasis on formal test results than on their own data, thereby having little 

impact on instructional decisions (Ruddell, 1985; Shavelson & Baxter, 1992). 

Instead, teachers capitalize on assessment opportunities inherent in the 

classroom. One teacher expressed it clearly, "I don't really need a lot of new 

data about the children- rather I need better ways of using what I have" 

(Chittendon, 1991, p. 22). 

Calfee and Hiebert (1991) note that externally mandated assessments 

may have a positive influence when a faculty lacks a clear vision of 

curriculum goals. In that vacuum, tests give direction and purpose. On the 

other hand, imposition of standardized testing can be detrimental to teacher 

morale and may actually lower student achievement if a faculty already 

possesses a sense of purpose. 

Internally Generated Assessment 

Standardized testing might be viewed as assessment for "verification" 

while classroom assessment might be viewed as "inquiry" (Bintz & Harste, 

1991, p. 237). Internally generated assessments include the broad range of 

evidence available to the teacher through daily exchanges with students 

merging teaching, learning, and assessing into a continuos process (Calfee & 

Hiebert, 1991). When internally generated assessment draws from a 

constructivist view of learning, "assessment and instruction ... form a 
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seamless web that promotes teacher/student collaboration, active learning, 

critical thinking skills, and multidisciplinary understanding" (Khattri, Kane, 

& Reeve, 1995, p.80). 

Purpose. The guiding of instruction, incorporating both formative and 

summative elements, so that all students achieve at a high level serves as the 

ultimate aim of assessment activities in the internal model. "Continual 

reflection on students' performance is the pivotal property of internal 

assessment that sets it apart from external assessment" (Calfee & Hiebert, 

1991, p. 292). Thus, the purpose of assessment extends beyond determining 

student performance. It also becomes an integral part of guiding the teacher's 

instructional decisions. 

Methods. Diagnostic or instructional decisions are generated at the 

individual level Gohnston, 1983). Generally, when assessment is intended to 

guide individual learning, a more personalized format is thought to be more 

appropriate (Cambourne & Turbill, 1990; Hiebert et al., 1994; Mclaughlin & 

Kennedy, 1993; Worthen, 1993; Worthen & Spandel, 1991). Teachers rely on 

informal observations and documentation of learning using methods that are 

intuitive and automatic (Genishi, 1992; Hiebert & Calfee, 1992). 

Validity is a primary concern of internally generated assessment. 

Construct validity, or reliance on the concept and multiple sources of 

evidence, is a fundamental principle (Calfee & Hiebert, 1991). Validity of a 

construct is gained as theory and evidence converge. Hill (1992) adds 
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consequential validity. Assessment events should be justified in terms of the 

likely impact on instruction. He argues that the best questions may, in fact, be 

the best instruction. ''Therefore, the consequential validity of each item 

becomes an overriding consideration, 'The medium is the message"' (p. 3). 

For the teacher, the key issues are (or should be) validity (Does 
assessment match what I have taught and the way I have taught it?), 
suitability (Do the methods fit my purposes?), and availability (Will the 
information be there when I need it?). Calfee & Hiebert, 1991, p. 282 

Interpretation and Decision Making. Internally generated assessment 

places the teacher at the center of interpretation and translation of findings. 

Teachers, and sometimes students, take charge of assessment tasks more as a 

means of self-analysis than as a means for reinforcement or control (Holmes 

& Leitzel, 1993; Khattri et al., 1995). With validity and reliability existing as 

judgments, rather than correlations, the capability of classroom teachers to 

judge comes into question. 

Stiggins (1988) uncovered serious shortcomings in the ways teachers 

are trained in assessment. Most college courses focus on issues related to 

standardized testing even though when asked what training they most need, 

teachers tell researchers that they want to know about classroom observation 

techniques, other forms of assessment (including exam preparation), and the 

integration of assessment into teaching. He noted, however, that teachers are 

not without competence. They do rely on their own experiences and engage 



in assessment a great deal. Based on hundreds of hours of classroom 

observation, Stig~ .... ns estimated that teachers s~-nd benveen a quarter and a 

third of their time measuring student achievement. "Fact is, teachers make 

instructional decisions based on their assessment of student performance at 

the rate of once every two or three minutes, on average" (p. 24). Still 

unanswered is whether that assessment is more like the "verification" of 

external testing or "inquiry" that that shapes ongoing learning (Bintz & 

Harste, 1991, p. 237). 
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Effects on Teachers' Roles. Calfee and Hiebert (1991) concluded that 

"teachers rely on their own judgment for some purposes but not others, and 

that the basis for assessment is generally intuitive and implicit" (p. 297). 

Though much research investigates teacher-student interactions, it is not 

really informing of questions concerning assessment. Teacher-student 

interactions were more often employed for assistance than for assessment. 

Finally, Calfee and Hiebert found that none of the studies showed evidence of 

teachers routinely acting in a research mode. 

As instruction and assessment merge, particularly through the 

development of performance assessment tasks, benefits to instruction and 

teachers' thinking about instruction emerge (P. Cohen, 1995; Holmes & 

Leitzel, 1993; Khattri et al., 1995). As teachers learn to develop effective 

assessment tasks, they will become better consumers of assessment products 

(P. Cohen, 1995). In addition, as teachers engage in classroom assessment, 
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they will seek out one another to establish common frames of reference and 
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increased teacher collaboration. (Khattri et al., 1995). With these changes, 

learning, teaching, and assessing can work together in a dynamic and 

recursive role increasing teacher and student expertise. 

A shift toward a constructivist view of learning demands a shift in 

assumptions about learners. Educational programs are then based on the 

belief that all individuals (not just the elite) can become competent thinkers 

(Resnick, 1989; Wiggins, 1991). To be consistent, the aim of assessment 

should be to facilitate learning and enable students to show off what they can 

do (Brooks & Brooks, 1993; Wiggins, 1989; Zessoules & Gardner, 1991). If one 

follows the principles of constructivism, instructional goals are negotiated, 

not imposed, and evaluation of learning accommodates a wider variety of 

response options (Holmes & Leitzel, 1993). 

Hill (1992) differentiates between assessments developed in support of 

educational refinement and those developed in support of educational 

reform. Educational refinement attempts to improve education through 

incremental improvements in the existing structure. Assessment then 

examines the details of educational outcomes, attends to reliability, and 

utilizes sampling and statistics. Educational reform seeks to change the 
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whole structure. Assessments designed for reform will need to "break the 

moid.:-r 

Assessments developed in support of educational refinement are 
scalpels: assessment developed in support of educational reforms are 
sledgehammers. The former assessments are trying to uncover 
nuances of deficiencies in the existing system and provide teachers 
with the information to correct those deficiencies: The latter 
assessments are valuable to the extent that they are a factor in changing 
the entire system ... (Hill, p. 2) 

The role of testing and assessment has, indeed, changed through the 

years. Whether it should drive or draw from changes in teaching practices 

remains open to debate. How assessment influences teaching and learning 

certainly warrants further study. 

Portfolio Assessment 

Discussions about portfolios often emphasize instructional 

improvement (teaching practices) and student empowerment (reflections on 

learning) (Forrest, 1990; Graves, 1992; Lucas, 1992; Paulson et al., 1991; Wolf et 

al., 1992; Yancy, 1992). By its very nature, portfolio assessment holds the 

potential to be particularly responsive to the teaching/learning transactions of 

the constructivist classroom (Paulson et al., 1991; Wolf et al., 1992). Portfolios 

have the potential to help learning, teaching, and assessing work together to 

inform each other in a dynamic and recursive role (Murphy & Smith, 1992). 

Teachers then serve as collaborators, not examiners, and students serve as 
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participants in the analysis of that learning (Murphy & Smith; Paulson et al.). 

The school staff has the opportunity to remain in control of the program and 

its evaluation (Forrest). 

Definitions of purpose, method, and interpretation can quite naturally 

draw from an endogenic view of knowledge, although some would move 

across the continuum by framing the portfolio from an exogenic view and 

impose quantitative techniques on the process. Though a single definition of 

portfolio assessment has not yet emerged, Paulson et al.'s (1992) version 

encompasses aspects generally addressed: 

A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits the 
student's efforts, progress, and achievements in one or more areas. 
The collection must include student participation in selecting contents, 
the criteria for selection, the criteria for judging merit, and evidence of 
student self-reflection. (p. 60) 

"Purposeful" is a key feature of that definition. Forrest (1990) contends 

that assessment plans for general education should have three purposes: they 

should (1) become part of instruction and have value as a learning experience 

for students, (2) assist faculties in improving their teaching efforts, and (3) 

measure the effectiveness of an institution (or system) as a facilitator of 

learning. Portfolio assessment can be structured to meet those purposes. 

Attitudes regarding assessment also apply to portfolios: (1) keeping 

track (what has been done), (2) checking up (whether the child has learned 

certain things), and (3) finding out (inquiry, figuring out what's going on) 



(Chittenden, 1991). Those aspects should be addressed as one defines the 

purpose for portfolio assessment. Without a purpose, a portfolio is just a 

folder of student work (Arter & Spandel, 1992). In fact, some tell us that the 

portfolio defines itself through its purposes (Seger, 1992). Purposes might 

range from showing individual progress toward mastering a defined 

curriculum, capturing individual showcase or ''best-work" products, 

developing a rich description of unique characteristics of an individual 

learner, or creating composite portfolios showing progress toward school 

goals. 
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Methods for collection of portfolio items range from total student 

selection to highly prescribed formulas that define prescriptive standards 

(Arter & Spandel, 1992; Paulson et al., 1991; Seger, 1992; Wolf, 1989; Yancy, 

1992). The kinds of student work, amount collected, and timing of that 

collection will change as the purposes change (Forrest, 1990). For instance, if 

the purpose rests with evaluation, items included should represent best 

works. In contrast, if the purpose rests on process, the items would include a 

record of all activities (Arter & Spandel, 1992). Ultimately, the discussion of 

what to include, or not, will be based on criteria which should be fully defined 

and open to all. Thus, the challenge to define what is valued returns to the 

establishment of goals and expectations and the desired teaching/learning 

transactions. 
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Perhaps, the most controversial aspect of portfolio assessment lies with 

interpretation. Core issues center on who interprets, for what audience, and 

with what standards and what degree of consistency and comparability (Arter 

& Spandel, 1992; Graves, 1992). The closer the stance lies to the individual 

learner, the more variation is appreciated. The more distant the interpreter 

and the broader the audience, the higher the degree of standardization 

expected. Some would hold that constraints resulting from standardization 

threaten the essence of the portfolio concept (Case, 1994; Graves, 1992; Lucas, 

1992; Seger, 1992). Arter and Spandel (1992) assert that the primary use of 

portfolios should be for instruction. They suggest that composite portfolios 

which contain the work of more than one student might be a way to aggregate 

information for demonstrating the impact of a school or program for students 

in general. 

Concerns over validity and reliability and the feasibility of large-scale 

assessment surface repeatedly. Technical quality and equity loom large when 

results have high-stakes and are used to compare individuals across settings. 

Reliability concerns rest on rater agreement, score stability, and consistency. 

Herman and Winters (1994) found that when measured, the degree of 

reliability across portfolio projects varies greatly. They contend that portfolios 

may actually overestimate student performance. Their concern about 

overestimation is magnified when portfolios are used for large-scale 

assessment. A high degree of reliability appears easier to achieve when 
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portfolio contents are relatively uniform and experienced scorer's use well-

testing resurfaces. Johnston (1983) charged that an over-reliance on reliability 

sacrifices validity. 

Another concern with interpretation of portfolios rests with individual 

student performance. Since classroom products tend to be more 

collaborative, the question of, 'What can the individual do?" (Herman & 

Winters, 1994, p. 52) increases in importance. In the classroom setting, 

teachers can utilize a variety of indicators to temper that assessment. 

Unfortunately, those insights do not travel with the portfolio when scored by 

outside evaluators. 

Even without the benefit of classroom indicators to temper results, a 

comparison of portfolio assessment with results of timed-tests of writing 

competence showed that portfolio assessment and timed-tests produce 

essentially the same ordering of students, but the lowest scoring students fair 

far-better with portfolio assessment (Simmons, 1990, 1992). The lowest 

scoring group had even worked longest (16 days) on portfolio papers. 

Simmons concluded that tests most adversely affect those who need more 

time to perform. The implication is that assessment responsive to variations 

in student learning do support improved performance without altering 

comparative ordering. 
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Howe and Eisenhart (1990) would challenge traditional definitions of 

technical merit. They propose that the discussion of standards rests with 

clarification of epistemological aspects. A move away from a positivist 

(exogenic) stance requires a move away from traditional quantitative research 

methodology: 

... the upshot is that standards must be anchored wholly within a non
positivist perspective, which is to say they must be anchored nowhere 
other than in logic in use, in the judgments, purposes, and values that 
make up research activities themselves. (p. 8) 

They call the question: Must portfolios be converted to numerical 

ratings and analyzed quantitatively? Or, would qualitative research 

methodology more readily match portfolio assessment? The nature of 

qualitative methodology places a high degree of confidence in the researcher's 

ability to interpret data (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Thus, the question of 

teacher expertise in planning for and judging student learning surfaces once 

again. 

Stowell and Tierney (1995) offer a framework for considering 

dimensions of portfolio assessment that parallels Calfee and Hiebert's (1991) 

categories of externally mandated tests and assessments and internally 

genera ted assessment. Stowell and Tierney use the terms top-down and 

bottom-up. In a top-down situation, districts or others impose a form of 

standardization upon portfolios. "They impose a set of guidelines that define, 
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in an a priori fashion, the purpose, nature, and use of the portfolios" (p. 84). 

With the shift to a bottom-up situation, teachers and students become full

partners in determining the purpose, contents, use, and evaluation of 

portfolios. Portfolios then "emanate from the classroom" and tend to vary 

from one classroom to the next (p. 81). 
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Stowell and Tierney (1995) add another dimension to the framework: 

outside-in (teacher-directed) or inside-out (student-directed). The continuum 

moves from portfolios as a tool for the teacher to portfolios as a tool for 

student self-assessment. Inside-out portfolios, thought of as client- or learner

centered, draw from and support teaching /learning transactions that draw 

from a constructivist view of learning. Actual uses of portfolios clustered 

according to Stowell and Tierney's framework serve to clarify the issues. 

Top-Bottom Portfolio Assessment 

Examples of top-bottom portfolio assessment situations include The 

Kamehameha Elementary Education Program (KEEP), The Vermont 

Assessment Program, The State University of New York at Stony Brook 

Portfolio-Based Evaluation Program, The Bellevue Literacy Assessment 

Project, Rhode Island's Literacy Portfolio Assessment Project, and Blackburn 

Elementary School's Portfolio Assessment. 

The Kamehameha Elementary Education Program (KEEP) began with 

the establishment of standards to define student accomplishment and to 

change teaching practices (Au, 1994). Kamehameha's administration decided 
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to move curriculum and instruction toward a whole language approach. The 

decisions stemmed from dissatisfaction with the ieveis of literacy 

achievement shown by many KEEP students. The new curriculum 

incorporated standards, or benchmarks, that spelled out expectations for 

achievement at each grade level. Portfolio assessment was implemented to 

create multiple measures for evaluating the literacy achievement of KEEP 

students (and the effectiveness of the program), to direct the attention of 

teachers to major dimensions of students' literacy development, and to move 

the program away from an overreliance on standardized tests. Benchmarks 

and documentation were prescribed. In the early stages, the most serious 

problem appeared to be one of understanding, not logistics. The majority of 

those charged with implementation did not understand that the whole 

literacy curriculum and the portfolio assessment system were supposed to 

work hand-in-hand. Instructional implications from the portfolio 

assessment measures required the use of considerable professional judgment 

which most teachers felt unprepared to exercise. Ratings for students tended 

to be comparative, rather than based on specified benchmarks. On the 

positive side, the KEEP system turned out to be a valuable tool for program 

evaluation. 

Similarly, Vermont's program was initiated at the state level with the 

intent to use assessment as a means for changing teaching practices 

(Abruscato, 1993). Public discussion of student assessment led to the creation 
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and funding of the Vermont Portfolio Assessment Project. The emphasis was 

on improved assessmel\t based on newly developed standards that were 

expected to improve learning in writing and mathematics through a state 

mandated initiative. The state was testing whether performance assessment 

could fuel improvements in classroom practice. The process included teacher 

scoring of student portfolios according to established criteria supplemented by 

external scoring of a sample by trained raters. In addition to the portfolio 

work, Vermont students in grades 4 and 8 took the state's uniform test in 

writing and mathematics (Koretz, Stecher, Klein, & McCaffrey, 1994). The 

evidence suggested that portfolios can be a potent tool for improving 

classroom instruction. Teachers reported putting more emphasis on 

problem-solving strategies and writing. Students and parents also reported 

benefits from learning about the new standards and judging criteria. 

Technical questions persisted, especially related to low reliability ratings. 

Even the evidence pertaining to validity was not persuasive. In many 

instances, the relationships shown by the portfolio and uniform test scores 

offered no evidence of validity. Uncertainties regarding positive effects as 

compared with the steep costs in time, money, and stress persisted. 

The State University of New York at Stony Brook turned to portfolios 

as a replacement for the writing proficiency exam required of their students. 

They were concerned that the format of the proficiency exam countered what 

was considered to be "intellectually valid." (Elbow & Belanoff, 1991, p. 5) The 
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members of the department negotiated common standards for inclusion of 

items and scoring of the portfolios. The process resulted in greater 

collaboration among colleagues, greater consistency in grading practices, and a 

change in teacher I student collaboration which moved teachers toward a 

coaching role (Belanoff & Elbow, 1991). The change in assessment practices 

actually had the unintended consequence of initiafng change in teaching 

practices. 

The Bellevue Uteracy Assessment Project also began with a desire to 

improve assessment practices (Valencia & Place, 1994). The district sought to 

align assessment practices with locally developed student learning outcomes 

(SLOs) and move the process closer to the decision-making of daily classroom 

activities. The intent was to develop assessment strategies that would be 

useful at both the classroom level and at the district level for accountability. 

After a year of study, the planners decided to implement portfolio assessment 

built around the SLOs. Selected teachers met regularly to participate in the 

development. The purposes established were (1) "to improve instruction," 

(2) "to improve student learning and ownership of learning," and (3) "to 

report to others outside of the classroom" (p. 138). The composite portfolios 

consisted of prescribed types of items as well as student selected items. After 

the first year, it was found that the portfolio project assisted students and 

teachers in establishing a common understanding of reading and writing 

processes, that students and teachers understood the purposes and were 
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committed to continuing them, that the contents of the portfolios varied 

greatly, and that trained teachers were able to reliably score a random sample 

of portfolios from all levels. The scoring process, however, did not hold as 

great appeal to the teachers as the more general review of work. 

Rhode Island's literacy Assessment Project began as an exploration 

rather than a mandate (Snider, Lima, & DeVito, 1994). The change process 

included assessment as well as classroom practices. The project began with a 

commitment to teacher ownership of assessment based in classrooms where 

teachers and students collaborated on purposes, forms, and interpretations of 

assessment. Three stages emerged during the first three years: exploring 

possibilities, building collaborative portfolios, and shaping a portfolio 

classroom environment. Initially, a small group of teachers, Department of 

Education specialists, and researchers met once a month. At the end of the 

first year, it was clearly evident that teachers had made most of the decisions 

about what would go into portfolios. The second year brought the realization 

that the real beginning point needed to be determination of student outcomes 

(broad expectations of what students should be able to do), competencies 

(more specific descriptions of student performance), and criteria (features 

used to evaluate student performance). The second realization rested with 

the significance of collaborative portfolios that represented both student and 

teacher input. During the third year, philosophical aspects of portfolios 

emerged. These included student reflection and a changing classroom 
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environment evidenced through more diverse portfolio artifacts. The model 

that evolved was more a philosophy of instruction and assessment than a 

formula. It took a great deal of time and effort, but participants concluded 

that their approach held the potential to unlock the enthusiasm and zest for 

learning that is so widely sought. "Good assessment looks like good 

instruction, and vice versa" (Snider et al., p. 88). 

Blackburn Elementary School implemented portfolio assessment as a 

School Improvement Team project (Lamme & Hysmith, 1991). This project is 

categorized as top-bottom because it did not directly emanate from the 

individual classroom, although this example moves across the continuum 

toward that of a bottom-up situation (Stowell & Tierney, 1995). The project 

began with moving literacy instruction from a basic skills orientation to a 

whole language/integrated curriculum orientation, a revision of report cards, 

and the development of scales of literacy learning for writing, emergent 

reading, and response to literature. All teachers were expected to develop 

portfolio systems for assessment with the support of in-service education and 

reading materials on the topic. Although the specific strategies were left up to 

individual teachers, most gathered three types of information: (1) a collection 

of artifacts such as reading logs and literature responses; (2) student reflections 

and self-evaluations; and (3) observations, checklists, and scales. Analyses of 

teacher responses to a questionnaire and interviews showed that teachers' 

involvement in portfolio assessment was fairly evenly distributed among the 



second to fifth stages on a five stage scale. Findings included that (1) the 

degree of impiementation varied in direct proportion to the degree of 

involvement with whole language philosophy and practice, (2) teacher 

collaboration increased, and (3) teachers became more reflective about how 

and what they teach. 
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Reliance on preset criteria and the teacher as the interpreter place the 

KEEP, Vermont, and Stoney Brook projects on the outside-in end of Stowell 

and Tierney's (1995) continuum. As the Rhode Island initiative evolved, it 

included a greater degree of student engagement which moved toward the 

inside-out end of the continuum. Bellevue mirrored that process even 

though the planning team made many of the decisions. Some of the 

classrooms at Blackburn Elementary had a high degree of student 

involvement in developing and interpreting the portfolios which were 

nearer to an inside-out stance. 

These examples of sites implementing portfolio assessment show 

evidence that this type of assessment can, indeed, change teaching practices. 

Although the desired changes were for the most part preset, evolving beliefs 

and understanding did shape the process in unexpected ways. Changes 

evolved unevenly among schools and teachers and results varied. Clearly, 

these examples of top-down portfolio assessment initiatives were primarily 

designed for keeping track and checking up on teachers and students. The 

emphasis was on instructional improvement, not student empowerment. 
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BoHom-Up Portfolio Assessment 

Examples of bottom-up portfolio assessment projects include a 

teacher's initial experiences with portfolios in a first grade classroom setting, a 

special education teacher taking a college education class, an eighth grade 

teacher participating in the New York City Writing Project conducted by 

Lehmon College and the Educational Testing Service, and a college professor 

with master's level students. 

Laurie Mansfield was already using a writing process approach in her 

first grade class when she decided to introduce portfolios (Voss, 1992). The 

existing classroom procedures included students maintaining two folders: 

one for work in process and one for work completed. Laurie decided to 

introduce the portfolio process to the whole class, but to phase it in by 

beginning with just five students because she was concerned with 

manageability. Her original requirement was simply that the students choose 

their best pieces with the students acting as the number one choosers (and 

Laurie the confirmer). Her early experiences caused her to recognize the 

importance of student decision-making. Her secondary goal of student self

evaluation quickly became her primary goal. As the emphasis shifted from 

assessment and record keeping to student awareness of learning and self

evaluation, Laurie no longer saw herself as the controlling agent. She became 

a more reflective listener and responder. Variations in selection and 

collection procedures evolved as Laurie and her class learned to incorporate 



portfolios into their learning environment. Laurie concluded that she had 

gained insight into children and had ieamed so much more than she had 

expected. She looked forward to the next year when she would emphasize 

process by having children include all drafts of pieces chosen for the 

portfolios and, definitely, keep her own teaching journal. Her beliefs about 

her role as a teacher had changed. 
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Like Laurie, Darlene Frazier was a whole language enthusiast before 

she implemented portfolio assessment with her fourth grade special 

education students in a writing pullout program (Frazier & Paulson, 1992). 

Darlene's college class assignment was to create a portfolio about herself. Six 

of her students volunteered to share their writings to contribute to her 

portfolio created to demonstrate accomplishments of her students. Darlene 

planned to use her portfolio to assess her students as writers and herself as a 

teacher. Darlene let her students select the material to be included in her 

portfolio because she hoped her students would include pieces they felt good 

about, gain ownership of the portfolio process, and learn to evaluate their 

own work. Suddenly, she found they were working together. As the 

portfolio's owner, she was the primary stakeholder. As others with an 

interest in the portfolio, the students were the secondary stakeholders. Before 

long, students began pressuring Darlene to let them create their own 

portfolios. Then roles reversed and they became primary stakeholders and 

she became secondary. She found that the format for the portfolio didn't 
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matter as long as the students took an active role in selecting items for their 

portfolios and used the process for seli-reflection and evaiuation. Darlene 

concluded that individual portfolios can serve to help students understand 

themselves as writers and a composite portfolio (such a hers) can be used for 

program assessment. Darlene's understanding of the role of assessment 

changed through the use of portfolios. 

Kerry Weinbaum's implementation of portfolio assessment began as a 

top-down pursuit when she volunteered to participate in a project conducted 

by the New York City Writing Project at Lehman College and the Educational 

Testing service (Weinbaum, 1991). Although already utilizing a whole

language approach in her eighth grade language arts class, portfolio 

assessment was new to her. According to the prescribed format, students 

chose pieces for their portfolios following specific guidelines three times 

during the course of the school year. Students were required to write cover 

letters to the portfolio-reading committee and to their teachers regarding their 

growth and learning at each of the three junctures. In March, Kerry made 

dramatic changes that shifted to a bottom-up stance. She decided to 

relinquish control of her class. She told her students that they could write 

their own contracts for working on any projects that interested them. She 

would negotiate with them to ensure agreement. Fulfilled contracts would 

generate a passing grade; a higher caliber of work would warrant a higher 

grade. Students were even responsible for figuring out how much 
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homework they needed to do. The final portfolio letters included reflections 

on iearning. It turned out that the contract system provided meaning for the 

portfolios. Kerry discovered that the actual pieces contained in a portfolio are 

not as important as why they were written, how, and under what 

circumstances. The reflective letter provided her and the students with "a 

window on thinking" (p. 214). She concluded that portfolios work when the 

value of what is being done comes from, and is seen by, the students 

themselves. Kerry's view of student ownership and empowerment changed 

as she used implemented her own version of portfolio assessment. 

Letters to the teacher were also a central part of student reflection in the 

portfolios created by Jane Hansen's "Foundations of Reading" participants at 

the University of New Hampshire (Hansen, 1992). A reading/writing 

workshop was conducted for the first half of class. For the last part, the focus 

was that of making connections with workshop activities and the class 

members' teaching settings or to Jane's own experiences in classrooms. The 

course syllabus, written in letter form, required the reading of two 

professional books, six articles from Jane's collection, papers based on two 

interviews, and a portfolio that included the assignments and a portrait of 

themselves as a reader, writer, teacher, and learner as an evaluation of 

themselves as literate individuals. One of the two interview papers was to be 

about three students concerning their perceptions of themselves as readers; 

the other was to learn stories of a reader and a non-reader. Portfolios were 
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submitted three times during the course at staggered times accompanied by a 

"Dear jane" letter in which students evaluated themseives. Jane responded 

with a letter to the student. Over several repetitions of the course, Jane 

concluded that learning doesn't travel in a straight, gradually ascending line; 

learners need as much choice as possible to find the best way to grow and 

show that growth to others; teachers should have control over several 

literacies and set up their classrooms accordingly; the challenge is to find 

worthwhile learning experiences; and keeping personal portfolios gives cues 

as to how portfolios, with self-evaluation at the core, can become a part of 

classrooms. 

In each of these cases, portfolio assessment moved nearer to the inside

out end of Stowell and Tierney's (1995) continuum. The teacher shifted 

control to the learner and through that process became a learner of learning. 

The process then superseded the product and meaning was constructed by the 

shared learning. The purpose for assessment was that of inquiry or finding 

out- not keeping track or checking up. Student empowerment actually 

became an instrument for instructional improvement. 

Effects of Portfolio Assessment 

Across the various perspectives on the continuum identified by 

Stowell and Tierney (1995), commonalties exist. Personal reflection appears 

to be the aspect that brings greatest reward to students and teachers (Camp & 

Levine, 1991). Additionally, portfolio assessment provides an important 
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source for program development; it is a powerful form of faculty 

development (Condon & Hamp-Lyons, 1991). Ceriahily, portfolio assessmenL 

is a process, not a panacea. The underlying questions are global: 

• How do we define learning? 
• Where does learning take place? 
• How do we recognize learning? 
• How do we report instances of learning? (Hebert, 1992, p. 58) 

If educational reform cries out for new kinds of learning, we must 

seek out assessment practices that will be a factor in changing the entire 

system (Hill, 1992). There are many way to report instances of learning. 

Which will increase student learning and enhance teacher expertise? Which 

will reshape teaching/learning transactions within a climate of inquiry? It 

appears that learner-centered portfolio assessment may match those 

conditions. 

Literacy 

Literacy development as a core endeavor in all schools is worthy of 

investigation, particularly when considering reform that will enhance 

student learning. Though variations in definitions of literacy exist, "the 

ability to read and write, and to reason effectively about what one reads or 

writes" (International Reading Association [IRA], 1992 , p.6) may capture the 

essence. The mere ability to decipher written text is no longer sufficient 



(Applebee, Langer, & Mullis, 1987; Heath, 1991; Mclane & McNamee, 1990; 

Pearson, 1989; Willensky, 1990). 
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Teachers are caught in the midst of debate over pedagogical 

implications of theoretical positions. They are constantly challenged to 

establish conditions that support literacy learning, to match teaching practices 

with changing expectations, and to seek meaningful ways to assess and 

interpret student learning. 

Theories of Readin& and Writina 

The IRA (1992) standards recommended that reading professionals 

examine their beliefs about the nature and purposes of literacy and 

implications for teaching. The Standards asserted that "these beliefs should 

be based on a comprehensive, interactive, social-constructivist model of the 

reading process rather than on an understanding of specific approaches or 

methods" (p. 12). Numerous experts have developed theories and/ or models 

of reading and writing. The components of speaking, listening, and viewing 

are so closely interwoven with reading and writing that it is difficult, if not 

impossible, to address any dimension in absolute isolation (Harste et al., 

1984). 

An examination of the beliefs of a few notable experts in the field will 

provide a point of reference for ways in which individual teacher beliefs 

might evolve. Rosenblatt (1978) offers a comprehensive theory that unites 

reading and writing. Flower and Hayes (1981) explain the thinking processes 
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that support writing; Nystrand (1989) extends that perspective by addressing 

sociai aspects of writing. They do not, however, address eariy acquisition so 

essential to elementary school teachers and children. Rumelhart (1985) and 

Clay (1979b) offer insights into that critical stage. Hansen, Newkirk, and 

Graves (1985) embed both reading and writing into the context of language 

systems refuting qualitative differences in strategies of beginning and 

experienced language users. A comparison helps to make sense of the 

differing propositions and offers organizing patterns to enhance 

understanding of what teachers need to know in order to facilitate and assess 

literacy learning. 

Transactional Theory of Reading and Writing. Rosenblatt's 

transactional theory of reading and writing draws from an endogenic view of 

knowledge: that which is constructed in a person's mind ("within") and is 

subjectively created (Fitzgerald, 1993; Rosenblatt, 1978, 1994). From 

Rosenblatt's viewpoint, the knower, the knowing, and the known are seen as 

aspects of one process in which each element conditions and is conditioned by 

the other in a mutually constituted situation (transaction). Rosenblatt posits 

that even though language is socially generated, she has observed that it is 

always individually internalized in transactions with the environment at 

particular times under particular circumstances. Speakers and listeners and 

writers and readers have their own linguistic-experiential reservoirs as the 
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basis for interpretation. Interpretations, or new meanings, are restructurings 

or extensions of the experiences of language brought to the task. 

Rosenblatt's (1994) model describes reading as a transactional 

relationship between reader and text. The emphasis is on comprehension 

through the reader who adopts a stance on an efferent (informational) to 

aesthetic (emotional/interpretive) continuum, develops tentative 

frameworks for guiding interpretations, creates expectations that influence 

selection and synthesis of response, and confirms or revises frameworks and 

expectations. Selective attending is an ongoing process. The transactional 

model emphasizes the formulation and relation of ideas. 

Writing is described as a process which begins with writers facing a 

blank page drawing solely from their own linguistic capital. As such, past 

experiences of language provide the material from which the text will be 

constructed. The writer looks at the page and adds to the text in the light of 

what has been written, sustaining a continuing to-and-fro, or transactional, 

process. Since writing is always an event in time, the writer is always 

transacting with a personal, social and cultural environment. 

The writer's awareness of a transactional relationship between the 

writer's context and that of the potential readers will presumably guide the 

writer's choices. Writers draw from their personal linguistic reservoir, adopt 

stances (efferent to aesthetic) that guide selective attention, and build a 

developing selective purpose. As writing proceeds, writers become the first 
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readers. This "authorial reading" (Rosenblatt, 1994, p. 1075) is both 

e.xpressiut\- at\d receptiui\-orier\ted. From clii. expressive orientation, t.L'1e 

writer reads to check on how new words make sense with the preceding text. 

The writer might ask, "Does the work 'feel right'? Is there a match between 

what I intend and what's written?" When one writes for oneself alone (to 

express or record an experience in a diary or journal or to analyze a situation 

or the pros and cons of a decision), expression-oriented authorial reading may 

be the only reading component. Usually, though, writing is viewed as part of 

a potential transaction with other readers. Thus, at some point, the writer 

steps back from the text and reads it through the eyes of potential readers 

which Rosenblatt calls reception-oriented authorial reading. And so, the 

writer revises and rewrites as the piece develops. 

According to Rosenblatt (1994), meaning exists through the writer's 

relationship with the text and, in reading, the reader's relationship with the 

text. Since writers and readers deal with the text in different contexts 

(different times and circumstances) they experience different transactions. 

She notes that the closer the linguistic-experiential reservoir of the writer and 

reader, the more likely the reader's interpretation will fulfill the writer's 

intention. Rosenblatt introduces "warranted assertability," (p. 1078) or 

agreement on shared criteria, as a means for deciding upon the acceptability of 

alternative interpretations. While Rosenblatt's transactional theory of 

reading and writing offers a foundation for understanding that could meet 
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the IRA (1992) recommendation of a "comprehensive, interactive, social-

constructivist modeiu (p. 12), an examination of other models to supplement 

her perspective is beneficial. 

Cognitive Process Tbeory of Writing. Flower and Hayes (1981) offer a 

model of writing that depicts writing as a composite of mental processes 

employed to solve problems. Writers' efforts are directed to achieving their 

goals and purposes. Problems arise when discrepancies exist between the 

desired goals and the text as generated. 

rests: 
Flower and Hayes (1981) posit four key points on which their theory 

1. The process of writing is best understood as a set of 
distinctive thinking processes which writers orchestrate or 
organize during the act of composing. 

2. These processes have a hierarchical, highly embedded 
organization in which any given process can be embedded 
within any other. 

3. The act of composing itself is a goal-directed thinking process, 
guided by the writer's own growing network of goals. 

4. Writers create their own goals in two key ways: by generating 
both high-level goals and supporting sub-goals which 
embody the writer's developing sense of purpose, and then, 
at times, by changing major goals or even establishing 
entirely new ones based on what has been learned in the act 
of writing. (p. 66) 

The thinking processes include (1) identification of the rhetorical 

problem (what the writer wants to say, to whom, and in what way); (2) the 

writing processes of planning, translating, and reviewing controlled by the 

writer's own monitoring system; (3) knowledge and procedures stored in 
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long-term memory; and (4) reactions to and constraints imposed by the text as 

it is gt!neraied. 

Planning involves a number of sub-processes: generating ideas, 

organizing those ideas and making textual decisions, and setting procedural 

and substantive goals. Translating is the process of putting ideas into visible 

language. The writer must juggle all the special demands of written English 

including those that are syntactical and lexical down to those that are 

motorical tasks of forming letters. Flower and Hayes (1981) note that children 

and inexperienced writers have fewer and less automatic strategies for 

utilizing these processes. Thus, they can get bogged down with limited 

aspects of writing, rather than fluently orchestrating the total writing process. 

Reviewing includes the subprocesses of evaluating and revising. As writers 

compose, they monitor their current process and progress determining when 

to move from one process to the next. 

This cognitive processing model utilizes an observer mode of looking 

at writing which lends itself to an exogenic view of knowledge (from 

without). The "rule following" behavior of writers is seen as universal, 

existing across writers in general. There are, however, hints at aspects of an 

endogenic view of knowledge in that the mind is seen as constructing 

knowledge. 

A comparison of Rosenblatt's (1994) transactional model with Flower 

and Hayes' (1981) cognitive processing model offers illumination of both (see 
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Table 1). Flower and Hayes' model invites explicit instruction and offers a 

clearer definition of enabling strategies. This biend of theories is powerful in 

that it cherishes the whole yet enables instruction in the specifics. 

Table 1 

Theories of Writing: A Comparison of Rosenblatt with Flower and Hayes 

Rosenblatt: 

Linguistic and Experiential 
Reservoir 
• residue of past experiences 
• transacting with personal, 
social, and cultural 
environment 

Selective Attention/Purpose 
•tentative focus for choice 
•need to write 
• potential readers 
•guided by writer's stance 

Authorial Reading 
• expression oriented 
-sense with preceding text 
-inner gauge of intention 

• reception oriented 
-anticipation of potential 
reader 

Flower and Hayes: 

Writer's Long-Term Memory 

• knowledge of topic, audience, 
and writing plans 

The Rhetorical Problem 
• topic, audience, exigency 
Planning 
• generating ideas 
• organizing 
• goal setting 

Text Produced So Far 
Reyjewing 
•evaluating 
•revising 

Translating 
Monitoring 

Social-Interactive Model of Writing. An emphasis on context and the 

relationship of writers' to their discourse communities emerges through 

Nystrand's (1989) social-interactive model of writing. His model depicts 
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writers in a social discourse with readers as they mediate their respective 

interests through the text. Written communication is viewed as a mutual 

experience. The writer's focus is continuously on the text's potential meaning 

for the reader. The text itself inherently constrains readers in their 

interpretations guided by a sense of the writer's purpose. Thus, as the skilled 

writer writes, a sense of match with the reader's expectations and purposes 

guides choices related to introduction of new topics, the amount of 

elaboration or commentary, and the choice of genre. The beginning of any 

text must establish a mutual frame of reference between writer and reader, a 

"temporarily shared social reality" or "TSSR" (p.73). That frame of reference 

will be expanded or modified as the writing proceeds. If the writer fails to 

successfully elaborate at points in which reciprocity might be threatened, 

misconstraints, or mismatches between the writer's expression and the 

reader's comprehension, occur. 

Rosenblatt's (1994) transactional model shares an emphasis on the 

writing-reading relationship with Nystrand's (1989) social-interactive model. 

Both include social, cultural, and institutional conventions as valuable 

considerations. They differ, however, in the degree and type of writer-reader 

relationship. Nystrand's version depicts a "tighter" connection- with 

meaning dependent on a match between writer's and reader's purpose. "In 

other words, meaning in between reader and writer" (p. 78). Rosenblatt 

depicts meaning as between writer and text and reader and text. There is an 
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awareness of the relationship, but matched transactions are not essential. The 

difference can be expressed graphically as shown in Figure 1. 

Nystrand Rosenblatt 

W =Writer 
T =Text 
R =Reader 

Figure 1. Theories of writing: a comparison of Nystrand and Rosenblatt 

Nystrand (1989) and Rosenblatt (1994) both draw from an endogenic 

view of knowledge: that which is constructed in a person's mind ("within") 

and is subjectively created (Fitzgerald, 1993). They differ with Nystrand's 

stronger emphasis on the social dimension: knowledge is uniquely created 

through the interaction of minds. Therefore, writing is always involved with 

linking readers and writers and cannot be decontextualized (or stand alone 

out of the social framework). 

Interactive Model of Reading. Rumelhart's (1985) interactive model of 

reading offers insights into the earliest entry to reading and writing. The 

interactive view of reading is that of a linear hierarchical process. The reader 

accesses visual input which is processed using grapho-phonic, syntactical, and 

semantical information to recognize words and sentences. Levels include 

processing through the letter, letter cluster, and lexical units as part of word 

recognition. Attentional resources can be allotted to the knowledge sources 
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based upon momentary evaluations in either a bottom-up (text to reader) or 

top-down (reader to text) fashion. The interactive model recognizes that 

word recognition and context/ semantic factors are reciprocal agents. One 

supports the other and may be tapped simultaneously. Reading is not seen as 

traveling up or down a one-way street. Instead, it is seen as a two-way street. 

The model only addresses acquisition of meaning from an informational (or 

efferent) stance. 

Rumelhart's (1985) interactive model emphasizes the mechanical 

aspects of interpreting print while the transactional model steps over those 

details and emphasizes the formulation of ideas. The differences between the 

interactive and transactional views of reading are most vividly defined when 

one examines the underlying view of knowledge. Clearly, the interactive 

model draws from an exogenic stance. Knowledge is seen as static and 

objective ("out there") and is discovered objectively. In reading, the text is to 

be unlocked by the reader and will be essentially the same to all readers. In 

contrast, the transactional model draws from an endogenic stance in which 

knowledge is constructed in a person's mind ("within") and is subjectively 

created. 

Reading as Complex Behavior. Marie Clay's (1979b) theory of reading 

from which Reading Recovery procedures were developed complements and 

extends that of Rumelhart (1985). Clay identifies four types of cues, any two of 

which may be cross-checked to confirm a response. The four types of cue are 
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(1) sense/meaning (Does it make sense?), (2) visual cues (Does that look 

right?), (3) ieti:ers/sounds expected (Vv1iat would you expect to see?), and (4) 

structure/ grammar (Can we say it that way?). She defines reading as a 

message-gaining, problem-solving activity which increases in power and 

flexibility the more it is practiced. Her definition states: 

... within the directional constraints of the printer's code, language and 
visual perception responses are purposefully directed in some 
integrated way to the problem of extracting meaning from cues in a 
text, in sequence, to yield a meaningful communication, conveying the 
author's specific message. (p. 6) 

She compares reading to the old game ''Twenty Questions." The smarter 

readers ask themselves the most effective questions for reducing uncertainty; 

the poorer readers try lots of trivial questions and waste their opportunities to 

reduce uncertainty. 

Clay draws primarily from an exogenic view of knowledge. Meaning is 

held within the text to be interpreted accurately by the reader. It is "out there" 

to be discovered by the learner with differing degrees of intervention or direct 

instruction by the teacher. Cueing systems exist and are discovered by the 

learner through differing degrees of intervention or direct instruction. 

Students examine and apply strategies through both print-to-sound and 

sound-to-print processes. In other words, students are guided to use reading 

to discover the code and to use writing to discover the code. 
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While aspects of the model appear contradictory to Rosenblatt's (1994), 

it may be a necessary phase for beginning readh"'1g and writing. CertaL..-uy, very 

young writers' authorial reading is restricted to an expression-orientation. 

Rarely do the youngest writers step back from the text and become reception

oriented. With experience and maturation, more distance and uncertainty 

can be accommodated. 

Reading and Writing in a System of Language. Hansen et al. (1985) 

present literacy as a socio-psycholinguistic process that cannot be separated 

into component parts. "From a socio-psycholinguistic perspective, reading 

and writing do not involve less concern for context than do speaking and 

listening" (p. 64). Additionally, they contend that there is no compelling 

evidence that the strategies of young children are qualitatively different from 

the kinds of decisions made by more experienced language users. The model 

incorporates three systems of language (semantics [meaning], syntax 

[grammar],. and graphophonics [letter-sound]) within the context of the 

situation tied together through pragmatics (the social rules of language in a 

particular context) (p. 202). Shifts to alternative expressions of language and 

varying roles occur spontaneously and naturally. Language serves to 

negotiate the knowing (learning language and learning about language), the 

knower, and the known (learn through language). Obviously, Hansen et al. 

move back to the endogenic view of knowledge with meaning constructed 

within a person's mind. 
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Comparisons. Clearly, one comprehensive model has not been 

identified. A strong relationship between writing and reading is consistently 

emphasized in each !nodel, but differences exist. Oustering differing theories 

and examining them through an organizational lens might be useful. 

One framework offered is that of top-down, bottom-up, and interactive 

models of reading (Anderson & Pearson, 1984; Juel, 1991; Samuels & Kamil, 

1984). Top-down models place an emphasis on the reader, with meaning 

mediated through general world knowledge and contextual information 

from the passage. The reader forms hypotheses of what will be read and 

confirms or modifies them by minimally sampling the visual information of 

the text. Reading is then a predictive process. Reading and writing as a 

system of language (Hansen et al., 1985) could be associated with this 

grouping. 

Bottom-up models rely heavily on graphic features and phonemic 

understanding to explain reading. The basic sequence is from features, to 

letters, to spelling patterns, to visual and phonological word representations, 

to word and word group meanings. Though they vary in degree, the theories 

examined in this review of the literature generally fall into a third group, the 

interactive models. To some extent, readers are assumed to be drawing from 

both top-down and bottom-up information before settling on an 

interpretation of the text. 
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Another organizational lens is that of research perspective (McCarthey 

& Raphael, 1992). Three major strands include cognitive information 

processing, naturalist, and social-constructivist. The theories examined in 

this review of the literature represent all three perspectives. Some theories 

even draw from more than one perspective. 

When applied to literacy, the cognitive information processing 

perspective suggests that reading and writing are stable across contexts and 

can be described in terms of their underlying knowledge structures. Clearly, 

the cognitive process theory of writing (Flower & Hayes, 1981) and interactive 

model of reading (Rumelhart, 1985) match this perspective. Clay's ( 1979b) 

emphasis on processes and cueing systems also fits with this strand. But, the 

developmental nature of the theory also ties it to the second strand, the 

naturalist perspective. 

The naturalist perspective focuses on individuals' innate cognitive 

structures which have been characterized in terms of language ability 

(McCarthey & Raphael, 1992). This perspective suggests that the development 

of reading and writing rests with the acquisition of oral language. Language 

learning is seen as moving from whole to part with written and oral language 

sharing the same basic characteristics. The child gradually differentiates and 

integrates the life-world through his/her own activity. Reading and writing 

as a system of language presented by Hansen et al. (1985) falls into this 

category as does the widely referenced "whole language" approach promoted 



by Goodman (1986). The social nature of language acquisition also offers 

some resemblance to the next strand. 
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The third strand, the social-constructivist perspective, focuses on 

knowledge as a social artifact that is constructed by the interactions of 

individuals within society (McCarthey & Raphael). The social nature of 

knowledge differs from a reality structured by the individual (naturalist) and 

an objective reality (information processing). Social constructivism views 

reading and writing as connected through their uses within the culture. The 

social-interactive model of writing (Nystrand, 1989) is a natural fit with this 

perspective. Also, the transactional theory of reading and writing (Rosenblatt, 

1978, 1994) might be included even though the individual is a prominent 

entity. 

Faced with the complexity of literacy development, teachers may well 

choose to leave theory to the experts. They let others "who know" prescribe 

how to teach and assess literacy learning. Reliance on materials and methods 

packaged for classroom use and standardized measures for evaluation of 

learning progress then becomes routine. 

Teaching and Learnim; 

Rather than singling out a particular theory, philosophy, or set of 

instructional materials, the teachers' role should be to effectively establish 

instructional environments and practices responsive to the learning needs of 

their students (Duffy, 1992; IRA 1992; McCarthy & Raphael, 1992; Tierney, 



1992). Such instructional decision-making requires an understanding of 

commonalties that exist across models. 
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Naturalist and social-constructivist strands rest on the premise that 

children and adults should be immersed in a print-rich environment that 

incorporates reflective discussion. For example, Rosenblatt's (1978, 1994) 

transactional theory of reading and writing speaks to the creation of 

environments and activities in which students freely and regularly write and 

read. Teaching would be a constructive facilitation of discussions about 

reading and writing. Writers would share pieces completed, or in process, 

with peers in partnerships or as part of group discussion. Rosenblatt would 

emphasize the building of the students' linguistic and experiential reservoir 

and development of insights concerning transactions with texts. The 

interchanges would serve to illuminate the writer's use of selective purpose 

and attention and foster growth in both expression-oriented and reception

oriented authorial reading. An emphasis on use and meaning, or getting 

things done, would be central to reading and writing in a system of language 

theory (Hansen et al., 1985). 

Routman (1991) cited Holdaway's 1986 description of the ways children 

acquire oral language as a model that could be used for all language learning. 

It would apply to both the naturalist and social-constructivist strands. The 

conditions Holdaway found to be common all over the world in learning 



spoken language are incorporated in the following summary offered by 

Routman: 

1. Observations of "demonstration"- ... The child observes 
competent adults who are admired as genuine users of 
literacy .... the learner is a spectator with no pressure to 
perform. 

2. Participation - ... The child is invited to participate and 
collaborate because of a need and interest in mastering a 
particular skill ... the "expert" welcomes the "novice" while 
explaining, instructing, and demonstrating what to do. 

3. Role playing or practice - The learner practices the skill 
without direction or observation by the demonstrator ... the 
critical trial and error period when the learner ... to engages in 
the literacy act and attempts to self-regulate, self-control, and 
self-direct his own learning. 
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4. Performance-... The learner ... voluntarily becomes the 
demonstrator and the model or teacher becomes the audience ... 
(pp. 9-10} 

Immersion in a literate environment is not sufficient for all young 

learners (Beck & Juel, 1992; Chall, 1983). Many children require more adult 

intervention to build a bridge between oral language and print. Clay (1979a, 

1979b) would suggest explicit instruction in the mechanics of writing and 

reading including phonemic patterns, graphic cues, and contextual 

implications. The interactive model of reading would utilize direct 

instruction in phonemic patterns and strategies for word recognition and 

comprehension primarily at the sentence/paragraph level. Pre-reading 

activities might include vocabulary study as well as building of background 

knowledge. Directed reading would be incorporated into the teaching 
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practices. Although both models require instruction that directs the reader's 

attention to the text, the emphasis would differ. Information processing 

strands would also include instruction in comprehension strategies, 

particularly that of prediction (McCarthy & Raphael, 1992). Instruction would 

include the explicit talk of "thinking aloud" or "modeling" (IRA, 1992, p. 21). 

Though Flower and Hayes (1981) don't offer a thorough explanation of 

how one might acquire various aspects of writing, it is possible to make 

reasonable inferences as to instructional practices that would be consistent 

with the model. One would anticipate that instruction would include many 

opportunities to generate writing for a variety of purposes. The teacher 

would model strategies and "think aloud" components of information 

processing. Individual conferences would include "think aloud" protocols 

generated by the writer. The classroom writer's workshop would be 

supplemented with mini-lessons that would directly teach various aspects of 

the composing process. Knowledge pulled out of the context of the other 

elements of writing (decomposition) and strategies and skills taught in and of 

themselves would be seen as necessary. 

Teaching practices consistent with current models of literacy conflict 

with traditional assessment practice, policies, and decision-making 

procedures (Pearson & Valencia, 1987). That conflict results in an erosion of 

teachers' perceptions of their prerogatives as professional educators. The call 

for mutually supportive instruction, assessment, and decision-making 
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processes places responsibility with the teacher and, thereby, calls for capable, 

self-renewing teachers. 

Dimensions of LiteRc;y 

Paris et al. (1992) sought to provide a framework to be used as 

benchmarks in portfolio assessment. They identified dimensions and 

attributes of literacy as a part of their work with the Kamehameha Elementary 

Education Program (KEEP). In addition, performance indicators for each 

dimension and attribute of literacy were established. Their framework 

offered a view of literacy that they described as "interactive, social, 

constructive, metacognitive, motivated, and integrated with functional 

language uses" (p. 92). The critical dimensions and attributes of literacy 

incorporate the various theories and models presented in this review of the 

literature and are consistent with the IRA (1992) standards (see Appendix A). 

Specific descriptors for low and high performances were provided to 

the teachers. Thus, teachers were given what they needed to know in order to 

facilitate and assess learning more effectively. The goal was to establish 

standards for student accomplishment in order to change teaching practices 

(Au, 1994). The consultants, or outside experts, took the lead in selecting 

portfolio assessment for implementation because it could be more closely tied 

to instruction than the more traditional standardized tests that had been used. 

It was found that the most serious problem was that of understanding. 
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This example suggests that providing teachers with the "what" and 

"how" of teaching and assessment isn't enough. Somehow, the beliefs and 

understanding that reshape teaching/learning transactions must evolve 

within the teacher. An underlying question remains: How does professional 

expertise evolve? 

Professional Development and Change 

Paradoxically, the demands for more thoughtful and intellectually 

ambitious instruction that surfaced in the 1980s rose up at the time 

confidence in professionals in general was in decline (Schon, 1983). The very 

leaders in politics and business who argued "that students must become 

independent thinkers and enterprising problem solvers" (Cohen & Spillane, 

1992, p. 3) were a part of that loss in confidence. Confidence in technological 

fixes and technical expertise had eroded. 

Shannon (1993) identified corresponding trends occurring in the 

schools of America: 

Following the blueprint of scientific management, educational 
scientists, teacher educators, and school officials sought to rationalize 
schooling through centralized planning, analyses of teaching tasks to 
their elemental parts, detailed directions for teachers on how to follow 
those plans according to that analysis, and intricate accountability 
systems for instructional outcome. (p. 10) 

School officials had sought to rationalize schooling by controlling teachers' 



and students' practices across instructional settings. The high degree of 

control was sought in order to achieve predictable instructional outcomes. 
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Similar decisions about reading instruction had taken place in the early 

part of the century. Instead of educating teachers so that they could make 

informed decisions to meet new demands, higher authorities had chosen to 

supply the goals, texts, instructional directives, practices, and tests in order to 

ensure that standard, scientific instruction would occur in all classrooms. 

The popularization of standardized tests and public reporting of results 

compounded the situation. Effects on teachers included feelings of anxiety, 

shame, loss of esteem, and alienation (M. L. Smith, 1991). 

Indeed, teachers have become both the subject and objects of change 

(Sikes, 1992). D. K. Cohen and Spillane (1992) charge that" ... recent reforms 

demand a depth and sophistication in teachers' grasp of academic subjects that 

is far beyond most public school teachers" (p. 30). They add that teachers will 

have to adopt more constructivist views of knowledge and change their roles 

to that of coaches or facilitators who are able to manage very complex ideas 

under "rapid fire" conditions (p. 31). The focus quite naturally turns to 

teacher learning both in and out of the school setting and factors that affect 

that learning. 

Teachers as Learners 

Teacher understanding of what is to be learned and how it is to be 

taught are key elements for consideration. Shulman (1987) identified three 
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bases of teachers' knowledge as curriculum knowledge, content knowledge, 

and pedagogical content-area knowledge. Teachers link who the learner is 

and how he or she learns to the subject matter to be learned. It has been 

found that teachers who possess extensive and coherent knowledge structures 

respond more effectively during instruction (Roehler et al., 1990). The 

continuing acquisition of knowledge and understandings, or teacher 

development, is in itself a subject for study and needs to be "conceptualized 

much more thoroughly" (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992, p. 6). That broad field 

includes consideration of teachers learning through teaching, through action 

research, through collaboration, and as part of a learning community. 

Schon's (1983) work on professional knowledge and reflection-in

action includes insights into the opportunity for teachers to learn through 

teaching. Schon began with the assumption that there are spontaneous, 

intuitive aspects of everyday life that do not draw from explicit explanations. 

That "knowing-in-action" is a "tacit" knowing. Ukewise, practitioners know 

more that they can say, a kind of "knowing-in-practice" (p. viii). Learning by 

doing suggests that people can think about doing something while doing it. 

When a surprise arises, people may respond by reflecting-in-action to figure it 

out and adjust. Similarly, a professional practitioner develops a repertoire of 

expectations, images, and techniques. Practitioners reflect on their knowing

in-practice when not actually engaged, but they also reflect on practice while 
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they are in the midst of it. Then, they are reflecting-in-practice and, in the 

process, become researchers. 

An artful teacher sees a child's difficulty in learning to read not as a 
defect in the child but as a defect "of his own instruction." So he must 
find a way of explaining what is bothering the pupil. He must do a 
piece of experimental research, then and there, in the classroom. And 
because the child's difficulties may be unique, the teacher cannot 
assume that his repertoire of explanations will suffice, even though 
they are "at the tongue's end." He must be ready to invent new 
methods and must "endeavor to develop in himself the ability of 
discovering them." (Schon, p. 66) 

The role of reflection is evident in assumptions about how adults in 

general, and teachers specifically, learn and grow Galongo, 1991). The 

assumptions include (1) moving toward self-direction, (2) tapping into 

experiences and reflecting upon them, (3) desiring to fulfill social roles, (4) 

seeking immediacy of application, and (5) preferring problem-centered 

information. Those assumptions portray the teacher as a continuous learner 

and connect learning through reflection-in-action with learning through 

action research. Kincheloe (1991) cited Freire and Shor in arguing that 

teachers must research their own students in order to understand what they 

know, their goals, and the texture of their worlds (p. 22). Through action 

research, the practitioner learns to think more precisely and conceptually. 

To some extent, action inquiry, which relies on ongoing assessment, is 

conducted in the every day life of schools. It allows for the simultaneous 

development of understanding and action (Llorens, 1994; Reason, 1994). 
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Teachers are encouraged to think of themselves as researchers and of school 

as a place for inquiry (Holland, Oift, Veal, Johnson, &: McCarthy, 1992). To be 

successful, the procedures must promote and respond to a teachers "voice" 

(Llorens, p. 8). The goals include seeking (1) to improve the knowledge base 

for educational theory; (2) to enhance personal fulfillment; (3) to increase the 

empowerment and professionalism of teaching; (4) to refine teaching practice 

specific to a certain teacher; and (5) to achieve social, economic, and political 

justice. 

Action research can be solo, or it can be part of a collaborative process 

through which the teacher learns (Stoll, 1992). Collaboration might include 

clusters of teachers by grade level or interdisciplinary teams; teachers and 

administrators within a site; clusters of both across sites; or teachers and 

university researchers (Glickman et al., 1995; Holland et al., 1992). The benefit 

may extend beyond the actual engagement to the broader notion of moving 

teachers from a sense of isolation to a sense of control and responsibility for 

changes they themselves initiate (Brandt, 1989). When considering 

dimensions and stages of teacher development, the highest levels move 

beyond classroom responsibilities to professional expertise that contributes 

both to the growth of colleagues' expertise and to a broad array of educational 

decisions within and beyond the school site (Leithwood, 1992). 

Clearly, support of professional development extends beyond mere 

access to other professionals (Lange & Burroughs-Lange, 1994). It includes the 
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way the act of seeking support is characterized within the school setting. A 

supportive schooi cuiture wouid be one in which the staff is encouraged to 

consciously reflect on their own practices, to share ideas about their 

instruction, and to try out new techniques or new roles in their own 

classroom. The difference rests with whether the focus is that of control or 

that of inquiry Galongo, 1991). The attitude of inquiry embraces the notion 

that "every school day presents an opportunity to learn, not only on the part 

of the student, but also on the part of the teacher" (Galindo, 1989, p.SS). 

Teacher development should involve teachers in creating opportunities to 

learn, not simply remediating deficiencies (Bell & Gilbert, 1994; Lange & 

Burroughs-Lange, 1994) for themselves as well as for their students. 

Joyce et al. (1993) describe The Self-Renewing School as a model for 

teacher learning as part of such a learning community. The premise of the 

model is that all adults renew themselves in the service of improving the 

education of the young. The centrality of student learning drives the purpose 

of all activities. The collegiality that develops among educators as they 

engage in that process becomes a means to the end. 

If the organization recreates itself into a healthy learning community 
where working together, studying together, and growing together has 
been planned into the system as a way of life, working in schools 
becomes synonymous with lifelong learning. (p. 23) 
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Even though "school" is stated in the title, the emphasis is not bottom

up versus top-down perspective. Rather th.att "whether", u'le process is 

founded on "together." In this climate, educators as learners and children as 

learners can be intertwined with assessment, learning, and teaching working 

together in a dynamic and recursive role increasing both teacher and student 

expertise. 

Studies on learning through such complex interactions are limited. A 

meta-analysis of nearly 200 research studies noted that most studies of staff 

development, or teacher learning, have dealt with relatively simple teaching 

skills and behaviors (Showers, Joyce, & Bennett, 1987). The cognitive aspects 

of teaching have been, for the most part, overlooked. It appears that it is 

simpler to train people to learn a behavioral skill, than to educate people in 

more intellectually demanding processes like deciding whether and when to 

use that skill. 

Teachers and Change 

Even with a move toward the ideal of renewal through inquiry and 

away from a compensatory or deficit view of teacher development, there are 

times when imposed or top-down initiatives will continue to be desirable 

(Fullan, 1994; Sikes, 1992). Rather than "either/or" one should think 

"both/ and" (Fullan, p. 191). Regardless of the source, change takes time and 

varies from individual to individual (DuFour, 1991; Fullan; Glickman et al., 

1995). 
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Hall and Hord (1987) look at change through The Concerns-Based 

Adoption Model (CBAM) drawn directly from a framework originally 

proposed in 1973 by Hall, Wallace, and Dossett. The central message is that 

change can take place in humane and understanding ways. CBAM identifies 

three dimensions to be used for diagnosis of change: {1) stages of concern 

(how teachers or others perceive an innovation and how they feel about it 

ranging from "self' to "task" to "impact" concerns), (2) levels of use (what the 

teacher is doing or not doing in relation to the innovation ranging from non

use to renewal), and (3) innovative configurations (address the innovation 

itself identifying the operational form or components of the innovation). 

The assumption is that individuals adapt to change in different ways and at 

different rates (Glickman et al., 1995). 

The recognition that dramatic variations exist among people offers a 

caution to researchers studying changes in teaching practices. Educational 

change as a learning experience will evolve unevenly (Glickman et al., 1995). 

Variations among individuals will occur and provisions must be made for 

understanding the effect on changing beliefs and understanding during the 

process of implementation. 

Principals and Change 

Just as teachers create the conditions for student learning, principals are 

responsible for creating conditions for their staffs' continuous learning and 

improvement. The emphasis is on understanding teacher interests, attitudes, 
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and skills so that support activities (staff development, coaching, provision of 

materials) can be directiy related to what teachers perceive they need (not the 

needs perceived by others) (Goldring & Rallis, 1993; Hall & Hord, 1987; 

McCall, 1994). The principal is on-site, is knowledgeable about and in touch 

with the setting and context, is the center of communication lines, controls 

resources, and has the power base to make a difference. "For better or for 

worse, principals are in the pivotal position in school improvement" 

(DuFour, 1991, p.9). 

School improvement involves the enabling of individuals to improve 

their effectiveness. Programs and procedures do not bring about change

people do (DuFour, 1991). With that focus, the principal's role becomes that 

of enabling teachers to learn through teaching, through action research, 

through collaboration, and as part of a learning community. 

The principal is involved in supervision when supporting improved 

classroom and school instruction (DuFour, 1991; Glickman et al., 1995). 

Clinical supervision offers help to teachers in becoming more proficient as 

they refine their teaching skills and strategies. The goal is not to rate or 

evaluate, but to help teachers develop an analytical approach to teaching that 

will enable them to monitor and self-assess their effectiveness. 

Principals can influence teacher learning through action research in 

much the same way as they provide direct assistance to teachers (Glickman et 

al., 1995). Whether conducted individually, as a small group, or as an entire 
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school, assistance is given as needed to facilitate problem identification, 

pianning for data collection, organizing and presenting data, and, finally, 

analyzing and L11terpreting the data in light of the stated goals and objectives. 

Through the action research cycle, the principal facilitates reflections about 

teaching, fosters experimentation, gives teachers opportunities to assume 

new roles, and helps to close the gap between research and practice (DuFour, 

1991). 

When principals actively seek ways to overcome the teacher isolation 

that poses such a formidable barrier to collaboration, teacher learning is 

increased (DuFour, 1991). The value of peer contacts and professional 

interaction cannot be overlooked (Goldring & Rallis, 1993). Principals should 

seeks ways to" ... create resources and networks so that teachers have time 

and opportunities to connect and build collegial relationships, and have the 

support necessary to enact their decisions" (p. 51). 

By employing specific practices to motivate, engage, and encourage 

teachers, principals help to create dynamic schools. These schools are 

learning communities that take charge of change: they seize opportunities to 

improve themselves (Goldring & Rallis, 1993). Teachers adopt practices that 

increase their own and their students' knowledge and status. 
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Summaey 

In summary, the literature reviewed on each of the four topics makes 

several salient points. It is widely assumed that testing and assessment 

directly influence teaching practices. The role of testing and assessment has 

changed through the course of history. The emphasis on externally 

mandated standardized testing has come under scrutiny with many calling 

for changes. More recently, internally generated assessments have been 

identified as compatible with constructivist views of learning. That change 

places teachers, and sometimes even the students, at the center of 

interpretation and translations of findings. Assessments tasks are then used 

for self-analysis and inquiry rather than for reinforcement or control. 

Portfolio assessment emphasizes instructional improvement (teaching 

practices) and student empowerment (reflections on learning). Studies of 

portfolio assessment implemented at various sites show that methods for 

collection of portfolio items range from total student selection to highly 

regimented formats. Core issues center on who interprets, for what audience, 

and with what standards and degree of consistency and comparability. Inside

out, or learner-centered portfolio assessment incorporates reflection as a tool 

for student self-assessment. The resulting change in student/teacher 

transactions may actually become an instrument for instructional 

improvement. 
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When assessment is internally generated and the teacher serves as the 

interpreter, confidence in the teacher's professional knowledge becomes 

essential. Since literacy development is considered a core endeavor in all 

schools, instruction and assessment is widely studied and debated. An 

examination of several theories and models of reading and writing illustrates 

the complexities facing teachers as they seek to assess and facilitate literacy 

learning. Paris et al. (1992) identified dimensions and attributes of literacy 

that incorporate critical aspects of the various theories and models reviewed. 

Ongoing professional development is essential for teachers who are 

faced with increasing demands for reform, complex learning processes, an 

uncertain role in testing and assessment, and a call for greater autonomy. 

Teachers learn through reflection on teaching, through action research, 

through collaboration, and as part of a learning community. Change takes 

time and varies from individual to individual. The Concerns-Based 

Adoption Model (CBAM) offers of framework for diagnosing and supporting 

innovation. Principals support improved classroom and school instruction 

through a supervisory role. Establishment of dynamic schools as learning 

communities supports professional growth and enhances teacher expertise. 

Much has been written about the influence of testing and assessment 

on teaching practices and student learning. Little has been learned about the 

effect on teacher and student beliefs and understandings. What actually takes 

place as learner-centered portfolios are created and interpreted when teachers 
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and students have ownership of the process? One might expect that as 

implementation progresses, conceptions of literacy development will increase 

in complexity and shift toward an emphasis on the readers' and writers' 

engagement with text. Portfolio artifacts will show evidence of that view of 

literacy. Reflections on learning and the process of learning will become an 

integral part of teaching/learning transactions. 



CHAPI'ERlll 

ME'IHOOOLOGY 

Overview 
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This study was a single-site exploratory case study of the beliefs and 

understanding of literacy learning held by teachers and students as they 

implemented learner-centered portfolio assessment. Case study methodology 

was the choice since it most closely matched the nature of the research 

questions which were primarily "how" and "why" concerning teaching and 

learning in a real-life setting (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994). 

The case was a school implementing portfolio assessment school-wide, 

including preschool through fifth grade students with the entire staff 

involved in investigating ways to assess student growth through the use of 

artifacts collected over time and across all dimensions of learning. 

The strategies of interviewing, observing, and document analysis that 

are generally associated with case study were used to gather data (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1994; Stake, 1978, 1985, 1994, 1995; Yin, 1994). Selected teachers and 

students were interviewed at successive intervals with a semi-structured 

format. With permission, audio tapes of the interviews were analyzed to 

examine actual language and to note categories, patterns, themes, and 

outliers. Classroom observations were scheduled between observations and 
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were focused on aspects jointly identified by teachers and researcher. The 

researcher kept a log of activities, impressions, and questions as they emerged. 

Documents collected in portfolios were examined and records of staff 

activities related to portfolio assessment were maintained. In addition, 

concept maps created by teachers and students were analyzed and interpreted 

by both the researcher and participants as a means to identifying possible 

changes in beliefs and understandings through the course of the study 

(Beyerbach, 1986, 1988; Markham & Mintzes, 1994; Mergendoller & Sacks, 

1994; Morine-Dershimer et al., 1992; Roehler et al., 1990; Strahan, 1989). 

Case Study 

Case study is both the process of learning about the case, or "bounded 

system," and the product of that learning (Stake, 1994). Different researchers 

have different purposes for studying cases. Stake identifies three types: 

intrinsic case study, instrumental case study, and collective case study. With 

intrinsic case study, the case itself is of interest, not because it represents other 

cases or because it illustrates a particular trait or problem. When a study, such 

as this one, is conducted to provide insight into an issue or a refinement of 

theory, it is considered instrumental in nature. The case is examined in 

depth because this helps to pursue the external interest. The choice of the 

case is made because it is expected to advance understanding of that interest. 

Collective (multisite or multiple-case) case study includes a number of cases 

jointly to inquire into a phenomenon, population, or general condition. 
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Cases selected may or may not be known in advance to manifest the common 

characteristic but are chosen because it is believed that understanding them 

will lead to better understanding or theorizing. 

From a different perspective, Yin (1994) defines case study through its 

scope and technical characteristics: 

1. A case study is an empirical inquiry that 
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 

context, especially when 
• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not 

dead y evident. 
2. The case study inquiry 

• copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will 
be many more variables of interest than data points, and as one 
result 

• relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to 
converge in a triangulating fashion, and as another result 

• benefits from the prior development of theoretical 
propositions to guide data collection and analysis. (p. 13) 

Yin (1994) suggests that the selection of the most advantageous research 

strategy rests with three conditions: (a) the type of research question, (b) the 

extent of the investigator's control over actual behavioral events, and (c) the 

degree of focus on contemporary, as opposed to historical, events. Case study 

is selected when the research questions are "how" and "why", the 

investigator lacks control over behavioral events, and the focus is 

contemporary. 
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Selection of the case, or unit of analysis, is central to case study (Stake, 

19i8, 1985, 1994, 1995; Yin, 1994). A case might be an individuai, an entity, an 

event, a program, a responsibility, a collection, or any other bounded system 

of interest. In this study, the school was the bounded system. 

Case studies have been about varying topics such as decisions about 

programs, about the implementation process, and about organizational 

change. Considerations of many dimensions of the context of a case and 

issues of interest bring definition to the study. The case is singular, but has 

subsections that may even become embedded cases studies. The researcher 

chooses issues to organize the study- to accentuate one task or another. The 

issues used to organize the study may or may not be the ones finally reported 

(Stake, 1994). 

The researcher decides how much and how long the complexities of 

the case should be studied (Stake, 1994). With intrinsic studies, the researcher 

attends primarily to ernie issues- meanings held within the case that emerge. 

In contrast, with instrumental case study, the researcher is drawn primarily to 

etic, or previously held, issues while staying alert to ernie issues that might 

arise (Stake, 1978, 1985). Tension between the issues and the case is ongoing. 

Initial issues may be modified, or even replaced as the study progresses (Stake, 

1995). 

Clearly, the role of the researcher is critical to the quality of the study. 

Skills that foster success include the ability to ask good questions and interpret 
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the answers; the ability to be a good listener and not be trapped by one's own 

ideologies or preconceptions; and the ability to be adaptable and flexible so 

that newly encountered situations can be seen as opportunities. The 

researcher must have a firm grasp of the issues being studied, stay unbiased by 

preconceived notions, and remain sensitive to contradictory evidence (Yin, 

1994). 

Data Collection. Choices must be made throughout the study. The 

primary concern will be the opportunity to learn. Typically, evidence may 

come from six sources: documents, archival records, interviews, direct 

observation, participant-observation, and physical artifacts (Yin, 1994). 

Benefits from all sources of evidence are maximized by following three 

principles: (a) using multiple sources of evidence, (b) creating a case study 

database, and (c) maintaining a chain of evidence. Multiple sources of 

evidence allow for triangulation resulting from converging lines of inquiry. 

Records and tabulations assist with classification and pattern recognition as 

well as "crisscrossed" reflection (Stake, 1994, p. 242). With a clear chain of 

evidence, the external observer can trace steps from conclusion back to initial 

research questions and from questions to conclusions (Yin, 1994). 

Data analysis and reporting. Data collection results in the amassing of a 

great quantity of field notes (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Data reduction begins 

to occur with the very creation of a conceptual framework and the research 
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questions. It continues with selection of data collection approaches, site, 

subjects, and on and on. 

More formally data reduction takes place as part of data analysis and 

display (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Analyzing data and telling the story move 

to the forefront as the study nears conclusion. Techniques used for reducing 

the data into a report should result in a report that would be similar to what 

another researcher might write. The process includes holding the 

phenomenon up to serious inspection: 

1. Locate within the personal experience, or self-story, key phrases and 
statements that speak direct! y to the phenomenon in question. 

2. Interpret the meanings of these phrases as an informed reader. 
3. Obtain the participants' interpretation of these findings, if possible. 
4. Inspect these meanings for what they reveal about the essential, 

recurring features of the phenomenon being studied. 
5. Offer a tentative statement or definition of the phenomenon in 

terms of the essential recurring features identified in Step 4. 
Ganesick, 1994, p. 215) 

Again, the researcher's own style of rigorous thinking, along with the 

sufficient presentation of evidence are critical to the quality of the case study 

(Yin, 1994). Four dominant analytic techniques may be used: pattern-

matching (comparison of an empirically based pattern with a predicted one), 

explanation-building (explanation by stipulating a set of causal links -

comparing findings against an initial proposition and revising through a 

series of iterations), time-series analysis (match between a trend of data points 

and specified trend), and program logic (combination of pattern-matching and 



time-series analysis). Regardless of specific techniques utilized, the analysis 

should incorporate all the evidence, should include all major rival 

interpretations, should address the most significant aspect of the case study, 

and should utilize the researchers' prior expert knowledge. 

Once again, it is the researcher who decides what is the case's own 

story, or at least, what will be told. "More will be pursued than was 

volunteered. Less will be reported than was learned" (Stake, 1994, p. 240). 
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The report should include an elaborate account of how the researcher carried 

out the study including the researcher's own role. As drafts are created, the 

researcher must resist the opportunity to advance personal views. When 

telling the story, vignettes are used to illustrate key issues or moments and 

are powerful explanatory devices. Negotiating drafts of the report with key 

actors during the writing is not just a courtesy, it is essential to accuracy and 

completeness (Stake, 1985). The final draft should maintain a balance 

between description and interpretation. " ... Thick description makes thick 

interpretation possible. Endless description is not useful ... " Ganesick, 1994, p. 

216). 

Researcher Participation. The researcher's role is tightly woven into 

the fabric of case study. While not necessarily so, the researcher often 

establishes a physical presence during the course of the study. Once that 

happens, the researcher becomes a participant to some degree (Atkinson & 

Hammersley, 1994; Feagin, Orum, & Sjoberg, 1991; Yin, 1994). Terms drawn 
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from ethnography can apply to case study: complete observer, observer as 

participant, participant as observer, and compiete participant. Variations rest 

with dimensions such as how many participants know of the researcher, how 

much, and what, is known about the research, what sort of activities the 

researcher engages in, and whether the researcher adopts the orientation of 

insider or outsider (Atkinson & Hammersley). 

Yin (1994) notes that participant-observation, as took place in this case 

study, offers opportunities as well as problems. A distinctive opportunity is 

related to the ability to gain access and trust. Manipulation of minor events, 

such as calling meetings, becomes possible. A major problem rests with 

potential biases. Unlike an external observer, the researcher may have to 

assume positions or advocacy roles contrary to the interests of good scientific 

practices. The researcher may even "go natural" and become a supporter of 

the group or organization being studied. Finally, the participant role may 

actually require too much attention relative to the observer role, thereby 

limiting rigorous data collection. 

Concept Maps 

Concept maps have been shown to be useful for tracking conceptual 

change, differentiating between expert and novice teachers, fostering self

assessment or reflection, and assessing student progress toward instructional 

goals (Beyerbach, 1986, 1988; Beyerbach & Smith, 1990; Markham & Mintzes, 

1994; Mergendoller & Sacks, 1994; Morine-Dershimer et al., 1992; Roehler et 
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al., 1990; Strahan, 1989). Artiles et al. (1994) documented a connection 

between student teachers' cognitive and behavioral domains. Concept maps, 

or semantic ordered trees, are graphic representations of how a person thinks 

about a particular area, an aspect of particular interest in this study. Beyerbach 

(1988) cited Schon in noting that maps can be seen as "tacit frames" (p. 340). 

Conceptual development involves increasing differentiation among concepts 

and increasing hierarchical organization and integration. 

Typically, participants are asked to list terms (and/ or select from a 

prepared list), organize them into superordinate and subordinate groups, and 

display them on paper (sometimes with a computer program). The 

researcher may use coding systems to quantitatively analyze the content and 

structure of the maps. Some researchers have included qualitative analysis of 

the maps and have interviewed participants or reviewed journals or 

explanations authored by participants (Beyerbach, 1986, 1988; Beyerbach & 

Smith, 1990; Roehler et al., 1990; Strahan, 1989). Qualitative results have been 

found to be complementary to those reached through quantitative 

techniques. As noted by Beyerbach (1986), qualitative analysis offers "the 

richest source of information about content and organization of students' 

thinking" (p. 11). Limitations of concept map interpretation include coding of 

irrelevant and repeated items resulting in inflated scores; choices for analysis 

(for instance counting most frequent vs. least frequent items); inferences by 

researchers regarding organization, abstractness, and inclusiveness; and large 
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vocabulary. 
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Methods 

This case study explored the effects of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment on teachers' and students' views of literacy. As an instrumental 

case study, various issues were considered. Do learning, teaching, and 

assessing really work together to inform each other in a dynamic and 

recursive role? Do teachers increase their understanding of literacy 

development? Do students reflect meaningfully on their own literacy 

growth? More specifically, the following research questions that guided this 

study of a setting in which assessment was internally generated: 

1. Do teachers' views of literacy change as they use learner-centered 

portfolios to assess learning? If so, how? 

2. Do students' views of literacy change as they use learner-centered 

portfolios to assess their own learning? If so, how? 

3. How do teachers relate learner-centered portfolio assessment to their 

instructional practices? 

4. What interactive outcomes or other understandings emerge as a result of 

learner-centered portfolio assessment? 
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A crosswalk of the research questions/issues and data sources as shown 

in Table 2 offers an overview of the investigation and confirms opportunity 

for triangulation (O'Sullivan, 1991). 

Table 2 

Crosswalk of Research Questions and Data Sources 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS/ISSUES 

Teachers 
DO teaChers' views of literacy Chailge as 
they USA ?Ortfolios to assess learning? H 
so, how? 

How do teachers relate portfolio 
assessment to their instructional 
practices? 

Students 
DO students' views of literacy Chai\ge as 
they use portfolios to assess their own 
learning1 If so how? 

Teachers and Students 
What mteractlve outcomes or other 
understandings emerge as a result of 
leamer<entefed portfolio assessment? 

Context 

Classroom 
Interviews Observations 

X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

Portfolio 
Documents 

X 

X 

X 

The Downtown School in Winston-Salem was selected for the study 

because it offered opportunity to explore the research questions and to learn 

about the related issues (Stake, 1994; Yin, 1994). The unit of study, then, was a 

school implementing portfolio assessment including teachers and students at 

the preschool through fifth grade levels. The entire staff was involved in 
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investigating ways to assess growth in student learning through the collection 

of artifacts over time and across all dimensions of learning. 

Since the school's establishment in 1991-1992, teachers had been 

collecting work samples for "portfolios." Those collections consisted of items 

selected by the teachers with little or no use for assessment of learning or 

instructional planning. At that point, portfolio use fell between Stowell and 

Tierney's (1995) "top-down I outside-in" and "not used" classifications (p. 86). 

During the 1994-1995 school year, the staff launched a schoolwide initiative to 

define and implement portfolio assessment. Definitions of purpose and 

method were developed (see Appendix B). By year end, students were also 

involved in selecting items and in generating their own reasons for making 

the selections. Even though students were more involved, the overall use 

was still more "top-down I outside-in. At that time, the teachers were 

struggling with questions of interpretation and determination of "quality." 

The staff spent time during summer staff development days reviewing 

numerous student portfolios. Groups were clustered according to preschool, 

K-1, 2-3, and 4-5 grade levels to examine portfolios. Time was spent 

discussing strategies for identifying grade level standards. The staff concluded 

that as the interpreters, teachers use their knowledge of child development 

benchmarks and the standards already established in the NC Standard Course 

of Study (see Appendix B). Refining the process for interpreting student 

portfolios was identified as a priority for the 1994-1995 school year. 
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Conceptually, this represented a move toward "bottom-up" and "inside-out" 

dassificatio1iS (Stowell &: Tierney, 1995, p. 86). 

As principal, the researcher had access, entry, and time to spend in the 

setting which met criterion generally recommended for site selection 

Ganesick, 1994; Stake, 1994). The role was that of participant as observer. 

Since the principal's role was of a supervisory nature, not directly involved in 

teaching and assessment in the classroom settings, enough distance existed to 

maintain the researcher role. The role of principal included contact with all 

staff regarding implementation of portfolio assessment. The principal's 

supervision included staff development activities and interactions as they 

normally occurred in the context of school routines. An outside expert 

periodically offered advice regarding strategies to enhance implementation of 

the learner-centered portfolio assessment. As the researcher, data collection 

was organized in accordance with the research questions. The staff was 

informed of the study during the second semester with the assurance that no 

activities would be planned solely for the research project and all participants 

would remain anonymous. Key informants were given the option of 

participating or not. All those selected chose to participate. 

Participants 

Three teachers and three students in each of their classes were selected 

as key informants for data collection in this study. A purposive selection of 

one teacher from each grade level cluster (K-1, 2-3, and 4-5) was made based 
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on experience and longevity at the school, confirmation of use of portfolios, 

and patticipation in the summer staff deveiopment on portfolio assessment 

(see Appendix C). The combination of longevity at the school and overall 

teaching experience was desirable for several reasons. One reason was that 

those teachers were not likely to feel intimidated by the principal's dual role 

that was comprised of researcher and principal. Another reason was that 

those teachers had opportunity to solidify their understandings on literacy 

instruction over the course of their careers. H changes occurred, it was more 

likely attributable to the use of portfolio assessment than some new 

pedagogical insight gained from recent experiences. 

The K-1 teacher selected as a key informant had taught for 12 years. 

The teacher selected from the second and third grade cluster had 28 years 

experience and was currently teaching second grade. Those two teachers had 

worked at the school since its creation giving them the opportunity to be fully 

immersed in the school's philosophy. Since fourth and fifth grades were 

added as the school expanded, the third teacher selected joined the staff in the 

third year of the school but had worked in the extended day program during 

year two. She had taught for 10 years and was currently teaching fifth grade. 

All three teachers had collected student work in "portfolios" for three or four 

years. This, however, was their first year to engage students in using 

portfolios to assess patterns of their learning. In addition, teachers whose 

concept maps of literacy showed a dramatic change, or a noticeable lack of 
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change, over the course of the study were interviewed informally and 

portfolios of selected students in their classes were analyzed. Group 

interviews were conducted informally during grade level meetings near the 

end of the year by the researcher and other members of the staff. 

Three students were identified by each of the three teachers selected as 

key informants for the study. The teachers were asked to select students who 

served as their "benchmarks" for instructional planning. The students 

represented the upper, mid, and lower levels of accomplishment in each 

class. All students in those three teacher's classes created concept maps of 

reading and writing. 

The University of North Carolina at Greensboro guidelines for Human 

Subjects Research were followed. Approval for the study was obtained from 

Winston-Salem/Forsyth County Schools. The staff was informed of the 

study. 

Data Collection 

The strategies of interviewing, observing, and document analysis that 

are generally associated with case study were used to gather data (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1994; Stake, 1978, 1985, 1994, 1995; Yin, 1994). Selected teachers and 

students were interviewed at successive intervals with a semistructured 

format that was provided or reviewed prior to the actual interview (see 

Appendix D). Teachers responded to group interview questions at grade level 

meetings near the end of the study. Classroom observations were scheduled 
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between observations using an open-ended narrative (Glickman et al., 1995). 

Tne researcher focused on aspects identified by teachers during the interviews 

(see Appendix E). Following the second observation, questions were 

submitted to the fifth grade class and students responded in writing. 

Documents collected in portfolios were examined and records of staff 

activities related to portfolio assessment were maintained. Near the end of 

the study, the researcher decided on two additional sources for data collection. 

A "group interview" protocol was developed for use by the principal, 

assistant principal, and curriculum coordinator at their regular grade level 

meetings in order to confirm or reject notions on issues that had begun to 

emerge. The fifth graders appeared to be a rich source for insights. The 

researcher left three questions for written response by all the students in the 

class of the key informant teacher at the conclusion of the second observation. 

The teacher also spontaneously summarized and submitted the class 

discussion on topics that had captured her interest. The researcher kept a 

journal of activities, impressions, and questions as they emerged. 

In addition, concept maps created by teachers and students were 

collected periodically through the course of the study. Teachers were asked to 

list terms related to literacy, organize them into categories, and display them 

on paper using a prepared protocol (see Appendix F). Teachers used a similar 

protocol to direct the student created maps. Student maps used the terms 

reading and writing (see Appendix F). 
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Instruments 

Semistructured interview protocols were developed by the researcher 

with advice from an outside expert (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The proposed 

protocols were piloted with a teacher currently on leave of absence (see 

Appendix D). Adjustments were then be made prior to use. With 

permission, interviews were audiotaped. 

The first round of teacher interviews focused on (1) exploring levels of 

use and degree of engagement with students, (2) connections with 

instructional decisions, (3) review of the three students' portfolios in each 

class selected by the teachers to serve as key informants, (4) suggestions for 

protocol for student interviews, and (5) a focus for the researcher's upcoming 

observation. The second round of interviews focused on (1) reflection on 

changes in use and significance of portfolios, (2) recommendations to others 

who might consider portfolio assessment, (3) reflection on the teacher's own 

and students' concept maps, and (4) a focus for the researcher's upcoming 

observation. 

The first round of student interviews focused on (1) an exploration of 

students' notions of learning to read and write, (2) a review of the student's 

own portfolio, (3) notions of portfolio use and purpose, and (4) topics 

suggested by the teachers. The second round of interviews included (1) a 

probe of learning to read and write, (2) a query of change in use of portfolios 

(3) a review of the student's current and past portfolios regarding reading and 



writing, (4} recommendations for use of portfolios, (5) reflection on the 

students own concept maps, and (6) topics suggested by the teachers. 
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The observations focused on issues determined by each teacher during 

the interviews and guided by the original research questions and possible 

emerging issues (see Appendix E). Observations were scheduled in each class 

following each of the two scheduled interviews. Notations were made 

regarding teacher/student and student/student interactions related to literacy 

instruction. Other evidence noted in classroom displays or materials were 

recorded. Any evidence of collection of materials for portfolios and reflection 

or interpretation of growth were recorded. 

A "pilot" of concept maps was conducted during the summer staff 

development days prior to the teachers' review of the existing portfolios. In 

late October/early November, students in the classes of three teachers who 

were selected as key informants created maps under the direction of their 

teachers who were reminded of the summer staff activity and asked to use the 

topic of reading and writing. Experience gained with those maps was used in 

developing a protocol for concept maps created during the study. For 

instance, it became evident that written directions were needed to obtain 

enough consistency among the maps for analysis. Protocols for directions and 

a model of a concept map created on another topic were developed (see 

Appendix F). 
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Procedures 

Tne second semester was selected for this case study because the passage 

of time within the school year afforded the opportunity for teachers and 

students to discover emerging patterns of learning. Early in February (after 

the intensity surrounding administration of state and local writing tests), all 

teachers were asked to create concepts maps on literacy. Students in the 

classes of the three selected teachers were asked to create concept maps of 

reading and writing at approximately the same time. Interviews of the 

teachers selected as key informants and students identified by those teachers 

took place in February. The first round of classroom observations took place 

in March. 

All teachers were asked to create concept maps again in May (before the 

intensity surrounding the administration of state end-of-grade tests sets in). 

The second round of interviews of key informants, informal individual 

interviews, and group grade level interviews took place in May. The final 

observations also were scheduled in May. One class of fifth graders responded 

in writing to questions submitted to the class. Portfolios were analyzed in 

May as they were being finalized as a part of the usual school closing 

procedures. 

Data Analysis and Report 

As suggested by Miles and Huberman (1984), write-ups of interviews 

and observations were completed as soon after the occurrence as possible. 
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Interviews were audiotaped and transcribed with the permission of the 

participants so that important points wouldn't be missed. Interview 

transcripts were read and coded using key words drawn from Paris et. al 

(1992), Stowell and Tierney (1995), and Hall & Hord, (1987) (see Appendix G). 

One reading was conducted to identify examples from each of the three 

theoretical frameworks. After the three successive readings, key word codes 

were tallied to identify areas of emphasis. Additional readings offered 

opportunity to consider other aspects that might emerge. Content summary 

sheets were then completed (see Appendix H). The summaries served as a 

basis for ongoing analysis. A great deal of time and attention was given to the 

interviews. Stake (1995) suggested that interviews serve as the "main road to 

multiple realities" (p. 64) so important to the understanding of a case. 

Similar procedures were followed with write-ups of the observations 

and spreadsheets of portfolio contents using the appropriate key word 

frameworks. Periodically, a teacher on leave of absence was asked to read a 

write-up and contact summary sheet to alert the researcher to evidence of bias 

or selectivity that might be surfacing. 

A spreadsheet was created for analysis of concept maps shortly after 

they were collected in February. Initially, the number of terms and 

connectors were tabulated. After the concept maps were collected in May, that 

criteria was deemed inadequate for analysis. The researcher and teacher on 

leave of absence, who had recently researched uses of concept maps, discussed 
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attributes of the maps. Jointly, they used a sample of the concept maps to 

identify criteria that seemed to have meaning for this study. A rubric of 

evidence of change that focused on map structure and content was developed. 

The rubric was used to record comments on sense of organization, depth, and 

types of categories (see Figures 2 and 3). A spreadsheet was then created using 

counts of major headings, secondary headings, and number of terms. 

February concept map by teacher with fewest terms: 

• lacks detail; phonics connects teaching/learning; word list had more terms 
3 major headings - 4 secondary headings - 0 other terms 

May concept map by the same teacher: 

• greater depth and organization; still emphasizes letter I sounds and conventions 
2 major headings - 3 secondary headings - 15 other terms 

Figure 2. Comparison of one teacher's February - May concept maps. 



February concept map by another teacher with few terms: 

• disconnected; lacks detail; word list had many more terms 
3 major headings - 0 secondary headings - 9 other terms 

May concept map by the same teacher showing unusual growth: 
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• three level depth; tentative hierarchies; more organization; capacities; attitudes; 
connectedness 
1 major heading - 2 secondary headings - 27 other terms 

Figure 3. Comparisons of a second teacher's February- May concept maps. 
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All the February maps were analyzed according to the new criteria. The 

process was repeated with the May concept maps. Increase evidenced in three 

of more of the aspects was considered unusual growth; decrease in two or 

more was considered decline. 

The researchers' journal served as a reflective tool for more holistic 

thinking in search of deeper meaning: "memoing" as described by Miles and 

Huberman (1984). Contact summaries were reviewed repeatedly for indices 

of both etic and ernie issues. Data analysis utilized preestablished codes and 

some elements of quantitative techniques to organize the categorical data 

(Miles & Huberman). Statements and vignettes that illuminated the issues 

were highlighted for future reference. 

Consistent with Yin's (1994) comment that the reporting phase is one 

of the most difficult to carry out in doing case studies, the written report 

proved to be a challenge. The traditions of research called for inclusion of 

quantitative data; the nature of the study did not. "Constructivism helps a 

case study researcher justify lots of narrative description in the final report" 

(Stake, 1995, p. 102). A rich description supported by vignettes to enlighten 

and enhance understanding was sought. Attention was paid to presenting 

evidence of methodological triangulation. Descriptions related to each of the 

research questions of this instrumental case study was undertaken. The 

report was written from a researcher as observer stance to offer opportunity 

for vicarious experiences that might facilitate the readers' naturalistic 
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generalizations. Naturalistic generalizations are "conclusions arrived at 

through personai engagement in life's affairs or by vicarious ~xperienc~s so 

well constructed that the person feels as if it happens to themselves" (p. 85). 

The principal's participant role was described by the "researcher" in the 

written report. Key informants were invited to review drafts to corroborate 

or challenge facts and evidence before the written report was finalized. 

Summary 

Throughout this study, the emphasis was understanding, not 

explanation. Research questions guided data gathering while expected, 

unanticipated, and/or contradictory relationships were sought. 

At no point in naturalistic case research are qualitative and 
quantitative techniques less alike than during analysis. The qualitative 
researcher concentrates on the instance, trying to pull it apart and put it 
back together again more meaningfully- analysis and synthesis in 
direct interpretation" (Stake, 1995, p. 75). 

As data were analyzed, patterns were sought as a means for understanding 

the case. The report was written with attention to future readers - to 

providing a rich, thick description that would capture the complexities of the 

case and encourage the reader to make connections with personal 

experiences, research, and theory. According to Stake, ''The reader is a 

franchised member of the transaction. Readers should be counted on to do 

their share of the work" (p. 122). 
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Mrs. Lewis stood at the front of the class. The students, seated at their 

desks, were looking directly at her. At first glance, it could have been any day, 

in any class, at any school. But it wasn't. It was Mrs. Lewis's fifth grade class 

at The Downtown School and the students were about to look through 

portfolios of their work collected every year that they attended the school- for 

the first time! 

Mrs. Lewis was asking for suggestions about how they would decide 

what to send on to middle school and how she might plan for portfolio use 

the next year with a new class. Not having seen their own portfolios, the 

students told Mrs. Lewis to be sure next year's students had access to their 

portfolios. 

Without fanfare, Mrs. Lewis thanked them for their suggestions. 

Students got up and moved to different areas of the room with a sense of 

purpose. Some hovered together in small clusters, others found their own 

space. Stacks of papers were pulled out of bulging kraft envelopes. 

"Oh, look. I can't believe I did that!" "Look at my drawings. Look at 

this lady from Spain. I used to draw spirals to do those dresses. I remember. I 
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drew them over and over." "Look at this journal page. The words are so 

easy. Look what we used to do." "This theme test was so hard then- but now. 

It's nothing like what we do now." "These are hilarious." "Oh, my teddy 

bear's name was Hershey and I spelled it wrong." "The letters are so big here. 

Now it's small." 

Some students were talking to each other, some were talking to 

themselves. All were preoccupied with memories - reminiscing and 

assessing. Mrs. Lewis moved among the children, quietly entering their 

spaces. The spoken words included her; the memories did not. They were 

owned by the children. 

Jessica and Jacob had been in the same classes since first grade. They 

found a place together without negotiation as though it had been assigned. 

They showed each other papers and shared their memories. "I can't wait to 

show my dad. I got 100% and he thought they were wrong - and now I can 

prove it." The paper was a math worksheet from third grade. Jacob began 

reading a story to Jessica. 

Gary sat on the floor by himself and methodically separated sheets into 

stacks by subject areas. At times he stopped to comment on a paper. "Gosh, I 

missed subtracting 73-65 in second grade. Look at when I started doing 

fractions." 
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The students were reenacting moments frozen in time through the 

papers in their portfolios. Mrs. Lewis was a distant audience - a contented 

critic. 

Were Mrs. Lewis and her students learning anything about their 

learning? This study was conducted to explore that very question- and 

others. What happened when teachers and students engaged in learner-

centered portfolio assessment? Did teachers' and students' views of literacy 

change as they used learner-centered portfolios to assess learning? Did 

teachers relate learner-centered portfolio assessment to their instructional 

practices? What interactive outcomes or other understandings emerged as a 

result of learner-centered portfolio assessment? 

The School 

The Downtown School, was created in 1991 through an RJR Nabisco 

Foundation's Next Century Schools grant awarded to Winston-

Salem/Forsyth County Schools. Charged to "break the mold," the program 

design incorporated five essential elements: 

• Establishing a school site readily accessible to working families 
• Utilizing human resources in innovative ways 

- Parents agreeing to participate in the school an average of an 
hour per week 

- Class size of 15 students 
- Program enhancements and support services provided by 

families, business partners, and community resources 
• Extending learning into the "real world" of the community 
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• Emphasizing decision-making by adults and children 
• Delivering instruction through experiential, integrated learning 

One of the smallest of the 58 schools in the district, The Downtown 

School has 324 students preschool through fifth grade. As a public school of 

choice, families are eligible to apply to the school if the parent or guardian 

lives or works in the Central Urban Area of Winston-Salem. Students' 

names are drawn by lot from applications submitted by the parents. 

Demographic analyses show that the school is comprised of a highly diverse 

population of families from all walks of life and from all parts of the county. 

A racial balance representative of the community is maintained: 40% 

African-American and 60% all other races. Approximately 80% of the 

students are from one- or two-working parent families employed in the 

downtown area. Although the free/reduced lunch rate of approximately 6% 

is quite low, many of these families are struggling with "working poor" wages 

and a shortage of quality family time. Despite those struggles, families are an 

integral part of everyday life at The Downtown School. 

A walk through the center aisle of the main building fills the senses 

with the din of active learning. About 20,000 square feet of carpeted space 

houses 180 second through fifth grade students divided only by moveable, 

fabric covered partitions. Glass windows that overlook from an upper level 

visually connect the class areas with the office areas. A stage with wide 

inviting stairs offers midway access to and fro. This renovated basement was 
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once a farmers' market where trucks pulled in and vendors sold produce, 

poultry, and a variety of other products. Many a memory was created then, 

and now. 

"Upstairs" houses several businesses and Winston-Salem's Visitor's 

Information Center. An outdoor market adds to the mixture two days a 

week. From the parking lot, one sees a brick building proudly wearing its 

1920s architecture. A covered walkway connects it to another newer building 

on the other side of the parking area. 

The Downtown School Annex was built and opened in 1993, the third 

year of operation. The school had begun small, as planned, with grades and 

sections added each year until reaching full-size in the third year. The 

original site was selected knowing that it would ultimately not be big enough. 

Fortunately, a move to a new site was avoided with construction of the 

annex. 

Entrance though the annex's double glass doors places one in a 

spacious carpeted atrium with towering ceilings that draw the eye to a milk 

glass skylight in the center of the room. Glassed administrative offices are 

tucked into angles of the atrium. Ahead, the playful, busy learning activities 

of 3- and 4-year-olds can be seen through ceiling to floor glassed windows. 

One might wonder what happened to the kindergarten and first graders. 

They are found behind two sets of wooden double doors. Two clusters of 



three classes busily learn in sun-filled areas separated only by cabinets and 

bookcases. Housekeeping and art areas are shared. 
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Sharing is not just a physical attribute of the school. Person-to-person 

engagement is the norm. Children and adults have many choices, except for 

the choice to do less than their best. Visibility ensures accountability. Yet, 

formal assessment and evaluation continue to offer a special challenge to this 

innovative program. 

Pro~fam Evaluation and Assessment 

Traditional measures, such as attendance rate and state mandated 

testing were monitored very closely from the outset. Having the highest 

attendance rate in the school system in its first year, the school gave everyone 

tangible evidence for the hope that this innovative program would work. 

That first place attendance rate continued each year. The first year's 

standardized achievement scores were less than remarkable and were quickly 

labeled "baseline." The second year's scores weren't much better, in fact there 

were some slight dips. By then, strikingly high soft data from attitude surveys 

and informal observations offered another ray of hope. The pressure to show 

strong performance was felt by all. By year three, the staff had cause to 

celebrate. Standardized test scores jumped up. The scores continued to soar 

each subsequent year. Parents and teachers looked to them with pride. 

Even with evidence of success, the belief that traditional measures 

don't capture all that the school community values remains. Attendance 
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rates and state test scores don't tell the whole story. Attitude surveys broaden 

the picture, but gaps in assessment of student learning persist. 

The program emphasis on experiential, integrated learning called for 

assessments that captured those varied dimensions and maintained a 

continuous progress perspective. Despite that need, getting the school started 

and developing day-to-day routines and instructional practices had taken 

priority over seeking or creating additional assessment instruments. Since 

the program design had eliminated traditional grades, quarterly reporting of 

student progress had demanded a great deal of attention. Parent/ teacher 

conferences with a written summary of student progress and goals for the 

next quarter replaced report cards. Initially, the NC Standard Course of Study 

defined grade level expectations; extensions were drawn from student 

interests. Beginning with year four, the teachers wrote a bank of goals 

clustered by emphasis in areas of multiple intelligences. A conference report 

template was created so that quarterly conference summaries could be more 

efficiently generated by computer. 

During the second year of the school, the staff investigated Outcome

Based Education and its potential to offer an assessment design that would be 

consistent with the school philosophy. From that endeavor, five 

performance roles to be accomplished by all students were identified. The 

notion was that every student would accomplish the performance roles at an 
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increasingly complex level each year by providing varying levels of support as 

needed. Rubrics were written to clarify expectations. 

Portfolios had been included in the evaluation design from the outset. 

While program innovations had taken shape, portfolios remained an 

enigma. Teachers expressed uncertainty about "how to do it" and "how to use 

it," but they knew that portfolios had been written into the program 

evaluation design- they didn't know that the outside evaluators never even 

asked about the portfolios. 

Very little supervision or support of portfolio assessment was offered 

during the first three years. Teachers collected work throughout the year 

using whatever criteria they decided upon. That work was put in large 

envelopes at the end of each year (with a bit of grumbling) and passed along 

for storage in the next teacher's closet. Whether or not that teacher ever 

looked at the contents was up to the individual. 

The teachers regularly expressed uncertainty about what they should 

collect, why they were even doing portfolios, what they meant, or who even 

cared. With Principal Cathy Bennett's urging, the staff created definitions of 

purpose and method consistent with the schools' instructional program: 

PURPOSE: 

METHOD: 

To capture a profile of the individual student's 
strengths and own pattern of growth 
Students and teachers select among collected works 
each quarter adding items to the portfolio that 
relate to performance roles and various aspects of 
the curriculum (collect, select, reflect) 
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By the end of that year, teachers and students selected items for "saving 

portfolios·· using reflection sheets attached to each item and using a Portfoiio 

Summary Sheet as an organizer (see Appendix I). The summary sheet 

utilized aspects of Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligences as a point of 

reference for teacher and student reflection. Even though the routines were 

followed, teachers did not see value in the portfolios. 

Teachers wondered how to use portfolios to assess student learning. 

They wondered silently, openly, and then jointly during staff development 

days in the summer prior to the 1995-96 school year. The staff sat together 

looking at student portfolios and reading student comment sheets. They 

scratched their heads and etched out a framework for guiding interpretation: 

Teachers use their knowledge of child development and curriculum 
(NC Standard Course of Study, The Downtown School performance 
roles, and student interests) to assess student progress and growth in 
self-assessment through conferencing, questioning, observing, and 
examining written materials and artifacts. 

That framework identified the teacher as the filter for assessing student 

learning with the student as an active participant. 

Staff Development 

Regular staff meetings throughout the fifth year were dedicated to 

examining written materials and artifacts in portfolios for assessment. 

Principal Bennett made decisions about the format of those meetings with 

input from the assistant principal and curriculum coordinator and with 
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informal input from teachers through routine conversations. Even though 

the portfolios were to capture all dimensions of learning, the staff 

development emphasized literacy, a key component of learning, a major part 

of an elementary school program, and the area teachers were requesting the 

most help. 

Four times during the year, teachers were asked to bring two student 

portfolios to the meeting. Pairs or small groups would look at and discuss 

items in the portfolios. They were asked to describe what they saw and what 

it showed about student learning. Following that partner or small group 

sharing, each teacher wrote responses to two prompts: (1) list aspects of_ 

that indicated growth for the students that you reviewed and (2) describe "at 

standard"_ for students in the grade you teach at this time of the year. 

Sessions in October and in April focused on writing; sessions in January and 

in May, focused on reading. The written responses were combined by grade 

level and a copy of was given to every teacher. The first two packets also 

included attributes selected from various published materials. 

A few of the regular staff meetings included topics related to literacy, 

but not directly to portfolio assessment. A November meeting was dedicated 

to discussion of the article "Alternative Research Perspectives" (McCarthey & 

Raphael, 1992). The discussion was primarily focused on an understanding of 

the authors' main points regarding three prominent theories of learning and 

literacy development: cognitive/information processing, Piagetian 
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/naturalist, and social-constructivist. The discussion briefly touched on 

.it\Structional implications. Tne staff agreed that most of the teachers draw 

from each of the three perspectives at different times for varying reasons. 

Most teachers expressed a stronger preference for one perspective or another, 

but none argued that any perspective was "right" or "wrong." 

In January, the teachers were told that the principal would be 

conducting a study of the use of portfolio assessment. They were assured that 

if data were being collected directly for the study, they would know about it. 

The staff was made aware that informal contacts that were a part of routine 

operations might be included, but that no names would be used. 

In February, teachers were asked to create concepts maps on literacy 

during one of the regular staff meetings. They were told that though the 

maps would be used in the study, the maps would also be saved and used the 

next year as a way of learning about concept maps and possible classroom use. 

Even though no formal discussion took place, the task may have generated 

some informal conversation. 

Over the years, the teachers had complained that it was difficult to 

capture the variety of learning activities that were such a major part of the 

instructional program in a portfolio. They thought that the portfolios were 

limited to the collection of paper-pencil work products. The use of 

technology was investigated as a way to expand the dimensions of portfolios. 

The use of video tapes for collecting a history of student's learning began 
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during the fourth year of the school. To add yet another dimension, teachers 

and students were trained in the use of muitimedia computers iocated on 

moveable carts in each building during January and February of the fifth year. 

The stations included scanners and Quicktake cameras. Each child was 

provided with a disk formatted with a portfolio frame created by a teacher 

using Hyperstudio. The frame replicated the Portfolio Summary Sheet 

already in use. That technology offered opportunity to include variety in the 

portfolio through inclusion of photographs, artwork, or other items. 

Informal comments during the computer training and at grade level 

meetings indicated that selection, collection, and reflection of portfolio items 

was taking place, but without much conversation about interpretation. To 

encourage more dialogue between teachers and students and teachers and 

teachers, questions to be used during portfolio conferences were provided. 

Questions included (1} How is your portfolio going? How do you know? (2) 

What are you finding out about your learning? How do you know? and (3) 

What suggestions do you have to improve your portfolio? How do you 

know? Biweekly grade level meetings were occasionally dedicated to sharing 

of a student conference by designated teachers using the following format: 

1. Student's comments about his/her portfolio (When you talked 
together in a portfolio conference ... ). 

2. This is how I see this student's learning/motivation. 
3. How can I use this information to plan instruction for this child? 
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The year closed with continued use of the Portfolio Summary Sheet 

and plans for increased use of the computer to capture a broader range of 

samples of learning and to reduce the portfolio "bulk." Oearly, a great deal of 

time and energy had been put toward the development of portfolio 

assessment. 

Dimensions of Use 

At the end of the fifth school year, the level of portfolio use varied 

greatly from teacher to teacher- concerns ranged from "self" to "task" to 

"impact". Most of the teachers haphazardly collected student work and 

executed the end-of-the-year ritual by adding items to envelopes with the 

uniform slips and summary sheets attached. One or two were engaged in 

systematic performance of the tasks with much frustration and little reward. 

Yet, six or seven had embraced not only the process of collection, selection, 

and reflection for creating portfolios, they and their students were actively 

engaged in finding meaning through that process. Comments made during 

grade level meetings near the end of the school year captured the wide range 

of concerns about and use of portfolios. Concerns expressed by teachers 

ranged from "self" to "task" to "impact." A few teachers admitted to non-use; 

many talked about day-to-day tasks indicating mechanical use; others 

indicated that use had become routine; and just a few teachers discussed 

variations to increase impact on students: 
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I don't have time to do portfolio conferences. I did it once at the end of 
the second quarter. Fourth Grade Teacher 

Portfolios also can be used to evaluate the teacher. If someone is 
looking at my portfolios, they get an impression of me as a teacher. 
Fourth Grade Teacher 

It's something that I can see I have to make time for or it won't get 
done. It's too easy to set it aside on the cabinet for when I get around to 
it, but don't. Second Grade Teacher 

Next year I may try a folder for each area to make sure something gets 
in for each area. I'm not always sure I'm getting everything in there. 
This year I didn't. Third Grade Teacher 

I don't know if we need guidelines. You get all this stuff. The difficult 
thing is to try to figure out how to put it into a portfolio and to get 
variety. I think I'm hitting on three of the intelligences. Third Grade 
Teacher 

I think a few years ago teachers were making selections. Before, I was 
just grabbing it, I really did- after school, on weekends, the children 
never even saw what I put in. Now my children will come up to me. 
"I like this. Can I put it in my portfolio?" That's encouraging, too. 
They offer it. K-1 Teacher 

Those brief comments paralleled those made by the three teachers who 

had been selected as key informants for this study. Interviews and classroom 

observations were conducted to gain deeper insight into possible changes in 

their use and understanding of portfolio assessment through the course of 

the second semester. One teacher from each grade level cluster (K-1, 2-3, and 

4-5) was selected based on experience and longevity at the school, 

confirmation of portfolio usage, and participation in the summer staff 

development on portfolio assessment. 
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Jennifer Lewis, a fifth grade teacher with 10 years experience, 

summarized how her attitude about portfolios had cl1atiged. 

When I came to this school and we talked about portfolios, I went 
"Yuck- I don't do this thing." As I become more comfortable a little bit 
at a time, that has changed, and I wonder how much. Now, next year I 
have all these plans in my mind about what I'm going to do. The kids 
write and I talk with them. How should we do these portfolios? 
Should we have a set time? I'm going to have a station. I'm not going 
to cram this in all at one time. I am most proud of the fact that I think I 
have learned something about portfolios. I'll be honest with you, I had 
a very negative feeling toward these things. I really feel better about 
them. 

Vanessa Bryan, a 12-year veteran and K-1 teacher at The Downtown 

School since it opened, echoed Lewis's comments. She took pride in talking 

with children this year and having them really think about what a portfolio 

means. She had them think about the types of things, or the types of work, 

that should be put in the portfolios. Bryan plans to start telling children 

about portfolios much earlier next year because, honestly, she didn't start with 

this soon enough this year. She plans to have the children help her think 

about when to share portfolios. She plans to do more sharing at parent 

conferences, too. Midyear, Bryan's use of portfolios was fairly stable 

procedurally, but by year-end she was actively seeking ways to increase the 

impact on her students by basing her decisions on considerations of both 

short- and long-term consequences. 
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Darlene Bowen, another teacher who had helped to open the school, 

found herself continuing to refine day-to-day use of portfolios. Her 28 years 

of teaching experience provided her a strong understanding of second grade 

curriculum and children at that age, but portfolios had been new to her. She 

described her midyear procedures: "I have an active work file box where all 

the papers for the week are sent home and then returned except for major 

tests. I just keep those. And then the children select through those papers 

twice a quarter and reflect on them and decide what they'd like to include and 

why. It has led to a file of previous year's portfolios which have not been put 

out for them to even see as well as a portfolio for the current nine weeks and 

then that was cleaned out and I had to put the previous quarter's portfolio 

somewhere -so there's a lot of stuff involved in portfolio collection. I do not 

get as much reflecting on a daily basis as I need to with them. I have not 

gotten into a routine." 

Much of Mrs. Bowen's efforts were focused on the mechanics of 

creating the portfolios and her role in that process. She expressed concerns 

about ways to capture aspects of learning that aren't suited to paper and pencil 

tasks, particularly in terms of multiple intelligences. Principal Bennett had 

suggested l remember when . .. slips for describing experiences. Those slips 

could be added to the portfolio collection. Mrs. Bowen decided to try that 

idea. Then she proposed that Bennett's upcoming observation focus on her 

use of probing questions during portfolio selection/reflection time. She 
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wanted to know if everyone was getting adequate support in whatever way 

they needed in making their selections. 

At 9:06 Principal Bennett entered the class area for the scheduled 

observation. The 15 students were seated with "three kinds of things" on 

their desks: portfolios, work stacks, and reflection strips. Mrs. Bowen 

reviewed the process. "Every Thursday we take work home and bring it back. 

We have many things collected. Right now we're not looking at things, we're 

listening." Bowen methodically listed each classification found on the year

end Portfolio Summary Sheet on the board while studtuts were called on to 

described examples of work that would match each category. Bowen then 

reviewed the sections on the new I remember when. . . entry slips. One boy 

enthusiastically remembered when he learned to make pottery at the 

Sawtooth Center; a girl remember when she dressed up as a book character. 

Bowen clarified further. "I remember when I learned cursive would not be a 

good choice. Why?" A student quickly responded, "We have papers to show 

cursive." "Tell why something is special. Why it is important," Mrs. Bowen 

reiterated. 

After responding to several student questions, children were told that 

they could select any working space or stay at their desks. They were given a 

signal to begin at 9:24. All but one moved to alternate work spaces - the 

carpeted floor, upholstered chairs, tables, etc. Bowen observed children as 

they made their choices and facilitated the settling in. She then immediately 
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began individual conferences. "What kind of thing are you looking for?" 

'What are you looking for?" ''Why did you choose that?" "This is a thought 

process that goes on in your brain and not by talking together." "You're 

taking a long time to get set up. What kinds of things are you looking for?" 

"Have you written a slip? Why? What was long? What type of book? What 

did you have to do? How did you feel?" "Give me a word worth more that a 

dime. That's unclear." Bowen circulated from child to child questioning and 

probing for the entire period. Clearly, she felt the need to actively guide the 

students' selections and probe for deeper thinking on reasons for those 

selections. Mrs. Bowen initiated the dialogue, not the students. 

Near the end of the year, Mrs. Bowen commented that she still found 

the selection/reflection process a challenge. If asked to give advice to 

someone starting to use portfolios, she would recommend that they not feel 

that anybody has all the answers- that we're all still experimenting. She 

would suggest that they talk with others about what seems to work. "Just talk 

about it, and the more you talk about it with the children, the more they'll 

grow in their understanding of what it is all about. Hopefully, they'll be able 

to see the growth in their own work." Linda, one of her students concurred. 

She noted that as the year progressed, she had more things to choose from 

and more different ideas and more reasons why she put items in the 

portfolio. 
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All three teachers' involvement with portfolio assessment changed 

dramatically through the course of the second semester. Midyear found 

Vanessa Bryan primarily involved with teacher-directed use; by year-end that 

had shifted to a mostly student-centered portfolio use. Bryan's earlier 

comments were filled with "I" statements: ''I want to have a variety of things 

for them to choose from later on." "I'm having to really pull it out of those 

children." "These things I have chosen ... I'm pulling more of the skills for 

each child." "I try to put in examples of some of the different types of things 

we're doing. I don't know whether to put something I've marked

corrected." The intended audience was external- someone other than the 

child. "I've told them their portfolios would follow them- they would go to 

the next grade with them and the next teacher would look at it and that 

would give them a picture of the type of work that they do - the type of work 

habits that they have- the areas that they're interested in- and those areas 

they may need some extra help. I tell them, I'll be looking at it, Mrs. Bennett 

might look at it, or Mrs. Baxter - lots of people will be looking at this. 

Anytime you're doing work, you always try to do your best because you never 

know - it could be something you choose or something I choose to put in 

your portfolio -so when you're doing it, always keep that in mind - somebody 

will be looking at it- not necessarily me, but somebody." Even though the 

audience was external, the tone was that of inquiry. 
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By year-end, that tone of inquiry had become that of shared-inquiry. 

Mrs. Bryan's comments were now filled with rrwe:r statements: uAt some 

point we will look back through, we can't keep everything - we can't have 

everything in our portfolio, but what we will do is save some of the things 

that you like and want to put in your portfolio." "We're talking more. They 

know when we talk about portfolios that we're talking about something that 

is really good- quality." 

A change in use was evident for Darlene Bowen and Jennifer Lewis as 

well. Midyear, both were combining portfolio and traditional assessment; by 

year-end Mrs. Bowen had moved to a combination of teacher-directed and 

student-centered use while Mrs. Lewis had leap-frogged all the way to 

student-centered portfolio use. 

A shift in perspective also had occurred. At midyear, both were 

concentrating on "keeping track of" and "checking up on" student learning, 

an attitude closely aligned with more traditional assessment. Mrs. Lewis 

summarized that perspective, "The main thing that I've been doing is just 

collecting work. I have not had my children look through their portfolios, we 

have not conferenced ... I was trying to show some type of growth." 

By the end of the year, both teachers were trying to see portfolios 

through their students' eyes. They were seeking to understand. Mrs. Bowen 

wanted the researcher to ask her students what kinds of pieces were harder 

for them to decide on when putting things in their portfolio. Mrs. Lewis 
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expanded on that line of thought, ''The child himself is trying to say this is 

mine, this is me ... Tne main thing for you to remember is that these are the 

children themselves and their future." 

It is evident that important changes took place in the way these and 

other teachers used and viewed portfolios. Portfolios had moved away from 

a tool for the teacher toward a tool for student self-assessment. Teachers and 

students were becoming partners in teaching, learning, and assessment. 

What else was happening while those changes were taking place? 

Issues 

The effect of portfolio assessment when the teachers and students are 

placed in the role of expert or evaluator of learning is uncertain, at best. 

This study sought to explore the effects of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment on teachers' and students' views of literacy. Did teachers increase 

their understanding of literacy development? Did students reflect 

meaningfully on their own literacy growth? Did teachers relate learner

centered portfolio assessment to their instructional practices so that learning, 

teaching, and assessing really worked together? In addition, did interactive 

outcomes emerge as a result of learner-centered portfolio assessment? 

Views of Literacy 

Identifying change in views of literacy is not an easy matter. Concept 

maps offered one way to track conceptual change. Conceptual development 
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involves increasing differentiation among concepts and increasing 

hierarchical organization and integration (Beyerbach, 1988). An analysis of 

teachers' and students' maps did show evidence of change through greater 

organization, fluency, depth, and the number of secondary headings and 

terms. 

Interviews with the key informants, Mrs. Bryan, Mrs. Bowen, Mrs. 

Lewis, and three students from each of their classes, offered another way to 

determine whether change had occurred. The three teachers had each 

selected a higher performing, middle performing, and lower performing 

student representing the range of achievement in their classes as key student 

informants for the study. An analysis of comments made during the 

interviews also provided evidence of change. 

Teachers' Views of Uteracy. The concept maps of literacy created by all 

the teachers in February and again in May displayed more categories and 

greater organization, fluency, and depth for all teachers except one. An 

examination of the range found in the number of terms and degree of 

complexity from least to greatest among concept maps created in February and 

May offered a glimpse into the degree of that change. Mrs. Bowen noticed the 

change in her two maps right away. "I have more about literacy- I didn't 

have categories on the first one -I have elaborated more in every category," 

she commented without hesitation (see Figure 4). 



February concept map: 

• information processing; lacks hierarchy 
3 major headings- 9 secondary headings- 14 other terms 

May concept map: 

• three level depth moving to four; hierarchies; information processing; strategies; 
attitudes; connectedness 

3 major headings - 7 secondary headings - 43 other terms 

Figure 4. Mrs. Bowen's concept maps. 

U9 
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Certainly, the staff development activities focusing on reading and 

writing throughout the course of the year might have generated the 

conceptual change. Interestingly, 6 of the 22 teachers' concept maps stood out 

as showing far greater change than the others. Of the six, three belonged to 

Mrs. Bryan, Mrs. Bowen, and Mrs. Lewis, the key informants in the study (see 

Figures 4 and 5). 

Mrs. Bryan's February concept map: 

• flat; disconnected; conventions 
3 major headings - 2 secondary headings - 15 other terms 

Mrs. Bryan's May concept map: 

• three level depth; organized; letter I sounds and conventions; strategies; collaboration 
1 major heading- 4 secondary headings- 28 other terms 



Mrs. Lewis' February concept map: 

• flat, busy; "discovered headings"; objects; actions; conventions; attitudes 
3 major headings - 11 secondary headings - 11 other terms 

Mrs. Lewis' May concept map: 

• three level depth moving to four; conventions; objects; purpose; collaboration 
1 major heading - 4 secondary headings - 23 other tenns 

Figure 5. Other key informants' concept maps. 
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If staff development generated the change, why did six teachers stand out 

with much greater growth than others? 
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Mrs. Lewis attributed the change in her maps to practice, "The more 

you do concept maps, the better you become." For her, you learn by doing. 

She also thought she gained clarity by watching her students create their 

maps. 'When I got ready to do mine, all I could think about was the words 

that these little kids had put down. ... The hardest part for the kids is 

clustering into categories. I think adults, even the teachers, have a problem 

with that." Mrs. Bryan also referred to practice. "Now look at mine. The first 

time I did it I really wasn't sure. The second time I could have taken even 

more time with it. I had a better understanding of what I was supposed to do . 

. . . Doing it with the children- I thought about it. The first time I thought, 

phew! But this time I felt good about it. I thought about what I've asked the 

children to do. What have I done to help them learn? So I felt better about 

doing it." 

The effect of practice, even combined with learning through staff 

development, doesn't fully explain the greater evidence of change observed 

in those six concept maps. All the teachers had experienced the same staff 

development activities. All of the teachers had created two maps. Of the six 

teachers who showed outstanding growth, only three had used concept maps 

with their classes, but all six had also expanded their use of learner-centered 

portfolio assessment during the course of the study according to self-report or 
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other documentation collected by the researcher. Several days after 

identifying the teacher whose concept map had change perhaps the most, the 

researcher was surprised to find out that Mrs. Price had selected portfolio 

assessment as her annual goal in her Professional Development Plan (see 

Figure 6). Her year-end conference with Principal Bennett was filled with 

enthusiasm for portfolio assessment and the ownership her K-1 children had 

of the process. She was one of only two teachers who had actually included 

the term assessment in their concept maps. 

Mrs. Price's February concept map: 

• disconnected; lacks depth; nurturing; facilitating; processes 
3 major headings - 2 secondary headings - 23 other terms 
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Mrs. Price's May concept map: 

• three to four level depth; embedded; strategies; processes; conventions; assessment; 
connectedness 
1 major heading - 5 secondary headings - 43 other terms 

Figure 6. Mrs. Price's concept maps. 

Comments made by Bryan, Bowen, and Lewis during interviews in 

February offered another window into their views of literacy. All of them 

mentioned skills and conventions as important aspects of literacy: 

Another thing that they're looking at, because they write quite a bit, is 
beginning, middle, and ending of stories. And trying to give them 
something to go by as far as punctuation and things like that. Bryan 

Another thing with Patrick and his writing, he's looking at words and 
looking for patterns- like he'll write and he'll see a pattern .... I'm 
proud of his writing- very neat. Bryan 
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Most of the words Erica could spell. She'd spell on her own. The other 
words I might say look at a book, these words are in there - but she 
sounds them out and that's one of the first things she did. Bryan 

I have my side [of the portfolio] and their side. My side contains the 
math card, reading tests, reading record conferences, and end of quarter 
spelling tests - those are the kinds of thing on my side. Bowen 

Structurally, sentence structure and stuff, she still has some problems 
with that and I don't know if they'll ever indent a paragraph as much 
as I tell them over and over and over. Lewis 

The teachers' comments weren't totally limited to skills and 

conventions. Mrs. Bryan addressed a holistic or naturalistic view of literacy 

learning in her suggested focus for the researcher's observation. She asked 

the researcher to look for opportunities the children had for writing; evidence 

of writing within the environment; opportunities that children had for 

reading; and how reading and writing go hand-in-hand. She wanted the 

observer to "see if it's there." She also wanted the researcher to talk with the 

children to see how they felt about their reading and writing. 

Comments regarding literacy made by the teachers during the second 

interview were more extensive, varied, and diagnostic in nature. For 

instance, Mrs. Bryan's statements on her use of portfolios evidenced greater 

emphasis on engagement with text and the connectedness of reading and 

writing: 

You can work with children one-on-one but you need to have 
something down. You need their writing. You need to see their 
thinking. You need to see how whatever you think, you can write. 
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Writing is important. See what types of things they're interested in so 
you can provide those types of activities for them. You need to know 
about their reading. If they can read, if theyre not maybe you can pick 
up on reasons why they're not. Or to help them to become better 
readers. Sometimes you can see their reading in their portfolios. You 
can look at their writing sometimes. If the writing doesn't make a lot 
of sense because there are not a lot of words in a sentence, then you 
know they're probably not doing a lot of reading and picking up on a 
lot of words. I think that your writing comes from your reading -
whatever you read you can write about. If you are doing a lot of 
reading, then I think your writing will change. 

Mrs. Lewis was certain that her thoughts on literacy had changed. She 

attributed that change directly to her changes in implementation of portfolio 

assessment. "I was looking at [portfolios] negatively- and that's changed. So, 

yes, my thoughts on literacy based on the portfolios has to change. It's a 

positive change - not a negative - because it could have gone either way." 

Students' Views of Literacy. The concept maps on reading and writing 

created by students in February and again in May also displayed changes. The 

headings and subheadings were more logically connected. The first and 

second graders showed an increase in the actual number of terms, although 

that was not necessarily a factor for fifth graders. As with the teachers' 

concept maps, an examination of the range from least to greatest in February 

and May offered insight into the change. 

Mrs. Lewis had been surprised by the changes she observed in the 

concept maps created by her students in February and those created in May. 

She had marveled at the increase in concepts and complexity. She noticed 
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that thinking was deeper and more organized. There were more headings 

and a better sense of orgarJzation. Mrs. Bowen had found the same type of 

changes: "More that half the categories changed - and there are lots of things 

under each category- more than the last time." 

Mrs. Bryan took her time while analyzing Erica's concept maps: 

She's added more - here when talking about reading. How for instance 
-she's able to think of more ways she's learned how. She really 
thought about it. She put these things down and was not able to do 
that the first time she did the web. She had a better understanding of 
what was asked for her to do. This one- maybe she really does 
understand about reading and what helps her learn to read. Fun - why 
was it fun? Read about friends, animals. The second time she had a 
better understanding of what helps her to become a better reader. With 
the writing, the same thing. The second time she had more words 
down. I think all of them had a better understanding the second time 
that we did this." 

Mrs. Bryan saw evidence of change in Erica's understanding of reading 

and writing through her concept maps (see Figure 7). What did Erica say 

about her own maps? '1 put different words in there and I put sometimes 

some of the same kind of words." As a first grader, that was all she seemed to 

be able to figure out. As a fifth grader, Salena could describe the differences in 

her concept maps, "I changed - I guess in here I have larger words than I did 

here .... I had those same kinds of categories - materials, genre, time, and 

uses. It's more sophisticated .... With this I included some more specific 

things .... I have more connections." 



Erica's February concept map: 

• e r sounds; conventions; ownership; more terms on lists 
2 major headings - 7 secondary headings - 19 other terms 

Erica's May concept map: 

• greater depth; organized; letter I sounds and conventions; attitudes; connectedness 
2 major headings - 8 secondary headings - 37 other terms 

Figure 7. Erica's concept maps. 
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A review of all the maps created in all three classes offered the same 

pattern: more clearly defined categories, more examples for each category, 

more logical connections. That students' views of literacy change over the 

course of a school year should be no surprise. After all, one would hope that 

they are learning. How would one know if the change resulted from 

engaging in portfolio assessment? 

A comparison of key informant first graders' year-end maps with 

second graders midyear maps revealed that the concept maps of the younger 

students exceeded those of the older students. The younger students had been 

engaged in learner-centered portfolio assessment, the older students had not. 

By the end of the year with a semester of learner-centered portfolio 

assessment under their belt, the older students' maps jumped ahead rather 

dramatically. A comparison of the concept map created in May by Patrick, a 

typically performing first grader, with those created in February and May by 

Mike, a typically performing second grader, would lead one to conclude that 

the engagement in learner-centered portfolio assessment did change the 

students' views of literacy (see Figure 8). 

Paul's May concept map: 



Paul's May concept map (continued): 

• beginning hierarchies; collaboration; letter I sounds; processes 
2 major headings - 8 secondary headings - 22 other terms 

Mike's February concept map: 

(ieadiUW 

e~ bad (5} c;,peo:;...~p-~-pictures 

• disconnected; attitudes; conventions 
2 major headings - 2 secondary headings - 30 other terms 
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Mike's May concept map: 

• moving to three level depth; some hierarchies; components; conventions 
2 major headings - 6 secondary headings - 25 other terms 

Figure 8. Patrick's and Mike's concept maps. 

The interviews with students offered further evidence that views of 
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literacy changed as they engaged in learner-centered portfolio assessment. For 

example, in March, Patrick stated that people learn to read by looking at the 

words and they learn to write from the teachers and parents teaching them. 

What do they teach them? "How to do it." When asked what his portfolio 

told him about his reading and writing, he responded, "That I read good and 

that I write good." What makes writing good? ''Practice." How do you know 

its good? "By looking at it lots of times and checking it after you finish." 
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When asked what he'd learn next, he responded that he would become a 

better reader and writer - because he aiready had. A probe of what would be 

better about his reading and writing finally uncovered a bit of process, ''I'll be 

able to figure out words that I use to not know and I'll know words that I used 

to not know." A probe of writing fell flat, ''It will start looking even better 

than it looks now." Patrick's sense of audience was external. His response to 

a query on what he'd learned from putting things in a portfolio was that it 

would show his second grade teacher what he'd done. He had no idea what 

Mrs. Bryan, his teacher, did with his portfolio. 

By May, Patrick described how his writing had changed. "I did more 

writing. Lots more. Only 10 on this one and probably 20 or 30 on this one. 

And it makes sense. I know something else that changed between these two, 

on this one Mrs. Bryan did all the writing and on this one I did all the writing 

and I put proud of on there." He described how first graders were learning to 

write, "They have to look in dictionaries. Sometimes they ask their friends to 

help them with the words- how to spell the words." Later he added that you 

can sound a word out if you don't know how to spell. He gave an example, 

"Looking- you could say, 'I know how to spell look and this sound is-ing and 

you could put it together and get looking." The audience for Patrick's 

portfolio had broadened to his mom, dad, and principal. But, if he had to 

show it to the whole school, he would be embarrassed. This youngster who 

had written on his summary sheet that he was number and picture smart 
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answered a question about what his portfolio would look like in fifth grade 

very quickly- "Lots of math!" 

Erica may not have been clear about the progress she saw in her 

concept maps, but she was certain about the progress she saw in her portfolio, 

"Last year I was starting to learn how to read and this year I already know how 

to read. I learned to write different kinds of words and I know how to spell 

different kinds of words that I didn't know how to spell when I was in 

kindergarten." How? "Sounding out words and looking in dictionaries. By 

practicing reading your words and writing the words." 

Over and over students offered evidence of changes in their views of 

literacy. Some aspects of students' views of literacy, however, remained 

constant throughout the study and across grade levels. One constant was that 

there were surprisingly few comments on reading strategies. Another was 

that the terms writing and handwriting were regularly interchanged. In fact, 

writing might mean anything written down, math - whatever. 

Anything you'll learn in order to write better? 
Well, I'll learn to hold my pencil not so tight and my mother said if I 
hold my pencil too tight I'll get this knot. And so I'll hold my pencil 
n-o-o-o-t so tight. Sheri, grade 2 

What do you think you'll learn next (in writing)? 
To write everything in cursive - to learn my times tables - and math 
super stars. Linda, grade 2 

What are some of the ways your writing is better? 
I'm writing neater. Patrick, grade 1 
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How are second graders learning to read and write here at the end of 
the year? 
We write stories a lot and we use a pencil like everyday and that's it. 
Mike, grade 2 

What do you think you'll learn next - in second grade about reading 
and writing? 
To write in cursive. Erica, grade 1 

If we had a piece of writing from your portfolio from another grade, 
how would it compare to this? 
It wouldn't be in cursive. Tabetha, grade 5 

Discussion of teacher's assistance with reflection sheets. 
Being sure with categories, for instance with writing, some of them 
chose handwriting vs. story writing. Mrs. Bowen, second grade teacher 

Another view that surfaced consistently throughout the study had to 

do with the nature of reading. Reading was also anything you read. Mike 

pointed that out quite clearly. When asked about what kinds of things were 

hard to find for in his portfolios, Mike had indicated that it was hard to find 

something that had to do with graphs- with data. Since the researcher had 

not seen evidence of reading related items, Mike was asked to show the 

different things in his portfolio that told about his reading. Without 

hesitation, Mike pointed to the first sheet, "That." The second sheet, "That." 

The third sheet, "That." He proceeded straight through the portfolio 

pointing to anything with any type of writing on it. "I read all those." 

Practice, effort, and hard work emerged as common traits throughout 

the course of the study: 



What makes it a great story? 
It's a great story because I worked hard on it. Linda, grade 2 

What helped you to learn to read and write? 
Practicing at home. Ju"ell, grade 1 

What suggestions do you have to improve your own portfolio? 
Work harder in my writing. Tabetha, grade 5 

How do you think people learn to read and write? 
By practicing reading and writing. That's all. Erica, grade 1 

What makes writing good? 
Practice. Patrick, grade 1 

How do you think people learn to read and write? 
By practicing to write words that they already know. Salena, grade 5 

And, of course, adults and family members played important roles. 
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Children repeatedly mentioned their teachers, moms, dads, grandparents, and 

brothers and sisters as sources for learning to read and write. 

Despite the short time-frame over which this study was conducted, 

greater engagement in learner-centered portfolio assessment appeared to 

have a positive effect on teachers' and students' views of literacy. Teachers' 

and students' views of literacy increased in complexity and shifted toward an 

emphasis on readers' and writers' engagement with text. 

Assessment and Instruction 

Advocates of alternative assessments in general, and portfolio 

assessment in particular, insist that measures of student progress should draw 

from desired classroom practices and engage teachers in the development of 
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measures and standards. This study sought to explore whether teachers did 

relate learner-centered portfolio assessment to their instructional practices. 

The answer was short and to the point. When asked if portfolios came 

to mind when planning for instruction, Mrs. Bowen quickly stated, ''No." 

Passage of time and use of portfolios caused virtually no change. In May, Mrs. 

Bowen noted, "To be honest with you, I already know by the instruction, 

selection process and just working with them where their thinking is and 

where their strengths are and needs for remediation. Portfolio, in that way, 

doesn't help me. I think its nice that they get to write about what they do." 

Mrs. Lewis mirrored some of those responses in her first interview, but 

did recognize a little benefit from portfolios as a resource. In February, Lewis 

was describing her use of group work and the difficulty in identifying work 

products suited to portfolio collection. "I can tell you exactly where my kids 

are. Well, I mean most teachers can. But it doesn't take a paper for me to do 

it." By May, she was willing to concede that portfolios were one of the things 

she used to make instructional decisions. But, "I don't use that as much as I 

do my instincts." When pressed to identify what she'd be missing without 

portfolios, she went further: "I think it's comparison- the growth. Even as 

much as I have in my mind- I can tell you exactly where my kids are, exactly 

where I think they're going. But when I looked, there were some of the 

things that I had forgotten and I- it really showed growth. I knew that 

growth was there- but I didn't really remember how far it had come." 
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Lewis recognized that review of student progress over time offered 

diagnostic opportunities. She reviewed samples of writing collected in 

Salena's portfolio over three years. "So, I can see for her, third grade, really 

struggling- sentence structure worked hard- great- coming into fourth grade 

- reminders again - signs of falling back to poor sentence structure - lots of 

growth- fifth- back to the same pattern again. So there's a pattern. Now 

that's one of the things I can do with a portfolio." 

In May, Mrs. Lewis used another lens for interpretation. "It's 

remarkable to me the organizational styles. Jessica has structure; Salena has 

no style; Tabetha has stuff in there but in no order. We could give this to a 

teacher and the teacher could look at this and say this child is not all that 

organized .... We have a student here who does not follow directions very 

well. And it's probably going to take one-on-one with this child because I 

need to make sure they understand the procedures and steps- whether it be 

in math, science, or whatever." 

Mrs. Bryan automatically used the students' portfolios for diagnostic 

reflection. "Last year Patrick was doing a lot of dictation. I would really have 

to pull things out of him and he did not like writing last year. He would cry 

when he would write. I would write it down for him and he would copy it. 

But this year, Patrick is writing everything down. Sometimes I help him with 

the spelling, but I also encourage them to go to the dictionary. Now he is 

going to the dictionary. Before he would come to me and ask how to spell 
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words. He's using his digraphs, he is asking other people. He really likes 

writing now. So he is doing his own writing. He is coming up with his own 

ideas and writing them down. Another thing is his skill. He couldn't get the 

first letter off the charts. Now he's on the ABC at the third level- doing a 

wonderful job. He has made a lot of improvement." 

Bryan was combining work samples with her recollections of the child. 

Yet, she repeatedly referenced the next year's teacher as the audience for the 

portfolio. She did, however, recall the usefulness of Jurrell's portfolio when 

she received him from another class at the beginning of first grade. "I looked 

at Jurrell's portfolio and I could tell that Jurrell was good in writing but that 

was also a way I could challenge him - in his writing. I knew by looking at 

that portfolio that I could take him further with his writing." 

Uke Mrs. Lewis, Bryan would miss the opportunity to see growth if 

she didn't have portfolios. "You wouldn't see how they've grown from the 

beginning of the year. I can look at their writing and see how they've 

progressed. At the beginning of the year, two or three sentences- at the 

middle, longer and thinking about sentences- end of the year, front and back 

stories with beginning, middle, ending. Story ideas really make sense- real 

stories - something that somebody else would like to read." 

The teachers really didn't think they used portfolios to plan instruction 

-at least on a day-to-day basis. They did not plan "from portfolios." They did, 

however, note that at times they planned "for portfolios." More like 
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traveling down a one way street. Mrs. Bryan described how she planned 

activities for the portfolios: "Trying to plan activities that would give them a 

variety of areas to choose from since we try to have something from all the 

multiple intelligences. Like we're doing Africa- doing something within the 

seven intelligences and then giving them the opportunity to choose." Mrs. 

Bowen had a similar comment, "I don't plan the lesson according to what 

activities may fall into the portfolio, I plan the lesson and then think of a way 

to capture it in the portfolio." Student comments made it clear that they had 

no idea what their teachers did with their portfolios other than "put things 

in" and "put them somewhere" or "give it to next year's teacher~~ according to 

their interview comments. It appeared that teaching and portfolio 

assessment were separate. 

These teachers did not see a connection between portfolios and day-to

day instructional decisions. Some benefit was noted when portfolios were 

used as a tool for assessing longer term growth or for starting the year with 

new students. Those advantages were not strong enough to drive a 

comprehensive use of learner-centered portfolio assessment. 

Student Self-Assessment 

If teacher assessment of student learning occurs naturally through the 

interactions of classroom activities without the need for portfolios, what 

about student self-assessment? Do portfolios provide a unique learning 



opportunity for students, or are classroom activities sufficient for them as 

weli? 
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The teachers did not readily recognize the potential benefit of student 

self-assessment. The very fact that virtually no teacher had thought of 

sharing prior years' portfolios with the students indicated that teachers 

"owned" the portfolios. They existed for teachers to interpret. 

A careful examination of comments made by teachers and students 

revealed that as teachers listened to students' interpretations of their own 

portfolios, they began to believe that students could and should assess their 

own growth. Student comments showed that they readily practiced self

assessment. Written responses to questions posed to fifth graders about the 

value of portfolio assessment confirmed that notion. 

Teacher Perspective. Teachers, particularly those who did not invite 

student engagement in their own portfolios, doubted student ability to assess 

learning. A teacher who retained ownership of selection of portfolio items 

and had held only one set of portfolio conferences summed it up, "Half didn't 

know what was going on. The other half were more interested in seeing that 

good stuff, not bad stuff, go in." Other teachers expressed concern over 

inclusion of only "best work." The teachers seemed to think that self

assessment rested with the selection of a range of performances on isolated 

tasks, not with an examination of patterns of learning over time. Another 

frustration for teachers was the lack of student insight into individual work 
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products. "I keep trying to get them to respond more deeply as to why they 

want to keep it in the portfolio- they're at a loss for words," worried one third 

grade teacher. Teachers seemed to think that students should assess work in 

the same way that a teacher might. 

As teachers watched and listened and students assumed more 

responsibility for selection of the portfolio contents, perceptions began to 

change. One teacher reported that some students self-assessed when they 

reviewed their portfolios. That K-1 teacher felt that if students had two or 

three years of work samples to review, they would be able to see how far 

they'd come. A third grade teacher commented that students were beginning 

to put items into their portfolios that represented first experiences with a new 

endeavor such as long division or cursive writing. They were beginning to 

have a sense of continuity to learning. 

In February, Mrs. Lewis wanted the researcher to ask her students what 

they were expecting to learn from what they chose for their portfolios, 

"because I don't think they understand this is a learning tool. It is just 

another learning tool in my opinion." By May, her interest had deepened. 

She suggested," Ask them how they think the portfolios should be used. 

What do they think their value is. Our value may not be their value." 

Assessment in Action. The hesitancy expressed by teachers was erased 

and not even hinted at by the students. They enthusiastically described their 

learning as they looked through their portfolios during the first round of 
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interviews. That initial enthusiasm was actually surpassed during the second 

interview when the students finally had access to portfolios from prior years. 

Though the students assessed their own learning without prompting, 

the comments during the first interviews tended to be comparative and 

lacking in specific criteria: 

I knew my ABCs and some words. Erica, Grade 1 

I've learned more- and I now all these answers now. Mike, Grade 2 

I've learned that I can write very good- and read very good- and that I 
can write stories and read long, like chapter, books. Linda, Grade 2 

I think I could have done a lot better on this one. I missed three and 
basically they were either careless mistakes or I misunderstood. Jessica, 
Grade 5 

I've learned how you are good and how you've improved and what 
you've done over the years - you can look at - like I missed two - here I 
only missed one. Tabetha, Grade 5 

Student comments in May, referenced more specific criteria as they 

spontaneously assessed their own learning: 

I learned to write different kinds of words last year and I know how to 
spell different kinds of words that I didn't know how to spell when I 
was in kindergarten. Erica, Grade 1 

I have complete sentences and I use punctuation. My spelling has 
improved. I used to write down stuff that I didn't really think about- I 
just wrote things down and it didn't make any sense. I know how to 
describe things better. I know how to write poems. Salena, Grade 5 

When I look at this I see that I messed up with spelling and everything 
- but that was how I learned to spell. ... I think that the books that I'm 
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reading now have more detail. One of these is like Pet Day. Now a 
book that I might read would be The Day That My Dog Went to School. 
You can tell by the title that they're longer and more sophisticated and 
serious. These were probably like picture books and now I like to read 
chapter books without pictures so I can imagine in my head. I think 
then that I wanted to read more picture books so I could see it. So now 
it's better for me to be more imaginative. Jessica, Grade 5 

As students had practice with making selections for and taking part in 

the assessment of their portfolios, they did begin to see purpose for selecting 

pieces that were not exemplary. Jessica explained why, "I think that to 

improve my portfolio, I could add more not so great work and compare it to 

the better work. I think that would show that I have grown or that I have 

found out how or that I need work .... If I see something in my portfolio and 

I write on a slip how I learned how to do it- I can use that in the future." 

Mrs. Lewis's fifth grade students' written comments affirmed the self-

assessment stance and sense of purpose heard during student interviews. 

After having reviewed their portfolios that had been collected each year at 

The Downtown School (many since first grade), they wrote responses to three 

questions: (1) What did you like best about doing this? (2) What did you find 

out about your learning? and, (3) What recommendations do you have for 

others in future years? Every student generated a comment addressing self-

assessment of learning growth. All statements were positive and encouraged 

others to engage in the process. 
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I found that my learning has improved greatly from 2nd - 5th grade in 
all things. Dennis 

I found out that if I study, I do better and I can't get away without 
studying. Pamela 

I found out that I have the ability to grow in all subjects, even if I am 
already good at it. Jessica 

I've learned that there's a reason I've gone to school these past 6 years. 
Gary 

I recommend that others pick not only great work, but not-so-great 
work to show growth in a subject - put in what they have just learned. 
Salena 

To always keep a portfolio to remind yourself of you. Alison 

Self-Efficacy. The written comments made by the fifth graders were 

permeated with a "can do" attitude. That stance was reiterated repeatedly 

during student interviews. A sense of confidence in continuous progress, a 

long-term outlook, and internal control of learning emerged through the 

course of the study. Comments made on reflection sheets attached to 

portfolio artifacts by one fifth grade student who was a key informant showed 

a dramatic shift from an "external" to an "internal" sense of control as 

classroom engagement with portfolios increased. 

Students repeatedly made positive references to their own learning, 

had an eye on the future, and were confident that they would succeed: 

I think I'll learn that I became a better reader and writer- because I 
have .... I'll have different ideas in my writing- I'll probably be a little 
more creative. Patrick, Grade 1 
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I'll be reading fifth grade books with thick and hard words and I'll learn 
how to use the dictionary. I mean I know how sort of now. I'll get 
better. Tnars ail. Mike, Grade 2 

I think I'll learn to crochet and I'll learn how to- when I go to the early 
ages, I'll think I'll learn how to read more - better than I am this year -
try to remember things I know. Yes, I keep on growing. It's small- big, 
big, big, big - and when I keep growing, everything happens. Sheri, 
Grade 2 

I would tell others that you should show some stuff that you just 
learned - and stuff you had to work on and you didn't understand ... 
so they could learn from their mistakes. Salena, Grade 5 

I think one thing that has changed is that I - instead of just looking at 
how I've progressed. I'm looking at what I need to work on and what I 
don't need to focus in on. If I see a math sheet like multiplying fractions 
that I didn't do so well on but adding fractions I did well on, then I tell 
myself that I need to work on the multiplying. Jessica, Grade 5 

Whether the students' strong sense of self-efficacy came out of the 

ongoing instructional climate, the elimination of traditional grades, the use 

of portfolios, or a combination of all would be difficult to determine and 

would be well beyond the scope of this study. The change in Tabetha's 

comments on her portfolio reflection sheets did, however, provide some 

evidence that participation in learner-centered portfolios might have had 

some effect. Tabetha's fourth grade comments consistently referred to doing 

good or bad based on the accuracy of the papers, without any sense of control 

over outcomes: "I think I did bad because I missed 12." "I think I did good 

because I only missed three." "I think I did very bad on this paper because I 

missed 8." "I think I did pretty good because I only missed two." At the end 
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of fifth grade, Tabetha wrote very different types of comments on reflection 

sheets attached to papers to be sent to middle school. Her stance changed 

dramatically: "I think it shows improvement when I study." "This paper 

shows improvement in my writing and spelling." ''This shows that I did not 

study." "I chose this paper because it improves on my tests that I have had." 

Tabetha had attended The Downtown School since first grade. Mrs. 

Lewis had been her teacher for three years. Two things were different, during 

the second semester of fifth grade, she had been a key informant in this study 

and her class had increasingly engaged in learner-centered portfolio 

assessment. 

Students needed to see examples of their work over time in order to 

generate meaningful comparisons. The reflection statements may not have 

offered deep analysis of an individual item, but that process seemed to set the 

stage for the more global self-assessment that took place when students 

reviewed their own portfolios. Keeping portfolios in the teachers' closet year 

after year certainly created many a missed opportunity. The moment a 

teacher sat with the students and listened to their spontaneous comments, 

whether reviewing that year's portfolio, or ideally, multiple year portfolios, 

perspective shifted. Ownership of the portfolio was quickly shared and the 

process became learner-centered. 
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Fostering Cbange 

Portfolios had been around The Downtown School since it started. 

They existed. That was about all. The fifth year brought about dramatic 

change for many teachers and students. Factors that stimulated change 

emerged as an issue of interest. Dialogue among participants, the 

introduction of technology, and the occurrence of this study appeared to 

encourage teachers to try learner-centered portfolio assessment. As they tried 

it out, the actual engagement in the process motivated increased use. 

Additionally, the increased attention and the nature of the principal's 

activities during the study also promoted change. Teacher and student 

comments during interviews, at grade level meetings, and informally over 

the course of the year offered some insight into the emerging issues related to 

the changes. The researchers' thoughts recorded in a journal and etched in 

memory added possibilities. 

Motivating Factors. A physician records height, weight, blood pressure 

and a variety of other indicators of health. But, no diagnosis would be 

complete without talking with the patient. Portfolio use changed when 

dialogue began. 

Mrs. Bowen's advice for novice portfolio users was echoed over and 

over by other teachers: talk with others and talk with the children. In 

February, Mrs. Bowen suggested that grade level planning should be used to 

talk about portfolios whenever time permitted. At the end of the year, she 
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remarked, ''The discussions we have periodically across grade levels and 

sometimes by subject, 1 think that was benefidal. Somebody might say I tried 

that and it worked and someone might have tried it and it didn't work. I like 

the sharing." Another teacher recommended that when beginning to use 

portfolios, "Be sure you have a system for sharing among teachers. It's given 

me a comfort level." Other teachers made reference to the benefit of talking 

with one another at staff meetings when they reviewed student portfolios for 

aspects of literacy. One remarked that it helped to see how things fit in; 

another how it helped with understanding the concept of improved growth. 

Mrs. Bryan emphasized the importance of talking with the students in 

advice she would give to others, "I would recommend that they start early 

talking with children about the portfolios. Explain to them what a portfolio 

is. Let them know that this is what we're going to share." Bryan went on to 

describe how much the children enjoyed talking about their portfolios during 

conferences with her. Mrs. Bowen emphasized the same point, "Just talk 

about it and the more you talk about it with the children the more they'll 

grow in their understanding of what it's all about." Another teacher 

described interaction with students, ''When we were sharing -looking at the 

child's portfolio- I could see his focus- what his favorite smarts were." 

Interestingly, no one commented on the possibilities of students sharing with 

students. 
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Some teachers referenced technology as a factor motivating change. A 

moment that stood out for one teacher was learning to use Hyperstudio and 

putting that together along with conferencing with the children. Another 

said, "It's easier to use the computer instead of gobs of papers. Looking at the 

disc or videos lets you see things faster." 

Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Bryan noted that the study itself had initiated 

change. Bryan told the researcher, "I've been working with you and we're 

talking more." Lewis summed it up, "The principal asked me to be in a 

study." She noted that the students who were interviewed by the researcher 

reminded her to find time for them to review portfolios from past years. 

Then she countered her own conclusion by pointing out an exception, "But 

look at Leslie. She's not [a key participant] and she's doing it all." 

Learning by Doing. Collaboration and a sense of audience did tend to 

foster change. But there was more to it than that. Understanding came from 

engagement in the process. According to Mrs. Lewis, "I think the students are 

beginning to understand what the portfolio is all about. I think the more they 

do it, the more they understand. Just like the more I do it the more I 

understand." The actual engagement of students in the collection, selection, 

and reflection of items for the portfolio had been an important factor. 

Teachers who were not really implementing portfolio assessment 

frequently commented on barriers that seemed to them to be 

insurmountable. According to a third grade teacher, "I don't see them 
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selecting by themselves- not my group. Maybe by fifth grade- it takes so 
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maturity needed. They got nervous and cried; they worried about what was 

in their portfolios. For some it was a shock, they wanted to know if their 

parents would see it and what it was going to be used for. That same teacher 

said, "I don't really understand the concept." 

Teachers willing to try, found that as they used portfolios, they were 

able to work out the glitches, even if they were frustrated at times. In 

February, Mrs. Bowen confessed, "I struggle with it because I know I'm not 

doing the kind of job that I want to do with it. I need to take the time to get 

the Quicktake camera. I need to take time to talk over with them. I need to 

think of a way to get the other intelligences. These were good ideas and they 

help me, but there are other things to do." 

Real problems that draw from real situations can have real solutions. 

When one teacher talked about having a problem with other students 

interrupting during portfolio conferences, another teacher offered her own 

solution. "I usually tell the whole group that I'll be interviewing today. It's 

getting much better. I find out if I spend less time (I was talking about too 

many things at once}, if I stick with one thing, they find the rotation moves 

faster and they have more patience." 

As K-1 teachers made plans for next year, they agreed. Start portfolios 

earlier. Start conferencing earlier, making it a part of the day. Do a little at a 
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time, instead of feeling like it all has to be done at one time. Their 

recommendation to others was, uGo ahead. Get started. Once you do, you'll 

find out that it's beneficial." Mrs. Lewis took the recommendation one step 

farther, '1t's probably a good idea to put yourself in their role and do your 

own portfolio - who I am as a teacher - who I am as a student. I would not 

mandate it, but it could be an option." 

The Principal's Role. The principal conducted the research in the role 

of participant as observer. It had been assumed that since the principal's 

usual role was that of a supervisory nature, not directly engaged in classroom 

teaching and assessment, enough distance existed to maintain the researcher 

role. The dual role offered natural contact with all staff with regard to 

implementation of portfolio assessment. Supervision included the direction 

of staff development activities and interactions as they normally occurred in 

the context of school routines. 

Those assumptions did hold true. But, the dual role also changed the 

principals' role in ways that were not anticipated. As the principal engaged in 

the research, she modeled the interactions that were necessary for 

implementation of learner-centered portfolio assessment. Mrs. Bennett 

demonstrated the process for others. As teachers followed her lead, she 

became an audience for others. When that audience was offered, others 

became performers. They engaged in dialogue; they thought about the 

transactions. When the principal listened to students talk about their 
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portfolios, the teachers began to listen to students. When the principal 

provided audience to the students as they reviewed prior years' portfolios, the 

teachers did the same (sometimes at the insistence of the students). When 

the principal listened to teachers describe their use of portfolios, teachers 

engaged in the practice more regularly. When the principal invited the 

teachers to reflect on their choices, they became more reflective about their 

students as well. The principals' dedication of time, attention, and interest to 

learner-centered portfolio assessment was at least one of the factors that 

fostered change. 

Reflections 

The teachers didn't see the need for portfolios. They had their own 

ways of assessing students during daily classroom activities. The portfolios 

took time and were cumbersome to store. It wasn't until teachers began to 

recognize the benefit to students and to their own understanding of their 

students' learning that portfolio assessment appeared to have merit. 

Because the teachers didn't see the need for portfolios, they didn't 

initiate use or change. The impetus was external, or top-down, stemming 

from the original program evaluation design and then from the principal 

telling teachers that it would be worthwhile. Perhaps, if the principal had 

dedicated the time, energy, and supportive supervisory activities to portfolio 
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assessment earlier, the changes that began to take place in the fifth year would 

have occurred earlier. 

Portfolios are not just something to look at. They need to be "felt" as 

well. The enthusiasm that bubbled out of the students as they reviewed their 

work was unforgettable. Their recollections of specific details of situations 

surrounding the original production of items, even after several years, was 

remarkable. The depth of their memories made a lasting impression on the 

listener. With an audience, students did become learners of their learning. 

It was evident that portfolios could exist without assessment, and 

portfolio assessment could exist for the teacher or others without ever 

generating student self-assessment. Classroom activities may actually pass 

too quickly and may become too fragmented for the student to grasp the 

significance beyond "good" or ''bad" performance. Portfolios captured the 

learning activities through concrete examples; fleeting moments became 

stationary in time. Students may need that concrete evidence to develop a 

sense of ownership of the learning process. Portfolios provided for students a 

mechanism for self-assessment and an avenue for creating meaning. As 

portfolio assessment became learner-centered, students gained ownership and 

teachers gained a reason to implement portfolio assessment. Bottom line, 

everyone learned more about learning. 

When Jurrell was asked what suggestions he would have to others 

visiting The Downtown School who might begin using portfolios at their 
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school, he paused for what seemed like too long. His brow furrowed; he 

iooked toward the ceiling pensiveiy. Then, slowly he spoke. ,,...... ... ~ . ., 
· vv eu, nrst 1 

would ask them, 'Why don't you have portfolios already?'" 
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CHAPTERV 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of learner-centered 

portfolio assessment on teachers' and students' views literacy as an indicator 

of whether teaching, learning, and assessing really work together to inform 

each other. Other issues of interest included how teachers related learner

centered portfolios to their instructional practices and what interactive 

outcomes emerged. 

Interest in learner-centered portfolio assessment drew from a 

convergence of theoretical/investigative strands found in the literature on 

assessment and reform, portfolio assessment, literacy, and professional 

development and change. The role of testing and assessment has changed 

through the years. Whether it should drive or draw from changes in 

teaching practices remains open to debate. 

Testing and assessment that outside experts create, administer, and 

interpret has long been used to tell teachers how they and their students are 

doing with mixed results. Calfee and Hiebert (1991) compared externally 
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mandated tests and assessments with internally generated assessments 

according to purpose, method, interpretation and decision making, and effects 

on teachers' roles. They determined that internally generated assessments 

tend to be responsive to teaching/learning transactions because they include 

use of evidence available to teachers through daily exchanges with students. 

Portfolios have emerged as a type of performance assessment that 

holds the potential to shift ownership of learning to teachers and students 

thereby producing the desired teaching practices and learning outcomes 

sought in school reform. Learner-centered portfolio assessment, as might be 

found in a constructivist classroom, creates a new kind of partnership 

between teachers and students (Stowell & Tierney, 1995). It shifts ownership 

to the student changing the teacher's role to that of guide or facilitator. For 

the purpose of this study, learner-centered portfolio assessment referred to 

placing the student at the center of the assessment process. Portfolios then 

vary among students, displaying each students' range of achievement, 

improvement, interests, and attitudes. The portfolio contents build a rich 

description without specific attention to established scoring criteria. 

Examples of sites using this type of portfolio assessment were found in 

projects that generated from the classroom in a bottom-up fashion. The 

teachers had responded to a need that they had identified. They shifted 

control to the learner and through that process became learners of learning. 

The process superseded the product and meaning was constructed by the 
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shared learning. The purpose for assessment was that of inquiry, or finding 

out- not keeping track or checking up. Student empowerment actually 

became an instrument for instructional improvement. 

Literacy development was the centerpiece for this study. As a core 

endeavor in all schools, it was considered worthy of investigation. The 

dimensions and attributes of literacy identified by Paris et al. (1992) served as 

an organizer for this study. That framework offered a view of literacy that 

was well suited to consideration of learner-centered portfolio assessment. 

They described it as "interactive, social, constructive, metacognitive, 

motivated, and integrated with functional language uses" (p. 92). The 

framework encompassed the range of dimensions addressed in the literature 

review. Aspects included engagement with text through reading and writing, 

knowledge about literacy, orientation to literacy, ownership of literacy, 

collaboration, and connection with other communication skills, curriculum 

and use in and out of school. 

Confidence in the teacher's professional knowledge becomes essential 

when assessment is internally generated and the teacher serves as the 

interpreter, or guide. Teachers learn through reflection on teaching, through 

action research, through collaboration, and as part of a learning community 

(Fullan, 1994; Joyce et al., 1993; Schon, 1983). Learning implies change and 

change takes place in different people in different ways (Hall & Hord, 1987). 

In the school setting, the principal can influence professional development 
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and change by addressing teachers' concerns and differentiating supervision 

strategies (Glickman et al., 1995). 

Much has been written about the influence of testing and assessment 

on teaching practices and student learning. Uttle has been learned about the 

effect on teachers' and students' beliefs and understandings. This case study 

explored what actually took place as learner-centered portfolios were created 

and interpreted by teachers and students as they moved toward a shared 

ownership of the process. 

The case was a school implementing portfolio assessment school-wide 

including preschool through fifth grade students with the entire staff 

involved in investigating ways to assess student growth through the use of 

artifacts collected over time and across all dimensions of learning. The 

strategies of interviewing, observing, and document analysis that are 

generally associated with case study were used to gather data (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1994; Stake, 1978, 1985, 1994, 1995; Yin, 1994). Selected teachers and 

students were interviewed at successive intervals with a semi-structured 

format. With permission, audio tapes of the interviews were analyzed to 

offer opportunity to examine actual language and to note categories, patterns, 

themes, and outliers. Classroom observations were scheduled between 

observations and were focused on aspects jointly identified by teachers and 

the researcher. Near the end of the study, grade level discussions of portfolio 

assessment were taped and comments were analyzed. One fifth grade class 
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submitted written responses to questions posed by the researcher. In addition, 

concept maps created by teachers and students were collected as a means to 

identify possible changes in beliefs and understandings of literacy through the 

course of the study (Beyerbach, 1988; Morine-Dershimer et al., 1992; Roehler et 

al., 1990). 

Issues identified as research questions guided this case study. The 

intent was to come to know this particular case well, to understand the case 

itself (Stake, 1995). Changes in teachers' and students' views of literacy and 

the connection between learner-centered portfolio assessment and teachers' 

instructional practices were issues of interest from the outset. Interest in 

aspects of student self-assessment and factors related to change emerged. 

Conclusions 

Case studies do not lend themselves to generalizations. "But people 

can learn much that is general from single cases" (Stake, 1995, p.85). People 

who read a case develop new understandings when they recognize 

similarities to their personal experiences or cases of interest to them. Thus, 

the real conclusions will be those made by the individual readers as they 

make their own personal meanings. The understandings shared in these 

conclusions are those that had meaning for the researcher. 
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Views of Literacy 

Teachers: and students: views of literacy did change as they increasingiy 

engaged in learner-centered portfolio assessment through the course of this 

study. The dimensions and attributes of literacy served as a useful framework 

for analyzing that change. The framework was a bit limited in differentiating 

among specific skills and conventions which were referenced repeatedly by 

both teachers and students. That difficulty was most evident when 

addressing students' early entry into decoding and encoding text. The 

specificity found in bottom-up type models of reading and writing would 

have been helpful (Oay, 1979b; Rumelhart, 1985). The concepts maps proved 

to be valuable for recording change. They provided snapshots into the 

thinking of the participants of the study that supplemented insights generated 

through coding of interview comments. Teachers' and students' conceptions 

of literacy became more complex and organized during the course of this 

study. Comments became more extensive, varied, and diagnostic. Emphasis 

shifted from knowledge of conventions and structures to engagement with 

text and the connectedness of reading and writing. Evidence of ownership of 

literacy, particularly self-assessment, increased. The dimensions of 

orientation to literacy and collaboration appeared regularly in comments and 

concept map categories. 

The changes that surfaced consistently across the different methods of 

data collection, suggested that learner-centered portfolio assessment does hold 
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the potential to both drive and draw from changes in teaching practices. As 

teachers: and students: engaged in assessment, they increased their 

understanding. As they increased their understanding, they were more like! y 

to make sound teaching/learning decisions. Teaching, learning, and 

assessing did begin to inform each other in a dynamic and recursive role 

(Murphy & Smith, 1992). 

Instructional Practices 

Teacher's views of literacy changed, but their use of portfolio 

assessment was not directly connected with day-to-day instructional decisions. 

That distance from everyday planning appeared to be one of the barriers to 

use. Teachers were already utilizing teaching practices consistent with a 

constructivist view of learning. They felt that they already had access to 

sufficient information for assessment and planning. This differed from the 

teachers described in the literature review as implementing bottom-up 

portfolio assessment. Those teachers were also already drawing from a whole 

language or constructivist philosophy, but they had initiated the change 

through portfolio assessment. The Downtown School teachers weren't 

responding to a need that they had identified. Instead, the principal was 

generating the impetus for use. Since portfolios did not meet an immediate 

internal need, teachers tended to put them on the back burner. 

Perhaps comfort with the results of standardized test scores and the 

instructional freedom of the particular school chosen for the case study 
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contributed to a lack of tension that might have generated need. Perhaps the 

elimination of letter grades was a factor. Whatever the initial reason, as 

teachers did increase use of learner-centered portfolio assessment and as they 

moved toward the routine level of use identified by Hall and Hard (1987), 

they did begin to recognize benefits. Teachers commented that learner

centered portfolio assessment was valuable for assessing individual student 

growth over time. The portfolios were also useful for initial assessment of a 

students' range of accomplishments at the start of a new school year. Perhaps, 

an indirect benefit was that in planning for portfolios with a holistic view of 

the learner, teachers conscientiously planned for a variety of activities that 

would offer opportunity to capture many dimensions of learning. 

Student Self-Assessment 

As teachers responded to encouragement for implementing learner

centered portfolio assessment, they became captivated by the potential power 

of student self-assessment. The ability to see learning through the students' 

eyes surfaced as the impetus for continued implementation. As students 

engaged in reflection and self-assessment, they showed a strong sense self

efficacy and an expanded range of learning possibilities. Students exhibited an 

increased awareness of their own progress in relation to the past and future: 

they adopted a goal oriented stance. 

Through shared inquiry, teachers and students generated intrinsic 

reasons for implementation of portfolio assessment. The shift toward the 
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inside-out end of Stowell and Tierney's (1995) continuum created a new kind 

of partnership between teachers and students. Inquiry, or finding out, 

superseded keeping track or checking up. As the teacher shifted control to the 

learner, the teacher did become a learner of learning. Teachers and students 

expressed confidence in their ability to make sound decisions. Student 

empowerment became an instrument for instructional improvement as 

teachers and students implemented learner-centered portfolio assessment. 

Fosterin& Chanse 

The positive effect of collaboration extended to the dialogue among 

teachers. They found that talking with one another was both informative 

and encouraging. The sense of shared inquiry extended to teacher 

interactions as well. 

The principal, too, discovered that providing audience to teachers 

fostered desired change. As she recognized the positive influence of her time, 

attention, and interest, she began to realize that ongoing action research could 

offer multiple opportunities for future endeavors. The effect of learner

centered portfolio assessment may extend well beyond the identified purpose 

of enhancing teacher/student learning transactions. It may hold the potential 

to foster a learning community focused on an ever increasing understanding 

of the nature of teaching/learning transactions. An attitude of inquiry 

consistent with the literature review on teacher change embraced teacher 

learning. The use of learner-centered portfolio assessment complemented 
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Renewing School described by Joyce et al. (1993). 
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As suggested by Fullan (1994) and others, there are good reasons for 

top-down initiatives. The study was conducted at a time_ when change was 

initiated by the principal. Had she not seen a need to change portfolio 

collection to learner-centered portfolio assessment, and had not taken steps to 

foster that change, it probably wouldn't have happened. 

McCarthey and Raphael's (1992) organizational lens for clustering 

research perspectives was too broad to be useful in detecting change in views 

of literacy within this study. It was helpful for reflection on the principal's 

role in relation to change. A naturalistic or developmental perspective 

would have suggested that given the supportive environment, change would 

have happened as people were ready. The information-processing 

perspective would have suggested that modeling strategies for use would 

suffice. The social-constructivist perspective would suggest that shared 

engagement would be key. In this case, all three perspectives were 

incorporated, but the social-constructivist notion of learning by doing and 

talking with others appeared to be essential. 
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Recommendations 

impiicatioos for Practice 

Learner-centered portfolio assessment is a part of everyday classroom 

practice, if it's used. Usage, and ways to encourage usage, surface as important 

considerations. Once in use, portfolios might add to the demands of teaching, 

or they might become a part of teaching- "add on" or "add in." 

Nurturing Usage. Who wants learner-centered portfolio assessment? 

The answer to that question defines many of the other considerations. H 

teachers have a need or a curiosity that could be met, they will own the 

process of implementation. The supervisor need only to clear the way and 

offer support when barriers arise. If someone outside the classroom owns the 

need or the question, it will be necessary for that source to provide differing 

types of encouragement. 

McCarthey and Raphael's (1992) clustering of research perspectives can 

be helpful for thinking about strategies that might foster usage. From a 

naturalist perspective, the supervisor, or owner of implementation, will need 

to create conditions to support the change. In the case of learner-centered 

portfolio assessment, support would include materials, time, and freedom 

from highly regimented classroom accountability systems. Telling, showing, 

and practicing portfolio assessment would provide strategies for usage 

consistent with a cognitive information processing perspective. The 

supervisor would provide information on how to use portfolio assessment. 
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Modeling the process as a demonstration or reciprocally in action would be 

ideaL Additionally, creating time for dialogue- teachers with teachers, 

teachers with students, students with students, and supervisors with teachers 

and students - would address the social-constructivist perspective. Since 

learner-centered portfolio assessment draws from a constructive view of 

knowledge, the social-constructive practices would be particularly important. 

Mrs. Lewis hit the nail on the head: it's probably a good idea to do your 

own portfolio. Two of the studies cited in the literature review agreed. "Do it 

yourself." As teachers and supervisors create their own portfolios, they will 

discover their own meaning and interest in using portfolio assessment. 

Supportive conditions, practice with strategies, and collegial sharing will also 

encourage usage for novices. Learning by doing works; learning by doing 

with others works better. 

Portfolios and Teaching. Portfolio assessment as a means for learning 

about learners is a one-way street; learner-centered portfolio assessment to 

learn about learners and plan for teaching is a two-way street. With the time 

limitations that strangle teachers, two for one is quite a bonus. In this study, 

the teachers did not readily access portfolios for daily instructional decisions. 

But they could have. A periodic review of students' comments would offer 

teachers insight into how the students interpret and apply their instruction. 

Teachers could conduct action research to answer questions of interest. 

Sharing of the results would create a network of possibilities. 
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The more global aspects of portfolio assessment and teaching become 

personalized when a teacher considers individual student progress. Student 

self-assessment might stand alone when learning is progressing more 

typically. When learning bogs down, diagnostic efforts should step up. The 

learner-centered portfolio captures learning in action and transports the 

transactions over time and distance. Other teachers can examine the portfolio 

and share in diagnostic interpretations to assist the classroom teacher. The 

role of the teacher then becomes paramount, so that the role of that particular 

student might flourish. 

Implications for Research 

The researcher makes decisions at every juncture of a study. The 

methodological choice defines the study. Within that frame, the researcher 

also makes choices about data collection and analysis. Reasons for choices 

should be dose! y examined. 

Concept Maps. Watching what people do and listening to what they 

say offer filtered opportunities to analyze what people think. Because doing 

and talking are a part of everyday activities, they can be viewed as natural 

endeavors. Concept maps are less typical, but may be quite insightful. The 

concept maps open windows into the individuals' thought processes that 

might not open during more practiced data collection techniques. Since 

internal conceptions are an essential component of a constructivist view of 

learning, concept maps are a suitable match. 
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Concept maps can inform researchers and/ or teachers as researchers. 

Teachers can use maps to analyze student learning throughout a course of 

study. If expected concepts don't develop, the teacher can alter instruction. 

An additional option, could be for students to analyze their maps. As 

students discover criteria, they would learn to establish standards and initiate 

efforts to meet those standards. The concept maps could be another tool for 

fostering teaching/learning transactions that inform each other in a dynamic 

and recursive role. 

Research MethodoloiY· Whether research is externally or internally 

generated, the methods should match the medium. Mismatches create the 

type of turmoil that exists in the field of testing and assessment. Externally or 

internally generated testing could be appropriate for any setting, if the 

methodology matches the instruction. Tests that draw from an exogenic view 

of knowledge do not offer valued results to teachers who draw from an 

endogenic view. The choice of research methodology parallels those 

concerns. Research questions and methodology should draw from a 

comparable perspective or stance. 

Learner-centered portfolio assessment rests at the far end of the 

constructivist paradigm. Case study research can rest at the same end of the 

continuum. The match is a strength; the demands on the researcher can be a 

limitation. Without the prescribed format of quantitative methodology, the 
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misunderstanding in the pursuit of genuine understanding. 

further Study 

The results of this study suggest three avenues for further research. 
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The first recommendation is that of longitudinal study. The immediacy of 

effect noted in this study may or may not continue. A longitudinal study of 

teachers as they implement learner-centered portfolio assessment over the 

course of several years with different groups of students would provide one 

type of insight. Another view would be that of a student engaged in the 

process of self-assessment over several years of school. 5o often, researchers 

investigate what is common over populations, this type would lead to greater 

understanding of the metamorphosis of learning within an individual. 

Another recommendation for further study is to conduct a similar 

study in a school initiating learner-centered portfolio assessment when the 

instructional practices in place are more traditional in nature. It would be 

interesting to learn how the dimensions of change might differ. Dialogue 

emerged as such an important factor in this study. It would be interesting to 

know whether it would emerge as a factor in that type of setting. In this 

study, the shift to student ownership of portfolios happened quickly once 

teachers and students started talking together. If instruction is teacher driven, 

one wonders if that shift would even take place. Further study would clarify 

whether assessment drives, or is driven by, teaching practices. 
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The final recommendation for further study is to conduct a similar 

study focusing on another curricular area, perhaps mathematics. If teachers' 

and students' understandings and beliefs change in other areas as well, the 

benefit of implementing learner-centered portfolio assessment would be 

more fully established. If found to be true, that knowledge would offer new 

possibilities to those seeking to enhance the professional expertise of teachers. 
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APPENDIX A 

'rn"EORETICAL FR.AMFnOR.KS 

Djmensjons of Literac;y (Paris, et al., 1992) 

Table 2 
Performance lndlcalors lor each attribute and dimension olllter:tcy 

-- -------------------------
ENGAGEMENT WITII TEXT TIIROUGU READING 

Low engogemenl High engagement 

Reading Is constructive 
a Fails lo build on ruior knowledge 

b Few inloren<:P.S or elaborations; literal retelling of 
te•l 

a Integrates new ideas with previous knowledge and 
e>eperienr.es 

b E><hibils within te•l and beyonrl lex I inlerences 
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c Focus is on osol;llecllacts; does nol connl!ct text 
elements 

c. ldenlllies and elaborates plots_ themes. or concepts 

Reading Is evaluative 
a Fails to use personal knowledge and experience as a Uses prior knowledge and experience Ia construct 

a lrameworl< lor interpreting text meaning 
h Is insensitive to the authors style. assumptions. b Is sensitive to. and may even fluestion. the authors 

perspective. :md claims style. assumptions. perspecti"e. and claims 
c Fails to examine or go heyond a literal account ol the c E><pre!O•.es opinions. judgments_ or insights about 

ideas in the terl I he content ollhe text 
--------------------

ENGAGEMENT WITH TEXT THROUGII WRITING 

Low engagement High engagement 

Writing Is construcllve 
a Writes disconnected words or phases with lew iden- a Writes well-constructed. thematic. cohesive text that 

!!liable features of any genre is appropriate lo the genre 
b. Fails to use pr.rson<~l knowledge as a base lor corn- b Draws on personal knowledge and experiences in 

posing text composing text 
c Lillie evidence of voice. personal style. or originality c Creative writing reveals a strong sense of voice. 

personal style. and originality 

Wrlllng Is technically appropriate 
a. Writing includes numercus violations ollhe conven- a Displays developmentally appropriate use ollhe 

lions of spelling. punctuation. and usage conventions of spelling. punctuation. and usage 
b. lnapprapri;;tle or inflexible •rse of grammatical struc- b Writing exhibits grammatical structures appropriate 

turP.s to the purpose and genre 
c Limited and contextually inappropriate vocabulary c nich. varied. and appropriate vocabulilry 

KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LITERACY 

Low knowledge High knowledge 

Knowledge aboulllleracy convenllons and structures 
a Unaware ol I he functions of prinl conventions and a Understands the luncllons that print conventions 

punctuation in wrillen communication and punctuation play In written communication 
h Unaware olte't structures and genres b_ Can identify nnd use several specific text structures 

and genres 
c. Un:tw<tre of the subtleties ofl:tnguage use; does not 

understand or use connotative meaning. ambiguity. 
or figurative language 

c Understands that words have multiple meanings; 
can use and understand ambiguity and liguralive 
language 

Knowledge about strategies 
a_ Unaware oflhP. strategies that can he applied while a_ Knows strategies thai can be applied before. during. 

reading and writing and alter reading and writing 
b Limited understanding ol how strategies can be h_ Can explain how slralegio.:s are applied or might be 

applied whilo reading or writing used 
c. Naive about the value of strategi'!!s; does not use c. Understands how and when strategies can be used 

strategies selectively ;md why they are helpful 

(conlinueaJ 



Dimensions of Uteracy (continyed) 

EtiGAQEMEN f Wlrll fEXl lllnOUOII AEADIUG 

Low f!ngngr.mf!'n1 lllgh ""9"9"""'"' 
nr-nclluq ... conshucllve 

A ri'ilS 10 buifcf on tlrlnr knn\.~,tedgo R lnlegr:tii!S nPW ldP.n!l with 1'\UtviOUS knQ\-.,fedg~' :1nd 
O'Cpnrlrnc@-.; 

h ,.,...., lnlnrll!nl'P'1 nr elnborr~dnn-;: llff1f ll rt'lellinq rf h E'hihil< wilhin II!YI :tntf hryrtntllr•tlnf~rpncr.' 

'""' C rocu5 i~ on l~rl;llrtl ft1CIS; riOt'S nol t:onn~r.lltt'll:l <: ldpullfles nntfr,l;lhn<nlos plol~. lltP.me!'. or cnn<:~P'~ 
P.lrrnrnl'$ 

nendlng 15 evnhtAIIve 
,. r;ul-; tu U~P. (lf'f!'OII:llltno,,fr(lur. ~nd ~·prutrnrn ns " U~r!S prinr "'nowlccfql! nnd @J:rrrii!MC@ ,., c,n-.hut:l 

n htlrnrwt")rk fnr intPrprolir•~l II'!• I tnf!nnlng 
l.J Is in~.,.n"'•h~,. tolh, ;tulh..,,·, ~•rlr. ~!to;nmrlfnn~. lt Is sron~ill"'l! ln. :wd "•ny l'!ven ., .. ~stion. thr. nuthn··~ 

P"'"'I"!CIIvr. :.nd r:l:tirns styli?. n~sutt•plion~. 11"'511rC:IIvc. nnd cl.:1in•~ 
C: r:11f~ tn n'I':'UHiUf! Or qn bttynru1 ;1: Jilpr;\1 :1r"'C:t'\tlf11 nf lhf' C E'l11ft!~·.P.1: rpinion~.lttrfgntf!nl,, nt'ln-cigh11: Ahf'1111 

ide11~ •n lhf! tr.•t lhe c:nntl"nl ('If lhe text 

EII<JAGEMEIIT WHit TE:U TlfnOUGII WniTIIIG 

\'/riling 15 C:IJ•t~huc:Uvt! 
A Writ~~ rti<cnnnii!CII!'I worrt~ ,, f1I•:I,P5 V'lilh IPW idf!n· :t VlrltP~ wP.II Cf'lrl"\ltur.t,..d, lhPm:ttir.. r.:C'h1"5ivrt lt~-wl U1;1l 

flfiilhle fl!ahn~s of Any gtt'nrt! Is npproprl:tll! ro the genre 
h rails to 115t! Jl~rson:d knnwiP.rlqP. :'1! ;t h:t~P for C"OIIt h Draws nn r-er5onnllcnC'\YI~dQeo :~nrl P'Wf't'llittnr:P~ in 

(ln11"9 •~ I( I co•npn5ing lf!Y I 
C lillf~ {1\.'icfrnr(! nf 'IC'Iir.f!. rl'IS'ln:tf t:t'(l'". nr nugin:"'lify C C:renllvl" \Yiiling tl"vP.nf!t .W t;hOIIQ C~f1~~ nfvpirr. 

r~r!n11:11 -crylt?. nnrf oriqin011Uy 

Wrlllng I~ lf'chnlc~ll~· •l'fl'"flrl•lt! 
a Wtillng inchul,.5 nwuP.rn••5 v•Cll:tlir)u~ of tht! r.m•vf1n· " Oi.-;rl;~y-; de\.'P.I,prnf!ufnlly :~ppmftri:lll" u~r elf lh'! 

IIC'ns of ~refliuo. punr.hr=tlinn. nnd u~:1gP con\:'enli.,ns or ~pcllhrg. punctu;1tion, i1ncf ••sag~ 
b lnnrrr('rri:tlft "' lurtP .. ihl., U5@ or gr:unm:tlic::11 Sh11C· h Wtltlnq •'lhihil'l grf'nunalic;~~l t;ltllt:lllfi?C: *'llf'fO(lli:tiP 

hu'!s to lhP. ptnOo1e anrl gP.nrn 
c Umitod and Cl'l1111"-.hr:tlly ln:~pptCtf'tl.:lle YOt':Ahul;uy c nit: h. vt~rlcff. :.nd ;\(lf1f0(11ht1P. VOC:lbul:uy 

KIIOWLEOGE AROUT LITEnACY 

low knowiPd!JI! I Ugh knowlt!dl)l! 

Knowlt!<ll)l! Rboul lll~rncy convl!nllons nnd ~lruclures 
a Unt~w:~re ot thf! hrnr:tinn5 of J1rinl conventions =-,d t1 Underst:tntls lhe funr.liQrtS Ut=tl fltlnC convr.nlions 

("unrtu~tfon in wtlllen communicall".ln and punctual inn pl::.y in writtl!n r:ommunir-:ation 
b Unaware of lf''l't 5truchuP.5 :tnrl g~n,,..~ b Can l(f(!ntify nnd use Sl!veral ~rn~clfic IP.YI stn1ctures 

c Un:twarc or the 51thflfl'lif!1: nf lnngrr:tgn U5rt; tines not 
. Ul\derstAud or u~P cC'InnoiRiiVf! nu!aning. ;,mblgerily. 

or f1gur:tlive l;mg11:Jg19 

and gP.nrP.s 
c UmJrr~l•nds llt:JI words h'lvl! rnulliple mrnnlngo;; 

can u~e and undf!rsl:md ambiguity and figur:ttivP. 
l~ngn;1gl! 

Knowll!d9" aboul slral•!Jlt!s 
A Unawnre of the strntngitts lh:u r.:.n hP. =lf"r'lli"d while A l<nnws ~lralrgiPS th:u r:i'1n be applied h~forl'!. dtuing. 

rn:tding =tnd vniling and after rpnding :.nd wfiling 
h Umitnd undP.•!;t:.ncfinq of how str:tll"gi'!-; r:i1n bP h Can CWf'lain how strnlegic, =t.te arrfled or might h(! 

l'pplir.d whiln roadir1C) or wrlllng u~ed 

c: Uaivp ahout lhP ••alue or strat~gi,~: •loP.~ not u.;oe r. Underst:mrh how and whon strategff!S can be u,Pd 
slrnll!gi,.s "IIPclivoly nnd why ""'Y nrP. helrlul 

(conrirrurrdj 

C"OIIIlloCll!l'IIFO:!: or I liE ClHIIIICUlUI.I 

Wllhln sc:hool 
n Virw-: rr:1rlim1 :tlttl v:ritinq :tt; rlf',.nnl,.•lu;,li7~tl 

nchvihc~ 

h Vir.vt; rr:1rhnq, 'Ntiliuq. <;pf':tking. :tn•lli~lrning :a-; 
indl"pf'!nrlrmt of I":ICh oll•f'!t 

r. SAl'<; Iiiii~ tC!I!lli')n h..-lwn.-n ,,..;ufinq :tnd wrilmq !'Uttl 

nlht"r r:nnl~""nl :t•,..,1-: 

n UmfrJ-:I:ultf-t thnt rl"'nrfiua nnrt wrllino :tr,.. to,-.1--: lr, 
I'!:Uninq :anff p"t-;nn:tl (n;lghl 

b Vi,.ws rp:wcfing. writing. ~rea king. :md li-:.tenina :tc 
nurtu:tlty ~le(lpnrliv"' :tr.livlfl~tt; 

r-- llnlfpro;t:u"f~ lh:tl ,•.·h:tl """ l~:wrn~ in rn:.r1i,n :'Inti 

YltiHnQ i.; ,,-:ofulln nlhnr content ~r'!:Wt; 

o~yfJnrl ~r.hnol 

~- n~1nly nn(I~Qr~ In ~~~clinq ~~~~~ Wlilh11J ncn,irl~ nl ll n11no:Jinq nnrf Wlilii'Q nrP n;lrl of rlnily II'UiiiiP 

<rhr)f)( aclf,•ilil!~ 

h Vir· ... ·c lht~ o;rhn•111il,.r:~,.y ro.tnrir.uhnr1 :1'; ,, .. ,,.t:.tnrllf' 

onn·o; own hfr• 
r rt"'lt: dir:r:UIII :IU••tf ;'lllcj uncuppnrl,•f feu rl""=-rfiu•J ;'IIIII 

\'"rrilintt n•rlt:it'" '11 !trhnnt 

h Cflni1C!':I~ !10rl•nnllill"r:'1r:y i1Ciiviti~t-; with rr:u1ino :ami 
wrilinq inrl:tily lifn 

r rel!l!> ~ru:our;tQ,.tf ;md ~ur.f'Otlrd In rt'l;l(t :uut wrilt~o 
t'UII~ifl~ 1'\( o;rhnQt 
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rypt"' of ........... , hwc>IVt"lnMII In , ... ,,r(1n(1 .. ~nll"fll 

l:rnPr.ll 
( h.1r.:tclrri•tic rurr•n•" Ccmlrul 

Nul lJ"rcl •t·Jc• O:.\"•h·tu.,lic "''11,... ''"'' ,,( •U··Ii.,t"'" "'' furut:"l h-.riur. 
.lnr;tlt•I.JitNnttlo: nt t••••nluu• 

•l'•·•i•-.lit:rllt'<~~linr.rh.•rnut •l'hTf'ntlrnl••l'"" 

, ... ,., .. u .. ~ 
\\"ilhin .1 

lt.1clilinn.1l 
rr,11t1C"\''"tk ,,,.,., ... ,.,, 
llfftlt•trfr,.f,· 

"'' 

l'cuUulitK 

.1ncl 

lr;~difinn.1l 

"''"'""~""'~"' 

r.-achrr
IJirrctf"d 
rntlfofin u ..... 

.Studrnf· 
C"tonl«>rc:"cf 

t"nrlf••lio U!tP 

''' .. ,,,, n••f iu(r•un r•r,,rlkr hot.fiti•••MI fttttnc t•( 

ot..1n•r~•rc t•f '"' riliut~ ,_. 
pe•rlh•lin 

•In imiM ., ... :t chilcl"• lrc·d •I\ 'r•llc-,; tictt• nf lhr chil.l"c 
,,(pre or.•--: h •lc :u~l "rilinr. , .. , 

• f II"'" •n· ;l("t lltUIII.llit'\: ;'1-..-::iJ~IIt'tf h•pit'• 
,.,,..,,...,,,i•ilf" ~ ... ,,, t ... t,~r •II••· cli""~lrirl _.,.jf •L.illot 
iltHict.,n... rl .. ·rlli-;1 

•f., h·ll "''"''' :11 hil,f,f,,.-.n I 
lctMI"" 

• lu<rrwh,,l dill In 

rdl'";-.rh 

• I r:-.e hrr n•llt-c tc u-ilh un 
rhil.l in1•ut 

• lr.•• 1..-r J!t.ult-c .1r11:l ••·toe 
J:••:rl<fnr oc:hrtlrul<e 

•lt":le.lu·t tcouh••llnl ....... """. 

• lu rrtll•' 1 ,,,,.( t..r-·r urnrr 
In cl•·t•tlt rr(ru•l' .-1 '" IMt 
•lrrlal i~ tlni11r, 

•( ••llroli,,u-:: c•f rltilclt•·n oc: • l•·:1• llf't lrt·t·l'< ,,nt"ttlt•f.ll 

• lrt h·lllr:ttlu-t wl .. ,l 'I.. ill~ 
lt•h·:lch 

•lurn,,,,. olt"t i• icrnoc :.1""'' 

,.,,.,, ... ,j,,,, ·""'···h·tditttl 

• fr:~rh("f r•ntlrr<t.,m.J" 
rr:t~l1f10C (ror r•rlfr•lin· ,,,. 

h'rnliniu~ hmv rhiltfrrn 
:~r:tu.,ny tr"«! ockills 

•h•(nrtn;tlinn uvrl h• inft•nu 
h•,,,hin~ 

• Aulhrnl•r U":l<r•l1< h•r lh~ 

clu•wr-.1<1'" r•nrlft•lin
lr;,drrr ("'tn•·itft"":111 

""''''"'" r (ttr d•ilcfrru h• 
oc(.,,.,. lhrir 1 ... -oct wut k t•·illt 

•luht(r•un in--:hnrlit .. , 
• In rltcrl,,y ;uul rrlrhutr 

,.,, ... r<~:o: :1rul .11 hi~·("tt1rnt< 

•l"nr ctrnlnll< tn ;1!1:~(""11:~ lhrir 
r.rr•wlh 

• In l"':l.,l•li-.:h '"'l~niur. J:,~t.,(oc 

u.rttk rr'•"ttfoc:in ht•.1rl 
•I '•<hit I dill~ rht'rloli<loc • lr:tc hrr oc:t•INt< rr••ffttfir• 

iuntt\.tliunc 

•f ,....,." :1lic•nc ••I r.""'r n·· 

'f"t't1'-·"' h• :rcpn I< t•l II"· 
rurrinthnn o:ue. hac 
~ct"'':l,1iltnl ~lrttl Ur;,tlhtr. 

• r r:.rhrr u<t~ :r \';'ll'it"l) ,, 
ctr:1h•,:irc fC1r rnlln.:tiu~ 
.l:rt;t· rth<r,,·;~tinf\c:, 

t ht"Ckli-:toc, ~~1(""11:, :mrc· 
,r .. rroc. ilml :ulif;,c-tc 

• rr:.rlu·r k"'r"., ··'1! ,,, 
rrTnul t•f n·h:rt h01c 1-orrn 

1:111~··· 

•t;tmlrutc; (\\ ith h-:.ch('t' 

curl"''') :nt-11)'7l" :rrlif:rct!\ 
:mel octutlrnl ltog"'':. rr:uHnp., 
inurnili!C, and~· rorlh. 
l't•tUnlin i~ nc•l :1 Ct•lln-tinn 

c•ftltiurrc•l"d h;1~ 
inlrrrtrlit·r tfala :.c ''"f!tl 

• I r:~chrr utili7~ rff,tc:l~ In 

rrftrd ron lnoclrnctif"tl 
•~hllfMtl< UC(' ("C'1f1Cttffu IO 

n•nc;i,lrrrrc~r~.,,ut 

,,..1,1f•lio:h Olt~oitiJt r.''--'1~ 

• lr·.,rltrr inlq~t:afr~ r._il 

d,ifl-:.,\ill.nuritulun• 
•C:huft"'ltl0:.tt101\. c.·lrd CCIIIII"' 

•( l:t<..:tt"'•tn 01<1i<t'CC1tlf'lll 

:1dcl" ••lhrr ldnclc uf 
infcnttt:.fit111 

•Chilrlrrn «c:l"<"l wnrk ff1r 
lh,.ir r•rlfc,fi""'' 

• r (':trhl"r n(Mt-Jt ~ 

ocy.;trm;,tkttii)·(Pt:.S 
chilclrrn ;w,(,,, •• fl:trh 

curritul:1r ;11~:1. :uul q, 

(tilth) 

•t:;lutfC"ntocdt•<umr;ut:~lr~rc: 

r~f llr~ir "''''k 
• rr:.<lwroccliuvtccltulrntoc 

ln("tilrti:1 

•r .. hilclu·n tf"rlrtf ''" wht· 
wnrlt<:rrrinc:lmlrtf iu 
l"'rlfc•lif"C :1mt c:tn ""J~I:rin 
r•n~rl"'tc;, ·~ttrlliur_ :uuf 

~~~.-.•~ 
• rc-.,chrr :.nd c.luclrnlc. 

u·•cc•nl inftrnn:1tit•n:llocil 
(W'('UfC 

·~lttffn11c lrl'"t'r It~<,,., 
lr:uninr. 

•I'"'"' :~lit•nc NCur in 
:.<~ocntnll ~) ~lr•n< 

•Critrti:t rttt('rr,r (rc•m th..

cl:.t;l, n(tl oc:rt ;1 rrinrl 

,,ccroc•rt,.•rtl 

•f,.,,,.h,-r hi roo:: rnc•rr 
cfr•u l•nrtl ;tCo:t~ocntrttl 

• fr.ltfwr "O'IIIOC ltt .. fiCI"' 

"h.lf nm~tl..-indtfl'fl"1.1 
............... (o·f'lc tli"t'\1 rnr 

chot nntc·nt.-.li••unlr.,it 
ckilloc 

• I,.,,, lu·t rl.,itn< 1111 litnr (ur 
ru:.ncl.,h-.1 ft•ttn-:.utcf 
1"'''11.-liu :.occrccrnrnl 

• f,·,'k·IN•t hit~ ,,,rir•ttc. \\:1\< 

"'".,.""' ittf••• .... ,,h .. , 
• lr.tt ht•r crt-c nrnl f,,, 

cnnci,ft•tw \ I•\ r.•:rtfr lr\t·f 

• fr:rc ht•t nt"'l-.1< ""''" 

r'l"''tirnrr lt•l.-:1rn 

l""'l"'~"''''·•nrctlt•t:rl 

'"''"'"' 
• fr:.chn ic. r"ucrrttt"d :rN1nl 

limP :~ntl ml'nn~l"mPnl 

~y"'':IC"tn 

• f f":1tfll"C C.,VC, -~ C;10 110\V 

OC~(' fftt:- rr~gr("c.OC nr r:1ch 
rhiltl nwrrdt'=srlr · 

• f•:~rrnl~ :ur :.mlirncp (,,, 

I"'''Holitoe 
·~lmlrntc :1ft- r:1rli0\l 

r:lthtt•rc 

•f-t.llnto:i,,octir c:uurlirtr.l"l 
nrw itfr:~c 

• fr:"~rhr-r'!t:ltkl dmfrnloctlr:rl 
\\ ilh iclin cyncr;\lk :'lnrl 
"''mrlr,. n:.hnP nl 
dr,·rlr,rmn'l 

• r ... ult<-r .,, ... ~hrclcnl~ 
\':llurriHfcotrnt 
l""'cJ"f'dh t"C ,., grnwlh 
:tntl \:tlnrrt"\icilinr., 
, ... ,,,,,,(i,-K 

•r:ltrflfc; i1C r;trlflf"f~ in lh~ 

:tdhih 
·~lrult'nl cl .. :rrly "'r-1rlt1("f. 
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c .. n,.r:d 

<.:har:ul~ri<~~tlc r"'r"""" Cnnlrnl 

Nnn·U•c.- •f'Jn -t·,-.lrtt•<'lic- rulkt n ... , ,.r •';h .. lrur•· rfftttl• :uc-

rurtfnlhM 
F.rtthPtftlrel in 
fr~cllltnn.11l 

A!'•r••rnrnl 
l'rn<f't.hu•• 
cr .. , •. ,, •• .,,. 
""'l(hllci.lr· 

'"' 
l•ottfnlin• 

A Inn""'"'~ 
lucltlinn.1l 
A••p~crn•nt 

rrn<t>tlnr" 

t~:acl•~e•· 
Dh•<••·• IUd 

0\ll,hl•·ln 

Slud•nl· 
Crntrretl 
Arr•rn:.ch 

'"~""'"""'' ""'' fru;,/('-
Oull 

<:una•l•·"''''"'·ltttlr'uloo: "'""" tlito·rlnl :d :'ltr<ela~lnf 

'·""•~····' 1:-.~J.· '" ..... It·..: h ... I 

•l••tli'l'l:t) "'"'''lnl1•.r 
lr;,n-tn•ilf•,ll•\' h""' h··r ••• 
,u·•ruiu·tllol·"'in,f,.,,lh• 
lt·:tch.-r :uulr•.1tnll" 

•ln•li•t•la, lo:uu\\lt·•lr.'"''" 
h•nrltrr.r•:untlc. ,1utl110!rll 

·~httknl• m"!rr<el~'''-1 
r'"J~""r nf fUtlft•flt• :U't\J 

lht- itttl>tul.,ncr ''' lhe·h 
~e·lr. lit'"" .uttl rf"llrdh1ttt: 

• r., lurnrm nwn lr,11nlnp. 
·~tmfrnl~ ,up 

iml••p("ntl•·ntl,· noo:c:~~i••r. 
ft\\ n wnrk ;'llltl r.rmvth 

•';ler,h-ul-: trtll•·• I h•otlc nr•tl 

,'t-:-:il;mtwntc in ;t lc•lclt·r I 
'"' ......... ~r. 

•';h,.ftufotec•fl•-.1 ,Uothicl· 

.tuoi/Ht«l+llr· n•ntttbtnl 
Uottlr. 

• Jc·.tc.fwt ,'to:"'!if;nt"11 ht•ck 
•I h~lti,l :'\tttl/c•t •lair 

,,.,, ............... 't 

•\\' .. ric u·r••r<rntfe•r. itt r bee 

,uhf Cttll t•f C l;~otC t;~c:S..c 

·~1 • .-.t r~tlfrctl•tn-. 
~l.uulnnllrrtl "''"'" 

• ft·:t• ht"t ttlto~~rn·nll•~nl :uul 
.Uttt"tlt•l;tltnctr•lc 

·~hnfc·nl tdlt·rlh (' Jt~nnnl• 
•t tonfe·r~tt·r n11tr-c 

• ~~II''" cnqo rlNf"'C' 

•\Vtttl.. in I''I"'C~"" 
.c;., .. ._.,C*. hmn ••ut~ltl~ ur 

cf.,o:" 

·~rtn•rlrc thnl t:'lf"'"''! lin• 
h•l.tlf"''"''"' 

• Rr·ftrctir•n4 c•n lhrlr d•c•ln:< 
in thr r••rlfc•lir• 

·~U r"\":"llu:.Uunc 

• J r:u: hl't "h~rr' n-li•••t..,( :unl 
:'\m·c cle •1;,1 u·n•ttl~ 

•!!lutfe·nlc" rcoflt"t tin'" 
~111111111•. !C~Ir r•·nlualic•n• 

•Ct~ttfrtc•ttr_("ltt:tlrc 

-~~~··"c"Ct"r'""~ 
• \Vo•rk in J'fnt'r~" 

•5-.,mrle:.-" '""" t•uhl,h:· nf 
t"l.acc 

•C:;,ml•lr•tl•i11 (",'1f•hlrt:' th~ ... ,..,., ..... ,., .. 
•ltt"llnlhto~tc c•n lhrir dtt•l~«"" 

intl•t"'J't•tlft•lif1 
•l"nrrnll!'tfduntic'tt 

............ 

•r:h•tfc·•11.._ n•ll•'f"f ""'" 11 .. ,, 
lt:to: l'f"rttlr:trhrt· :u"l/ .. , 
rfiothi.l· n••ir.uc·tl 

·~httle·nlc l"("r,.il• h•l'('{t•n•r 
' •rln. lh,. ;~h•uf "nr 1.. I Itt:", 

r·l:11't"itt lht"tt•ldrr :nul 
;~Urmr•l ht nrr.nti .. te• "hh 

lt':'lthe·r nl"t•ul "'"" h•l.,... 
lncfmlnl h• liM"("'"''''"'' 
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Djmensjons of Use (Hall k Hord, 198V 

Stq• ol Concern about the Innovation 

RUOCUSINC: The rocu. Is on ellploratlan of ""'"' 
uni\'enal benefits from lhe innovation. including the 
posslbllily of major changes or rq>tacrment wilh • 
more powerful allemative. lndivldml hu definite 
ideas about allenl.llives lo lhe proposed or ""isliftC 
form of thr. Innovation. 

s COLIJ\HOR,\ fiON: The focus is on coordination and 
COO(Jft"alion wilh oth"" repnfing U5e of the innova~ 
11011. 

4 CO:'jSEQl!F~"'cE: .o\llenlion focuses on impoct of the In· 
110\'llion on student In hiS/her immed~le sphere of In· 
flut,.,ce. 1111! focus is 00 relevance of the inOO\.'~don 

for slUdr.nl!l, evaluation of student outcomes. 6n· 
cludin~ ()(tf"formancc and atmpeteTlCIP.5. ~nd chaot
nerdPli to increase student oulcumes. 

MMMGE.\IENT: Allenlion is focused on I he p..,.,.,... 
•nd ... k. or using lhe inno\'&lion and lhe besl use of 
informa110n ond resources. Issues reL11rd lo eff!Cien· 

scheduling. and lime 

PERSONAl~ Individual is unrl!rlain aboul lhe denYndo 
n( the lnno~·ation. hislber trudequacy to m~t thole 
demands. and hisllter role \vith the inoo,·ation l'hlll 
indu~ 30011\'sis or hi51her role in relation to the 
reward 'itruciure of the orgautization. decision mak
ing. and ronsideration nf potential amOicts with es
i5tlng strudur-~ or ~al commilment. finandll or 
••••us implications or lhe program for self and col· 
leagues may al.., be reflected. 

INFORMATIONAl.: A general awareness of I he in...,.,•· 
lion ;mel intert!SI in learning man! delait ahout it illn· 
dicaled. fhe penon ..,..,.,. 10 be unworried about 
hunself111enelf in relation 10 lhe innovation. She/he Is 
interested in substantive aspects or the Innovation in a 
selOess rnanner such as gmeral char3cteristla. P!f. 
feels. and requirements for use. 

AWARE..'IIESS- Lillie roncem about or involvt'llll!l'll 
with thP innovation is indicated. 

Llwela ol title ol che Innovation 

VI RENEW AI,: 51ale In which lhe ,.... ~alua1es the quaBty or uoe or 
1hr. lnnovalion • ..,.,ks m.1jnr modifications of or ollrrnaliv~ In prO!S
ent innovation to achie\-e Increased im~ct on clients. rs.tmin" 
ni!W devl!lopmenls in lh" field. and e>plores new 11011s for self and 
1he ~ystfttl. 

V INTEGRATION: State in "hich the user i5 combinin~ own e(fnns to 
u~ lhe inno\'oltion with rrlatrd .:lc:ti\·itiPt or collea~Je to acl•ieu! o1 

cona. ... n.·e impact on ctirnls within their common sphere or in
Ouence. 

1VB REFINEMENT: Stale in which I he user vorio lhe u.'l! of I he lnnon· 
lion to increase the impact on clir.nu within inmlediate ~phere or 
Influence. Vari.tlions •re based on knowledg,. nf holh short· ond 
lonf!·lerrn ronsequences for clients. 

IV A RotrnNE: Use of the inl\0\-aliun is slahilized. Few if any chan~es 
are beinl! made in nngomg use. Lillie preporalion or thought is be
ing given to imptm.ing innovation u.~ or it~ consequmel!!l. 

OJ MECJIANICAL USE: Sial~ in whoch the user rocu..,. nlOSt effort on 
I he shnrt·lenn, da)··lo-day UJI! nf I he Innovation •volh lillie lime for 
reflection. Olanges in use •re m.1de more lo meet user needs than 
ellen! needs. The user Is primarily enlfolf!ed In a slep•vise a11emp1 lo 
master the tuks required louse thr innovation. orten resulting in 
disjointed and •UJII!'I'~I UJI!. 

11 PREPARATION: Slole in which ohr n!f'r Ia pr.,.uin(! [or finl '"'e of 
the innovation. 

ORIENTATION: Stale in which the user lys recenlly acquired or is 
acquiring inrormation ahotn the innovation and/or tus recently e1· 
plored nr is exploring its •·alue orienlalion and lis demands upon 
user and user ~ystem. 

0 NONUSE: Stale in which the user has lillie or no knowledg" of the 
innm.·ation. no in\-olvemrnt "'ith lht! innovation. and i5 doin(C 
nothing toward becoming itwoh·ed. 

F...tcerpcl'd from: TitP. l.nl! Curt. Oprntiorul twfiruttonS of ~·"'of l'se of 
I~ lnnc:n·atlirm Austin: Rew.trdl md Urr\?lopment Cmter fnr T,.olCheT' F.dua· 
hnn. tbr. t!nhcn1ly n( T"f"'.:t~. IIJ:'S 
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APPENDIXB 

lu""'E DOw"N"TOw"N SCHOOL PORn·OLIOS 

PURPOSE: 

ME'IHOD: 

INTERPRETATION: 

To capture a profile of the individual student's 
strengths and own pattern of growth 

Students and teachers select among collected works 
each quarter adding items to the portfolio that 
relate to performance roles and various aspects of 
the curriculum (collect, select, reflect) 

Teachers use their knowledge of child development 
and curriculum (NC Standard Course of Study, 
performance roles, student interests) to assess 
student progress and growth in self-assessment 
through conferencing, questioning, observing, and 
examining written materials and artifacts 
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APPENDIXC 

PARTICIPAl~n'S 

Participant Selectjon Matrix 

I TEACHER SELECI'ION CRITERIA I TE!~ I TE:~ I # 4-5 TEACHERS I 
Number on staff 6 6 6 

and 
Experience - 10 or more years 5 2 2 

and 
Longevity - charter for school or 2 1 1 
grade level 

and 
Participated in summer staff 1 1 1 
development 

and 
Use of portfolios 1 1 1 

and 
"'Agree to participate as key 1 1 1 
informants 

Note: No teachers selected from 4 
preschool classes 

STUDENT SELECTION CRITERIA I<-1 CLASS GRADE2 GRADE 5 CLASS 
CLASS 

Number in class 8 (1st 16 14 
graders) 

and 
Teacher selects as high performing loutofS loutof6 1 outof7 
Teacher selects as mid performing 1 outof3 1 outof6 loutof4 
Teacher selects as low performing 1 out of 1 loutof4 1 outof3 

and 
"'Agree to participate as key 3 3 3 
informants 
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T = Key informant teachers 
S =Key informant students 
• =Possible others 

• Schoolwide learner-centered portfolio assessment implementation 
including staff development activities 

Cases Study Data Collection 

• Three teachers as key informants 

• Nine students as key informants 

• All 22 teachers create literacy concept maps 

• Classes of three key informant teachers create concept maps 

• Teachers at several grade level meetings participate in group 
interviews 

• One class writes responses to questions 
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APPENDIXD 

~~PROTOCOLS 

Teacher Interviews tl 

1. What have you done with portfolios up to this point? 

2. How are things going with portfolios in your class? What do the 
students do? What about talking together? (Looking at three selected 
students' portfolios.) 

3. What do you see as the purpose of portfolio assessment? What's the 
point? Do portfolios come to mind when you make plans for 
instruction? 

4. (Look at concept maps of three selected students.) What stands out to 
you? 

5. What should I ask your students about portfolios? What would you 
like to know? 

6. What would you like me to see when I observe in your class related to 
literacy and I or portfolios? 

Student Interviews #1 

1. How do you think people learn to read and write? 

2. What's worked best to help you learn to read and write? 

3. What does your portfolio show about your reading and writing? 
(Prompt: What do you think you'll learn next?) 

4. What have your learned from doing your portfolio? 

5. What do you do with your portfolio? What does your teacher do with 
your portfolio? (Probe: How does she use your portfolio to help you 
learn?) 

6. (teacher suggested question) 
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Teacher Interviews t 2 

1. Has anything changed in your use of portfolios since we talked last 
time? (Have you used the sample questions for portfolio conferences 
with students? How did that go?) 

2. (Look at three selected students' portfolios.) What would you like 
me to remember about these portfolios? (Why?) 

3. What are you most proud of related to portfolio assessment? 
(challenges - funny moments) 

4. Do you plan to make any changes next year? 

5. What recommendations would you make to others thinking of using 
portfolios? 

6. (Look at concept maps of three selected students.) What stands out to 
you? 

7. (Look at own concept maps.) Tell me about your concepts maps. 

8. (Share student responses from last interview.) What should I ask your 
students about portfolios? What would you like to know now? 

9. What would you like me to see when I observe in your class related to 
literacy and I or portfolios? 

Student Interviews #2 

1. How are first graders in your class learning to read and write now (at 
this time of the year)? 

2. Has anything changed in the way you use your portfolio since we 
talked last time? 

3. (Look at current and prior years portfolios.) What are you finding out 
about your reading and writing? How do you know? (Prompt: What 
do you think you'll learn next?) 

4. What suggestions do you have to improve your portfolio? 



5. (Show concept maps.) Tell me about your concepts maps. 

6. (teacher suggested question) 

Grade Level Interviews 

1. How are things going with the portfolio conferences? What types of 
questions seem to generate the more informative responses? 

2. Do students self-assess as they review their portfolios? Give some 
examples: 

3. How can portfolios help you plan for instruction? 
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4. Are there any moments to do with portfolios this year that stand out 
for you? 

5. Do you plan to make any changes in the way you use portfolios next 
year? 

6. What recommendations would you make to others thinking of using 
portfolios? 
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APPENDIX£ 

OBSERVATION PROTOCOLS 

General 

1. Classroom evidence of literacy (reading, writing, oral communications). 

2. Examples of student literacy acts (reading, writing, oral communications). 

3. Teacher actions that foster literacy. 

4. Teacher selected focus. 

Observation 11 

Bryan 

Suggested focus: The opportunities children have for writing - the writing 
that's within the classroom environment ... the opportunities children have 
to read - how reading and writing go hand in hand. 

Bowen 

Suggested focus: Portfolios during selection/reflection. "Help me in my 
thinking about facilitating or probing." 

Lewis 

Suggested focus: Typical day and lesson. "Imagine how that could be 
captured in a portfolio." 

Observation #2 

Bryan 

Suggested focus: Listening to the children read- how they are reading
participation - are they attentive to the reading? 

Bowen 

Suggested focus: We're doing fables right now. We're going to be either 
acting out what the student choose - eventually taking one of the three that 
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we've read and making fables and/or writing our own. You could come and 
see the puppet show - you don't need to see all the steps involved in getting 
there. 

Lewis 

Suggested focus: Ask them how they think the portfolios should be used. 
What do they think their value is. Our value may not be their value. 
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CONCEPT MAP PROTOCOLS 

Teachers 

1. Ust words and/ or phrases associated with literacy learning and 
teaching. 
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2. Organize your ideas into groups. Think about categories for the words 
and/ or phrases. 

3. Display the grouped terms and/or phrases graphically by connecting 
lines to show links on a new sheet of paper. 

Students 

1. Ust words and/ or phrases that tell about reading and writing. (Use a 
circle/frame map if you wish.) 

2. Organize your ideas into groups. Think about categories for the words 
and/ or phrases. 

3. Display the grouped terms and/or phrases graphically by connecting 
lines to show links on a new sheet of paper. (Use a bubble type map.) 



APPENDIXG 

CDDFS 

Attributes and Dimensions of Literacy (See Paris, et al., 1992) 
TextR (Engagement with text through reading) 

• Const- Reading is constructive 
• Eval - Reading is evaluative 

TextW (Engagement with text through writing) 
• Const- Writing is constructive 
• Tech- Writing is technically appropriate 

Know (Knowledge of literacy) 
• Conv - Knowledge about literacy conventions and structures 

(letters I sounds) 
• Strat - Knowledge about strategies 

Orien (Orientation to literacy) 
• Mot - Motivation for reading and writing 
• Att - Attitudes about reading and writing 

Own (Ownership of literacy) 
• Int - Interests and habits 
• Self - Self-assessment of reading and writing 

Coli (Collaboration) 
• Coop - Cooperation among peers 
• Com - Community of learners 

Conn (Connectedness of the curriculum) 
• InS - Within school 
• OutS - Beyond school 
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Types of Inyolyement in Portfolio Assessment (See Stowell & Tierney, 1995) 
T (Dimensions of teacher use) 

• Inform- Information used to assess students 
• Crit - Teacher directs students to criteria 
• Att - Teacher can see portfolio usefulness - valuable 
• !nit - Teacher initiates selection of artifacts 
• Select - Teacher selects items 
• Purpose- Information used to inform instruction 

S (Dimensions of student use) 
• Inform - Students assess their own growth 
• Crit- Children reflect on why works are included 
• Att- Students feel ownership of own learning and its assessment 
• !nit- Student initiates selection of artifacts 
• Select - Student selects items 
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Dimensions of Use (See Hall & Hard, 1987) 
C (Stages of concern) 

• Self - Adequacy 
• Task - Management 
• Impact- Collaboration, innovation, benefits 

L (Level of use) 
• Non - Not using or preparing to use 
• Mech- Mechanical use- short-term, day-to-day use- user needs 
• Routine - Use of innovation stabilized 
• Refine - User varies innovation to increase impact on clients 
• Integration - User combines own efforts with colleagues for collective 

impact 
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CONIACf SUMMARY SHEET 

Date I people/ event -----------------

1. Summary of information for each research question. 

2. Main issues or themes 

3. Any other salient, interesting, illuminating, or important aspects 

4. Concerns 
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APPENDIX I 

PORTFOLIO SUMMARY SHEET 

N am • -------------------- Grade 

____ Wrl!lng 

-- nuoulng 

Mathematics 

____ Challenge/ullllcull 

Proud of 

Other 

Computation 

Prol.Jierrr Solving 

Daln ulsplay/siAllslh.:s 

People me srnm t In many ways. flight now, I thlrrl< IllY str ~hgths ore 

-------------------------·------------::__ ___ ..._ __________ _ 
because 

.--------/___ -.. 

~ Qt 
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